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FARM. CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

Republican Journal.

1 Cor this department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
farmers and gardoners. Address Agricultural
editor, Journal Office, Belfast Maine.]

liuw to Make the Best of the CJrass Crop.

As grass is the most valuable crop
grown in New England, how to harvest

and

it to the best

advantage are queshighest importance to every
farmer. The early settlers compelled their
cattle, during six or seven months of the
year, to roam over the hills and gather
use

tions of the

grass; to feed them the other
live or six months, they cut and dried low
ground or meadow grass after it was well
ripened; modern farmers do not believe
their

own
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ROSE TERRY COOKE.
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In summer-time how fair it showed !
My garden by the village road,
Where tiery stalks of blossom glowed,
And roses softly blushed;
With azure spires, and garlands white,
Pale heliotrope, the sun’s delight.
Anu odors that perfumed the night
Where’er the south wiud rushed.

ple
Taylor, of Belgrade, an experienced orchardist, in speaking of the Baldwin says:
this to he the best way ; for some years
“About sixty or sixty-five years ago,
they have been gradually changing, by the Baldwin apple was first introduced
cutting their grass earlier, by improving into the State of Maine, by the late John
their mowing lands, cutting more grass,
Fitts, esq., who came from Massachusetts
and shortening the season for pasturing and
figured largely in farming in Belgrade
their animals, until, at the present time for
quite a number of years, lie brought
many farmers keep their horses up the some scions, 1 think, from the parent
entire year, and milch cows, even if
tree, or from a tree near its paternity: a
driven to pasture, are fed at the barn
during most of the summer, at least one
good meal a day; considerable numbers
<>f farmers keep their cows up the entire
season, feeding them during the warm
season with green crops, grown for the
purpose believing that by so doing their
a s do better, and that it
improves the
on lition of the farm.
It is a well known
lact that horned cattle run a pasture out
If we
very fast, while sheep improve it.
add pasture our hilly and rocky lands
with sheep, and so improve our mowing
ul tillage lands that they would furnish
sufficient food for our other stock, both
unmer and winter, the
grass crop would
■c "f much
greater value than it now is.
Idle moment the 1.inner gets liis farm in
condition >o that he can keep all of his
attle yarded, he has arrived tc that
nt where lie can rapidly improve his
i: .11. especially if as many do, he feeds
Hut many
ai sued meal to his cows.
•!> an so situated that it is not eon: :i is profitable, to keep their
up the year round : they may have
aidant feed in a pasture a half mile
:n home, that even if at home would
.:i no condition to lie easily made into
a
lug land, while at the same time the
'ing land of the farm, even under the
st state of cultivation, may not be
lent to furnish food for more than
\
lon.ths. for the number of eattie that
:.
well pastured on portions of the
:u too rough to bring into mowing land;
i.inner so situated w ill find it for iris into continue tin- old way of driving
c.\> to pastun 'is months of the year;
i>.;i a k.rni. most of which can be easily
ight under cultivation, and seeded
town to grass, will keep more stock and
op it better bi soil feeding, and at the
an
time improve his farm more rapidly.
Vhen the question is settled m favor
•utting grass to feed eattie, there are
■

..

_

;n.ire

tout mice

demand

themselves upon us

settlement.

The first is
time t‘l' cutting and the second the
mner df curing.
As to the time of cut4 there is but little difference of opina very large portion of the farmers
ing in favor of cutting early, as soon as
crass is in blossom : but as to the
methods of curing, or preserving,
-re arc a great variety of opinions;
one party believes it best to spread
dry in the sun for two days, another
rty believes it should be cut after nine
k a. m
and put in the barn before
lock. r. n.. the same day : and now
w party has
stepped to the front, and
are that grass and other green crops
be preserved the best ifeut and packown entirely green, in a silo, without
drying the water out after a shower
they prove their faith in it by their
lice.
While it is evident that grass
lie cured, or preserved in these variways, so that cattle will readily eat
and thrive on it, it is not so clear as
vhich way is the best: this is to be te
ited, for in a matter of so much imrtauce, it is very desirable that we
..1 waste a-' little as possible and setdown 1 the most economical and the
-r reliable, as well as the best way
.-liable chemists tell us that grass
in the sun, without being wet, prenearly, if not quite all of its nutriwhile it wet by a heavy shower it
nearly one third of its nutritious
ics; they a is. tell us that when put
>ilo green, it loses its sugar by fermtioii. though the loss in this way is
great as when wet by rain. Front
t would seem, if one was sure of fair
bier, he could keep more cattle on
tss cured by sunshine than by pre4 in a silo, and that he could keep
"<■
by packing in a silo than if he
d get it caught in a rain.
Some
•rs succeed in
getting the best hay
iking it in the cock : after giving it
hours' sun. it is raked up in heaps
.it forty pounds each, and allowed
-main untouched the nest day; but
third day. i! the weather remains fair,
recorked, and the fourth day the
.is arc turned over in the morning,
i lie nugot in soon alter dinner,
•n to this way is that it is too much
and if there should he a storm it
the outside, which would have to
i'l-ead and dried, hut no common
would injure the inside, unless it
•1 come before it had icen raked up
ve hour-.
Clover hay. made in this
retains all of its leaves and is very
eet. the blossoms in the winter are
flagrant and hold their color rei: kably well.
'• th the
improvements which we now
to cut, make and harvest our grass
aunot stop to practice the old methuse before the introduction of ntas :y, even
though our hay may not
ite as good : but when we consider
.nick wo can cut and spread a live
lot, and how easily and well it can
i red and kept in the air to
dry, and
how easily it can be raked, loaded,
•used, it appears very evident that
a little watching of the weather,
is a better chance to get our grass
ared than under the old system of
• i.d
work.
>•
points which it now seems importo settle are, shall we cut grass for
• '.
or
shall we make them cut
own during six months of the year ;
1'
what we do cut, shall we preserve it
sis, put it in the barn nearly green or
'Uglily make it in the sun ? (in these
u’s we need more light, which can
he obtained by careful investigation,
mg from a wide field of experiments
r the direction of
high intelligence,
from all prejudice.
[.Massachusetts
minium.
i
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The

It

Care

of

Young Colts

very essential to always maintain
keen relish and nice appetite in
•mug animal (and always, too, tlierei.) and this can only be done by
is

:

tly guarding against over-feeding

live months old foal, of about
Mum size, if tin! weather be moderate
:il,ut one and a half pints of oats at a
1
will be enough : later, and weather
one quart at each meal may be well
it night and morning, too: if really
Ae like to add one ear of corn, which
while will need to be shelled till the
one learns to do it itself.
Have
a

■

for

;

a

■

quarters, kept scrupulously clean,

a

ll ventilated whilethe colt is turnduring the tine part of the day.
; Me dry and generous bedding. You
allow no manure to remain a day in
"
place, and be sure to keep the floor
os
very clean, dry, and free from ice
dust; have quarters well lighted,
*:i'l have a window
shedding light from
,‘"'ard, and towards south: toward
'""'h point also have the door
open; it
akcs the
greatest difterencein all weath"'arni or cold, to have the door opentowards the southward. Accustom
young things to be fearless and have
11
'Mitidence in you and your actions.
''

'■

"it

1

."

ue

raising

‘"•it to the

‘Y
',;t

feed

of

sheep is of the greatest
land, because wherever

new and

Hourish,

sweet grasses grow

and the weeds are destroyfarmers should raise turnips and
them to sheep.

The solemn purple pansies stood,
Gay tulips red with iloral blood.
And wild things fresh from field aud wood.
Alive with dainty grace.
Deep heaven-blue bells of columbine.
The darkly mystic passion-vine.
And clematis, that loves to twine,
Bedecked that happy place.

part of these scions lie gave to my father
which were grafted into trees now standing on my farm, which was once a part

Beneath the strong unclouded blaze
Of long aud fervent summer days
Their colors smote the passing gaze,
And dazzled every eye.
Their cups of sceuted honey dew
(’harmed all the bees that o’er them (lew.
Ami butterflies of radiant hue
Paused as they floated by.

I

of my father's farm. These trees,
have said, are still standing and bearing
some apples every year, but more every
alternate year. 1 now have in mind three
trees grafted to Baldwins at the time I
have alluded to, which stand in a row
Now falls a cloud of sailing snow,
with three other trees which were grafted
The bitter winds of winter blow.
No
blossom dares its cup to show—
Bussets.
Box
the same spring to
bury
Earth folds them in her breast :
These six trees are about all in the same
A shroud ot white, a virgin pall,
condition as to healthiness, all having
Is slowly, softly, hiding all:
yielded in a measure to the infirmities of
In vain shall apy sweet wind call
To break their silent rest.
m
But now in regard to dnference
age.
productiveness and profit of the two vaMy garden is a vanished dream.
Dead in the waning moon's cold beam,
rieties of apples, 1 think i can safely say
Clear icicles above it gleam ;
that yearly, for nearly sixty years, the
And yet —I know not how—
Baldwins have exceeded the Russets in
My flowers will hear the dropping rain
value of production more than fourfold.
When Spring renewoth hill and plain,
And then it shall be mine again
There is a Baldwin tree now standing by
It is God’s garden now.
the side of the highway within forty rods
of m\ house, grafted in three branches [Harper's Magazine.
when young, by niy father, between fifty
The Blizzard
and sixty years ago, which I think i may
sa'ely say has yielded on an a\erage yearSusan walked slowly along behind the
ly. twelve bushels for fifty years. It has prairie schooner, driving the mall herds
borne more or less every year since it beof cattle belonging to her brother-inone year, about thirty
gan to bear,
law. The roads were a little muddy in
I
years ago, while in the prime and strength some
places—there had been a rain the
of its fruit bearing capacity, there were
night before—but she was tired of riding
last
seaand
bushels
from
it:
forty
picked
in the wagon and walking rested her. She
son. I --<0. at about the sixtieth year of its
formed a part of the procession going
age, it yielded twenty bushels of good West.
It was a long one, scattering
Baldwins, so says its present owner."
over miles and miles of country; mule
teams, ox teams, lean teams, fat teams,
Strawberries, Blueberries, Huckleberries.
all heading toward the land of promise,
the West. They were going in bands of
Mr. \\ D. 1’hilbrick, market gardener
two, three or four families, and again one
of.M\ saehusetts, says, speaking of strawfamily alone. Some of them were meberries, that “the Charles Downing does chanics who knew nothing of farming and
well on almost any soil, and is almost the just as little of the land
tliay were going
only good berry of which this is true. It to and the spot on which they would
is, on the whole, the most popular kind stop. Others were farmers who had
now warn known and tested, and is very
sold out comfortable homes to go West
fast taking the place of the formerly al- and buy more laud. In Susan’s
part of
of huckleberry the
most universal Wilson."
procession were two families, her
possibilities he holds these views, as re- sister Mary with her husband, Thomas
ported by tiie New-England Farmer.
Smith, and their son Adolphus, or Dolph,
“It is rather strange that among all and
Cyrus Holman with his old mother.
the enterprising gardeners of our time al- Susan
trudged along, driving the cattle
most no attention has been given to the before her. Far and
wide, as great a disblueberr> and whottlcbcrry. Indeed, so tance as she could see, was the green
long as our markets are abundantly sup- country dotted with its comfortable
plied with tdieap wild fruit, there is little white, farmhouses and large-barns. She
inducement in this direction. Our high
thought it a line country, indeed, and
bush swamp blueberry, however, is a no- wondered how soon
they were to stop,
ble fruit, and has to some extent been not
knowing they were to travel more
cultivated by transplanting the wild than
lOUmilesyet, for Susan was an ignobushes.
Why cannot improvement be rant young woman, with small knowledge
made here by raising seedlings, as has of
geography, and was not quite certain
been done with the strawberry .’ Just whether Dakota was a
country in the
imagine what a sight it would be to have State of Minnesota or the reverse.
of
with
fruit
a high bush blueberry laden
Suddenly, as she walked along, she
the size of Charles Downing strawberry ! came in full
sight of a town set in among
Vet he would be a bold man who would the bluffs—a
neat, prosperous, busy town,
sav this is impossible and even improbawith a great many brick houses and green
ble.”
trees. She called to Dolph to come and
drive the cattle, and got into the wagon
Sheep Husbandry.
she did not want to go through the town
(food 1 ceding is the secret of success in on foot. The town was full of people,
farm wagons were standing close together
sheep husbandry
down both sides of the main gtreet, and
Lambs are nice pets for children when the white
tops of the prairie schooners
young, but it is dangerous to keep ram like their own were visible here and
lambs as pets when they are over half there. They
stopped at a grocery to buy
some necessary articles of food and then
grown.
went on.
They came to a tall, red
Cotsweld often weigh as high as dun they
brick sclioolhouse.
it was recess and the
pounds, but do not attempt to keep them children
played about in the yard, so many
unless you have rich and luxurious soil.
of them, Susan had never seen so many
Those farmers who prefer to bring up together in her life. The teachers were
1
their tiocks lor mutton rather than wool standing in the broad doorway, and away
should procure the Southdown, which is up in the third story was one with a
in the middle wool class, but stands as pretty, girlish face, watering some plants
lirst in quality meat.
in the window. She looked wonderfully
stylish to Susan’s eyes and she looked
If it is desired to have buildings look upon them as being very wealthy and imwhite and remain white, zinc white portant personages. The two men and
should be used for paint instead of white Dolph stopped to gather the seeds that
lead. The zinc cost a tritie more per had fallen from the maple trees around
the large yard. They wanted them to
pound, but it goes further, will never powder up and rub off, and if properly put on plant on the treeless prairies where they
‘will hist longer and look whiter than the were going. The boys on the playground
best white lead that was ever made. It rather resented it as an infringement of
their rights, but through a wholesome
hasplcnty of “body” if it is not mixed too
thin, and should be well rubbed on when feeling of awe for the principal who was
it is spread. If zinc was used exclusively watching them they contiuecl themselves
mostly to mutterings of discontent among
we should not see so many dingy, dusty
one of the most detiant howlooking white houses as we now see. Zinc themselves; the
men to “G’way and let
ever,
telling
on
whiter
the
it
remains
;
longer
grows
them things be,” and muttering to a comwith lead it is the reverse.
panion, “Ye can git fifty cents a peck for
them seeds downtown, an’ I want to go
The farmers of Maftie and many other to the circus.”
Presently the bell rang
parts of Xew England, have not y«t been from the tower, and the children and
a
driven to adopt
system of raising forage teachers disappeared in the house, while
crops as a specialty, as have some of us in the men came back with their baskets of
Massachusetts, but we cannot see why u seeds and the wagons jogged along.
double crop should not be just as desira< >n and on
they went, camping at night
ble for them as for us, nor why one can
by some spring or small lake and travelafford to let an acre of land in Maine lie
ling days, till the comfortable farmhouses
idle half tile growing season, any more had
disappeared, the small towns were
than in Massachusetts. Idleness begets
things of the past, except here and there
mischief not alone among the sons of men. one on the line of the railroad. There
Land that is not producing valuable crops, was no
trees, either, only prairie and grass
is generally growing weeds that are often and
grass and prairie, with now and then
worse then useless.
[X. E. Farmer.
an
alkali sink, or some new settler’s
shanty, or dug-out. They began to look
Fred Atwood of Winterport, is the gen- about for a place to stop and to inquire of
eral agent for Xew England and the Prov- every man they saw, and they were few
inces of those valuable agricultural im- indeed, if there was vacant land near
there. It all looked vacant enough. One
plements, the Meadow KiugAlower, Holmet a man going back the way
lingsworth Rake and Gregg Rake, adver- day they
tised in the Journal. Mr. Atwood is doing they had come, and across the top of his
schooner was painted in large letters
a very large business this season and he
“(loin home tew my wife’s foalkes.”
deserves to.
He keeps every machine
“Better turn about,” he told them, “I’ve
and implement that is needed upon a farm,
been in this blasted country nigh a month
and lie is always ready to sell at the lowand there ain’t a tree nor a shrub to break
est market price.
<)ur readers should
the monotony except here and there a
carefully read bis advertisements.
house and you need a microscope tew see
that. Look at my animiles, they was
A Xew Orleans correspondent of the
good and fat when I come out here, but
Xew York Sun advocates the raising of
you’d have tew swing’em twice tew make
hay in Louisiana for the northwestern a shadder and he mighty quick about it
market, and believes it could be made to or the sun’d shine through.”
Bermuda glass
pay better than cotton.
Not an encouraging report, but they
yields from five to seven tons per acre persevered, and dually settled down,
there, he says, and timothy should yield where, besides the two little houses
they
at least three tons, which would exceed
built with lumber purchased of the railthe yield in Pennsylvania, and could be road
company, there was only one house
raised and harvested for one-half the retail in
sight and that also a very small one.
price in the latter state.
But they were near the railroad, that was
a great gain, and they went
vigorously to
work to break what they could and preBrighton Cattle Market.
Wednesday, Jam* 1.
It was slow work, but
pare for winter.
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 302H; sheep
to the long, warm fall, of which
trusting
and lambs, 7200; swine, 11,‘.Mill; veals, 204; number
of western cattle, 301S; eastern cattle, 147; milch
they had been assured by older settlers in
cows and northern cattle, 103.
one place and another on their
journey,
Prices of beef cattle ■#*' 100 lb live weight, extra
quality, $0 25&0 75; lirst, $5 50&0 10; second, $5 00 they expected to be ready for the cold
5
of
a
37!2; third, $4 3712k4S7.1a; poorest grades
winter.
coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $3 50^4 25.
Jiut one day near the middle of OctoBrighton Hides, 8«83£c ty lb; Brighton Tallow, 5
ber it grew suddenly cold, the wind be“5V & tt>; Country Hides, 7<i712c t^tb; Country
Tallow, 4 £4.V V It.; Calf Skins, ]2fll2‘a'c. 4? lb;
gan to blow and the snow to fall, and in
Sheared Sheep skins, 30c each; Spring Lamb Skins,
a day and night the whole country was
50c each; Northern Sheep Skins 25«35c-each; West
era Sheep Skins, 35fj45c each.
covered. “There is a drift 1 ,:i()0 feet long
Milch Cows— Kxtra, $50 to 75; ordinary, $20 to i
$45; springers, $is to $55
head. We note sales and twenty deep on the track east of
of 1 cow and calf, $45; 1 springer, $40; 4 new milch
here,” the operator in the little depot told
cows.for $185 the lot; 4 do, at $35 each; 1 springer, !
Mr. Smith when he went to make in$30; two springers for $02>2 the two.
Swine—Sucking pigs sell at prices ranging from 1 quiries a day or two later. “I don’t know
head. Fat hogs cost, landed at the
$2 50 to $5 50
how it is further west; the lines are all
slaughter houses, from 0*4 to 7c W It), live weight.
Sheep and Lambs—Western sheared sheep cost down and I can’t get word, but there
landed at Brighton, from 0'2 to 7c
tb, live weight.
won’t be a train here for a week, 1 preStore Cattle—There were a few in market from
sume.” That was encouraging, certainly,
Maine, which sold at prices ranging from t to 4 V
W It), live weight.
when everything—provisions, wood and
all—depended on that train. The cattle
as
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Together.
in troops. They

Linked

Complaints

by

others

go

are

associated

disease and you will have
l)r. David Kennedy's “Favorite Remedy"

nature

Get

one

strikes at the root of all disease. You cannot take
it amiss, no matter "■hot your particular trouble
may be.

For all ailments of the

Kidneys, Liver,

Stomach, Bowels, it is worth more than its weight
in gold. A nileer dollar will buy it, whether you
go to your drug store, or address the
Dr K. at Rondout. X. Y

proprietor,

had very poor accommodations, almost
none, in fact. There had been no straw
to make

sheds, as on an older farm, and
the small amountof wild hay, which spread
on the few poles formed
a"roof, was little
protection. Smith and his son Dolph
shoveled a path to where the poor creatures stood huddled together, each trying
to crowd into the center of the group to
protect himself from the bitter wind that
drove the snow in blinding clouds across
the prairie. All that day the wind blew

fiercely, and the snow piled higher and them. Her brother is going down to-day
higher. No train came, only a telegram to carry them the victuals in hand-sleds.
from down the line saying the men were They’ll be glad enough to see them, if
shoveling and trying to clear the track, they get there, but I doubt their getting
but the wind blew the snow into the cuts
almost as fast as they dug it out. Their
snow-plows were of little use; the drifts

packed so there was no beating through
them; nearly every engine available was

damaged in

way, and the men must
work on. Meanwhile the settlers along
the line must wait—a hard thing to do,
with both wood and provisions running
low, but they hoped it would soon be over
and a supply come to them.
There came a calm, still day, and they
hoped more than before. Smith went
to the little station again.
A dispatch
had just been received saying the road
was nearly open, a train was within
twelve miles of them, a passenger train
that had been snowed in on that road
two days with nothing to eat except
what little fruit the train bo\ had and a
barrel of crackers that happened to be
on board—it was a mixed train and carried some freight, which accounted for
the crackers. Cyrus, taking advantage
of the lull in the storm, started fora little
town on the railroad six miles away, in
the direction of the snow-bound train.
He went after supplies. Their stock was
running very low, and it was utterly impossible for a horse to get through the
drifts.
He went on foot, and expected to
bring the things on his back. It was past
noon when he readied his destination
and he was very much fatigued, in fact,
he thought he had never been so tired in
all his life.
“Come from up there, six miles,” said
the grocer when he told him how far he
“Hood Hod. man, how did
had come.
you get here ? Is there anyone alive up
You see we’re half buried alive.”
there !
Cyrus thought so when he looked
along the street at the houses buried to
the second-story windows, some of them
those that had such a tiling.
“We're most out of wood, too, been
some

burning lumber, furniture, anything

we

Want something to
could get hold of.
eat, do you i Well, I'll let you have a
little, you can't carry much, of course,
but if you’d come yesterday, I wouldn’t
let you had much anyway, we’re so short
here, though I could not let folks starve.
Hut will have plenty to-morrow likely,
the train lias moved up three miles today since morning and they'll send a
freight right after them.”
Cyrus was glad to lieai of the more
hopeful condition of affairs.
“Lost any cattle up your way
asked
the man.
‘•Not yet," said Cyrus, “we hadn't
many, and they've managed to stamFIt
so far, though it's pretty hard on them."
“You're lucky, now Jones down here
—you don't know him. you’re a new man
—he’s a cattle man. keeps 151) or vl()0
head all the time: he lost 1 till the lirst
night of the storm, went into the river.
Cattle will do that, keep going and going
to get out of the storm, and when they
come to the river the hind ones keep
pushing till they're all in. It's hard on
Jones, lie wasn’t ready for winter, none
of us was."
Some one came rushing in to say the
lines were workng again up to the
second town west and they had only
half a cord of wood in town, only two
tires they said, one in a hardware store
the other in a saloon, and people who
could not crowd around them had gone
to bed to keep warm.
“If it only holds like this,'' said the
grocer, “and the wind don’t blow, they
can get wood to them in a day or two.
The worst road is below here and they've
got that most clear; but if it blows
again. God help them ; they're, all goners,
every living one of them.’’ The early
winter twilight had begun to darken the
bright, clear day when Cyrus started for
home. The wind began to blow, too, and
the snow to whirl in a threatening way.
He settled his bag of provisions on his
back and tried to hurry on toward home,
lie had come by the sun in the morning,
but now that was gone. The road drifted
so full of snow one could not tell where it
had been, and far and wide only the trackless piairie, looking as much alike, no
matter which w ay he looked, as do different parts of the ocean, and as the wind
rose the snow Hew and whirled about so
that he could not see ten feet ahead of
him.
still he pressed on, trying to keep
his way. The snow cut against his face
and blinded his eyes and tilled his footprints as soon as made. He had walked
until he was very tired and thought he
must be nearly home when he saw a
light. That must be home, and he hurned on.
He was almost up to it, or he
could not have seen it. It was in a small
house which he knew at once was not his
house.
It seemed strange to him.
He
opened the door and went in. It was the
grocery he had left—he could not tell
how long before.
“Given it up, have you ?” said the man.
“1 thiuk that’s the best thing you can do;
shows your head’s level.
Didn’t look
much like it when you started to wade
six miles after sun-down.”
Cyrus looked at him confusedly. --I
must be lost,” said he, slowly. “I thought
I had got home.”
lie held out his hands over the stove
to warm them.
“Look here, sir,” said the man, coming
up to him and beginning to lift the bag
from his shoulders.
“You stay right
here: it ain’t no kind of weather for a
man to be starting out over these perraries; you wait and have some supper
and go to bed and start out when you
have daylight ; it’ll be bad enough then.
Sally,” he called, opening a door at the
back of the little store, “can’t you get a
bite for this man? He's got lost and
must stay all night.”
Sally showed her rosy face at the demand avowed her willingness to have the
bite ready in a jiffy, but Cyrus protested.
He could not stay all night and leave his
old mother out alone in that lonesome
place to worry. He finally consented to
eat some supper, and started once more
as soon as possible.
The snow whirled
into the door behind him as he went out.
“That’s the end of him, according to
my way of thinking,” said the man, looking after Cyrus, but not seeing him. The
grocer went back and shut the door.
“This’ll block the trains again ; we’re
all done for, 1 believe,” said he, bitterly.
Cyrus wandered on and on again. The
snow beat in his face and blinded him,
but he did not stop, and once more, when
he felt he could travel no longer, he saw
the welcome light. Again he opened
the door, and again he was at the little
grocery.
“I thought I was at home this time,”
said he. slowly, and more confused than
before, as he stepped in through the
door. The man was just putting out his
iights to go to bed.
“Look here, sir,” said he, “it’ll save
considerable trouble burying you if you
go out again, but on the whole I wouldn’t
do it if 1 was you. Go to bed here and
I’ll call you and have you off by daylight.”
Nothing else could be done. Cyrus
saw he could not possibly reach home
that night, and accepted the man’s otter.
“Now,” said the man, as he prepared
to start in the morning, “you’ve a tall
walk before you, but it ain’t blowing
hardly so furious, and the sun shines a
little, that’ll help you about your course.
You ain’t so bad oil' in your mind, most
likely, as a feller on them suowed-in
cars.
He was going to be married a
week ago to-day.
His girl’s been here
a-stewing about it all the week—she and
Sally’s great friends. They’ve cooked up
things three times and he’s started three
times and had to go back, till now he
can’t get back, the road’s so full behind

there.”

Cyrus hastened on full of anxiety concerning his mother, and not without
cause.

She had dreaded to ha\e lmn start,
and had begun to watch for his return
long before it was possible for him to
have travelled the distance. As night
came on, with its flying snow’, her anxiety increased till she could bear it no
longer. She went to the door and looked
out, but of course could see nothing, except the blinding snow. She put a shawl
over her head and went out.
The wind
nearly took her off her feet. She called
Cyrus—“Si!” ‘-'Cyrus!” but there was no
answer.
She would try to go and see
Mary and Susan -she would not stay
there alone all night. She pushed on,
but the wind beat her about and the
snow blinded her.
She went aimlessly
around and around for awhile, then she
grew tired and sank down in the drifts.
A feeling of dreamy sleepiness came over
her: she lay very still, and only a corner
of her shawl and a long lock of her gray
hair fluttered out above the snow.
I'p at neighbor Smith’s the drifts grew
higher and higher, the house fairly shook
on its slight foundation.
Just at bedtime Smith thought he would go out and
look at the horses and see if they were
all right.
He went, but did not come

back.

went to look for him, and lie did
not come back.
The two women crouched in the house
knew what it meant. Susan opened the
door; the wind'nearly took her off her
feet. Mary was frantic she would go
to look for them, but Susan held her
back. They could not g< to bed ; they
wrapped the bed-clothes about them
and sat by the stove, crying.
At
last Susan went to get more wood.
There was none. What should they
do ! They sat there a while longer till
the lire had died out, then crept into the
little hole under the house which served
the purpose of a cellar. There they
crouched in the darkness all night, talking a little in horrified whispers and
weeping much.

Dolpli

m tne morning Mi sail crept upstairs
and got a piece of a loaf of bread; it was
all they had to eat and no tire to cook
more.
They ate a little of it, but only
a very little, and clung closer to each
other as the day wore on.
Were they to
starve to death there .’ .Sometimes they
hoped they should, when they remembered what had happened, and again
they sobbed at tlie thought.
It was night when Cyrus reached
lie stumbled on something near
home,
the house.
He stooped down and drew
it out of the snow.
He staggered into
the house with it and stood wildly staring about the, room, as it' lie expected to
see some one.
When he came to his
senses lie knew his feet and hands were
frozen lie could not tell anytliingelse for
some time.
When he could lie picked
the stillbncd form from the floor as best
be could with his frozen hands, laid it
tenderly on the bed and made bis way to
neighbor Smith’s.
The frightened women in the cellar
wore wild when they heard his footsteps
overhead, and still more frantic when he
spoke to know if no one was there: but
finally they understood who it was. and
crept out of their hiding-place. Mary
broke the thick ice in the water-pail and
got cold water to take the frost from bis
hands and feet, and Susan seized the axe
and demolished a couple of chairs, with
which she started a fire. They had bitter
tales for each other, but it was a slight
comfort to hear the sound of each other’s

voices.
The snow continued to pile deeper and
deeper, and no train came with the
longed-for supplies : but by burning the

furniture in their own house and that beto Cyrus, which lie brought to
them, and finally the most of his house,
procured in the same way, the three
managed to keep warm, and live carefully on the small stock of provisions
which he had brought from town.
He
brought his mother's dead body and laid
it in the little bedroom, till there could
be some way to dig a grave- the men he
could not find.
When the train finally got through,
they were all three living in one little
room, in which stood a span of horses, to
save their lives, the cattle having been
nearly smothered by the snow. When
the train whistled, it was like news from
another world ; they were saved.

longing

The

Lobster

Business.

Home,'’ an illustrated ar
Bishop, in beribner for June, we
quote the following:
"The factory opons at one end on tne whari.
close to the water. Two men hrii gin tho squirm
ing loads on a stretcher, and dump tho mass into
From "The Lobster at

tide

by

W. il.

tho coppers for boiling. At intervals the covers
hoisted by ropes and pulleys, and dense clouds
of steam arise, through which we catch v.stas of
men, women and children at work. Two men approach the coppers with stretcher and scoop-nets,
and they throw rapid scoopfuls, done to a scarlet,
backward over their shoulders. The scarlet hue is
seen in all quarters—on the steaming stretcher, in
the great heaps on the tables, in scattered individuals on the floor, in a large pile of shells and refuse
seen through the open door, and i:t an ox cart load
of the same refuse, farther off, which is being taken
The boiled lobster is
away for use as a fertilizer
separated, on long tables, into his constituent parts.
The meat of the maty jointed tail is thrust out
with a punch. A functionary called a ‘cracker’
frees that of the claws by a couple of deft cuts
wi tli a cleaver, and the connecting arms are passed
to be picked out with a fork by tne girls.
In another department, the meat is placed in the cans.
The lirst girl puts in roughly a suitable selection
of the several parts. The next weighs it, and adds
or subtracts enough to comp,etc the exact amount
desired (one or two pounds). The next forces
down the contents with a stamp invented expressly for the purpose. The next puts on a tin cover
with blows of a little hammer. Then a tray is rapidly filled with the cans, and they are carried to
the soldercrs. who seal them tightly except for
minute openings in the covers, and put them in
another tray, which, by means of a pulley tackle,
is then plunged in bath caldrons, in order that the
cans may be boiled till the air is
expelled from
their contents through the minute openings. Then
are
sealed
and
are
boiled again for several
they
up
hours, when the process of cooking is complete."

are

About

Refunding.

The Journal forgot to tell its readers that a DemCongress passed a bill refunding the six
and live per cent, bonds at A per cent, and that it
is the veto of a Republican President that has
taken one half of one per cent yearly on tho whole
$700,1100,000 out of the peoplo's pocket and put it
into that of the bondholders. [Portland Argus.
The Argus "forgets.” President Hayes did not
objoet to a funding hill provided it should cover
simply tho ground suggested by the Argus. Wiiat
he did object to was a clause outside ©t these provisions. which compelled banks to take J00 millions of the bonds or withdraw their circulation,
because he believed this provision would contract
the currency and defeat refunding. Besides, Pros
ident (iarlield's plan of simply extending the bonds
at
per cent, and mukiug ’them payable at the
pleasure of the government, without expenso to
the treasury, is in iho judgment of many people,
as favorable to the nation as tho plan of the funding bill would have been could it have been made
a success, for this bill contemplated the issuing of
J per cent, bonds, not one dollar of which could
he paid for ten years, and for the negotiation of
these bonds allowed a quarter of one per cent,
from the treasury. All of these bonds are at tho
disposition of Congress when it shall meet next
Dec for refunding on tho Argus plan, but wo venture to say that not ten Democrats in either
branch will favor it then. (Lewiston Journal.

ocratic

Maine

Central

Railroad.

At a meoting of the Directors of the Maine Ceu
tral railroad it was voted to authorize the President to purchase two new locomotives from the
Portland Company.
President Jackson reports
that both the gross and net earnings for this year
Bhow a considerable increase over the corresponding months of last year. A committee of tho Directors. consisting of tho
President, Superintendent
and others, and the President of tho Eastern rail
road went to St John, Wednesday, on business relating to the project of building a railroad bridge
tbero across the St. John river. Superintendent
Tucker took the party on board a train consisting
of two ears and a locomotive and made the run
from Portland to Bangor in tbreo hours and a half,
a distance of US miles.
[Whig,

Bismarck is located

rnau-

vided affection’' type by the introduction of a second lover for the w idow, whom she weds with the
remark that

t

marry

a

she would do wrong net to
who had been faithful to her for

perhaps

man

years. This second lover ami the girl whom the
hero marries are exemplary folk enough, but the
interest ot tho book lies in tho struggles of the
widow and tho lawyer to understand themselves
and each other.

J. I! Osgood & Co., Boston,

pub-

lishers.
The Revised New Testament.

lively

times

New York

There were

May tiOth,

the day for
the issue of the British edition of the Revised
Testament. At 8 BO T. m. the same day the Amerm

on

ican Book Exchange had the American edition all
in type, and they are now manufacturin';
00,000
a day to meet the demand.
Their editions
larger typo than the British edition, and are
sent by mail on receipt of price, as follows:
The
New Testament complete for 10 cents, the Gospels
complete for 7 cents, the Gospels separately, each
for d cents
Address American Book Exchange,
7b I Broadway, New York.
Littei.i/s Living Age._ The numbers ot The
Living Ago elated May dlst and May -28th. contain

copies
are

in

articles

on

The Rise of the Huguenots, Church

Quarterly; Poets in Active Life, Quarterly ; The
Father ot Penny Postage, London Quarterly ; The
Boers at Home, Contemporary; The Morality of
the Profession of Letters, Fortnightly; Vallom
brosa. Blackwood; The Youth of Henry V. Corn
hill: William Blake, Temple Bar ; A Night on Mt.
Washington, by Prof. W. G. Blakie, Good Words;
Hr. Southey and Thomas Carlyle, and Cnpublished Letters of Hr. Johnson, Notes and Queries;

Catching

Cold,

Spectator:

with instalments

of

the Children," “The Freres," “Round
Delia's Basket.' and the conclusion of “The Beautiful Miss Roche,” and the usual amount of poetry.
Visited

on

Littoll & Co., Boston,

publishers

At what season did Eve eat the
the fall.

apple

?

the east bank of the Mis

rather on the

or

It has been the terminus of the Northern
Pacific Kailroad for the past six or seven
years
but as the road was built last season 15U miles beyond, it is no longer the terminus, although it has
river.

j

ot the Emerson

on

high ground about one mile
from the river, there being a stretch of bottom
land of about that width, between the city and the
souri,

|

vicinity

Territory.

of the Journal ]

to some of your readers, I have been
iooking about
to see what I could lind iu the way of matorial.

New England Homes.
Tlio Dexter mansion, Beverly Farms, was built
a (jnarter of a century ago, by Franklin Dexter,
A (juarto volume entitled "The Homes of Amer
sou of lion. Samuel Dexter, appointed
by Presiice," has been issued by I) Appleton A Co. The dent Adams Secretary of War in 1800, and of the
scope of the work embraces a description, with il- Treasury in 1801. It is one of the few stono resilustrative cuts, of the most celebrated of Ameridences on the coast. It’ is ot the ancient Tudor
can homes, from early colonial times down to the
style of architecture. The material of which it is
present, or perhaps it would ho more exact to say built was all gathered in the immediate vicinity,
of the homes of celebrated Americans, since ail
and a peculiarity is that, in the collection, all
the estates included have not been at any time moss was left
clingiDg to the stoues as they were
really famous. Such a compilation, of course, in selected ; at least, this was attempted, and the re
eludes mnuy places in New Kngland. and. indeed
suit was a building with the appearance cf much
these will prove not least in interest to the genergreater age than it really possessed. It is situated
al reader. Concerning this latter class, what fol- ou a line
eminence, just above the sea, with a
lows is based upon accounts iu the work allud
beach below, and a broad, varied sea view. 'The
ed to.
interior is quaint and cosey, and the wliolo has an
The editor (Mrs Martha .1, Hamh), referring to old-time air in
strong contrast with most modern
the fact that no two races ot men could be more
built houses.
different than the .New Yorkers ol the colonial
About a mile 1'rom the Dexter mansion is that
period and the people of New Kngland at the same of George Gardner, built
very recently. This is
day, says that the contrast in the habits of thought one of' the most
striking and tasteful estates • f
and modes of living between the two provinces is
Farms. The house is built square, for
Beverly
nowhere more distinctly apparent than in their room, and
dormer windows and verandas
old. time-worn mansions, the former having keen relievo the towers,
monotony of the bare sides. The cstato
eyes for temporal aggrandizement, wbilo the latis complete in all -ts arrangements for summer
ter were wedded to schools and colleges, and cherluxury aud comfort.
ished a high respect for poetry and philosophy,
At Jamaica Plain, a suburb of Boston, “Pine
and all that pertained to religious rhapsody. The bank.'' the
home of Edward X. Perkins, is one of
Puritans frowned upon exterior show, and archithe liuest. This estate was purchased, To years
tectural ornamentation was tabooed, like high
ago. by the grandfather of the presont owner, and
sounding titles. The colonial homes show these each member of the
family, into whose hands it
traits of their possessors, and may fairly be studied
has fallen, has improved it". The present house
in that light.
was built to take the
place of one destroyed by
An example of the country house of early Now
fire in 18IW. it is of brick, of two colors, fed and
Luglaud is fount! m the old mansion of Sir William fawn, and the architecture is of the old
English
l’cpperel, at Kittery Point, Me. Though loss in
In shape, it is a parallelogram, tit's.TO The
size than it was once, it is still large, anti must stylo.
are
ami
the
water
surroundings
very beautiful,
once have contained as
many rooms as a great hotel.
views of Jamaica pond delightful. Opposite, or
Like many another New England mansion it had
the other side of the pond, is the home of Francis
two "periodsthat is, its southern half was built
Parkman. ail unpretentious house, but pervaded
by the father of the cont|neror of Louisburg. anti by an atmosphere of retiued aud elegant comfort.
the northern was afterward added by Sir William.
One ol the tiuest houses in Massachusetts is that
Both father and son occupied it until tho death of of II. II.
Hunnewoll, in AVellesley. There are
the former in 17J4. Estates "all in one piece"
many mansions in the state more notable for archwere large in those dajs, and it was said that Sir
itecture, but few more in harmony with externa!
William could drive to tire Saco—JO miles—withsurroundings. The sPo is admirably chosen with
out going oil' his own property.
Longfellow has a reference to landscape ornamentation. The house
painting by Copley, in which this house tiguros, is two story, almost
square, with a wing upon one
and Whittier has frequently noticed tho spot in his side. The
surroundings and views from the house,
verse.
The view horn the Pepperell house is still
however, form the chief httraedun. This estate
superb, as many as IDO vessels often being in sight has been converted by the owner, through a genat one time trout it.
erous outlay, from an
ordinary country homestead
The patriarch of New England houses, one of into one of
the most
picturesque to he found. The
the tirsf built during the government of John
of Mow England homes contain
pages
descriptive
Winthrop. is the Craddock house, in Medford, many other specimens, in Xewpor and at other
Mass.
It has been lefr unaltered and untouched
points in different states, which space here forbids
until the present day, and is believed to be tho
notice of at this time. The work thorn which the
oldest building in the United States retaining its above are taken thus
shows that the New England
original form. It is by no means a ruin, but is
of the country is not beh.nd her sis'er
still a comfortable home. To be sure, there are portion
states in ti.e manifestation of msthetic taste in
signs, not unusual, of respectable old age and de- j! home life and surroundings, and that that culture
cay. A chimney has fallen, tho outline of the
and refinement which delights in beautifying
roof is wavering, and a dormer window has disapthrough art, and enhancing the beauties ot nature
The
in
its
peared.
loopholes originally opened
by utilizing and adding to them, is not wanting ill
walls near the eaves were long since stopped, their
this most ancient corner of the republic
usefulness endingwith the disappearance of the Indians. It was built about the year Hid I probably, by
Literature
Matthew Craddock, the wealthiest man connected
with the settlement of Massachusetts.
It was not
UlS’lOltY or PoHTI.ANI) LolitiU or Fkkkmasunonly a dwelling house but a fortress, its walls be !
iug bait a yard thick, aud its old windows heavily 1 17t;i.• -1HKO by Josiab U. Drummond.
Although
barred. But tho owner and builder did uot, come
this is mainly a local chronicle, the wide roputa
to America to occupy the house ho had originated.
tion of its author as an orator and a writer, and the
Tho Puritan Winthrop read Craddock's agent a
valuable contributions ho has heretofore made to
sound lecture for his extravagant expenditure up
on this mansion.
Winthrop'* humble dwelling Masonic literature, will commend this book to
was of wood.
muni
.ho fraternity outside ot itoiliau'i, unu oi
liuugouiiu iiuii," a bait niuo or so irom Med- I
ford village, on the old Boston road, is not so old Cumberland county.
The Brunswick Telegraph
as the Craddock mansion by IDO years, but it must
"It is the most valuable contrivery truly says
uot be denied tho title “ancient
It was built by
bution which can be made to the Masonic history
Isaac Koval, an Antigua merchant, in lids.. It
was built of brick, three stories high, and was in
of our State, as it gives a sketch of the earliest
imitation of the palace of a nobleman of Antigua
records of the Craft here, commencing in 17 o-j.
Its grounds were finely laid out, and separated
many years before any other lodgo existed, and it
from the highway by a brick wall, with gateways,
is gratifying that tho work should be done by our
Hanked by tall wooden columns. Panel work,
both inside and out. abounds, and all its architect- ablest
Masonic writer, the one who is best able to
ure aud finish is suggestive.
A chamber in the
northeast corner of the mansion is finished above judge of and call attention to the difference in
the wainscot with a covering of leather, on which
practice of Masonic law in other days." The tirst
are painted, iu gorgeous colors, tlowers. birds aud
charter was granted by St. John's Provincial Grand
Chinese characters. The little window panes of
Jeremiah Grid
Lodge, at Boston. March 'JO,
this room, set iu their heavy frame, quivered with
the ii'-rce cannonade of the revolutionary out
ley, of whom Oliver Wendell Holmes spoke so
break. This old mansion attracted the attention lovingly id "Elsie \ enner."
being Grand Master
of Gen. Charles Lee, the would-be rival of WashThis charter was issued to Alexander Boss, a
ington. aud lie made it his headquarters, aud gave
Scotch merchant, who was engaged in shipping
it the name of "Hobgoblin Hail." Washington,
however, soon ousted him.
masts to England, but he died in 17its. and owing
The ancient mansion of the Gainey family, at
to liis ill health, the lodge had nut been
organized.
is
a
characteristic
of
colQuincy, Mass.,
specimen
In 170P, a second charter was issued to lus son inonial architecture
It was built in Ii70. on laud
purchased, in ltido, of an Indian sachem, by Ed- law, William Tyng, tho High {periIf. by John
mund Quincy of England, and the estate lias" ever
: Rowe, Provincial Grand Master, and under this
since remained in the family. Five hundred acres
tho lodge was organized May 8th. In iSir.' the
of woodland aud meadow surround it. and give the
idea of the ancient English estate.
From the lodge celebrated its centennial anniversary. Masons
mansion glimpses of the sea, of Boston harbor aud from ail
parts of the State and of New England
islands, and the white sails iu the roadsteads may j
be obtained, l! is furnished as houses were a cen j participating in it. iff this celebration Mr Drum
tury ago, and old time life aud manners seem to mond gives a long and excellent account, lie also
linger yet in its every part.
discusses tho Morgan excitement and his stateHr. Peter Bryant, the tirst physician of western
Massachusetts’huilt the "Bryant iiouicstcacl," at ments concerning it will bo accepted as authority
Cummington, Mass anil lierc was born William by Masons and the public generally.
Cullen Bryant, in 1701. The McCurdy mansion,
Among the early members of Portland Lodge are
in Lyme, on the Connecticut river, is another relic
of the early part of the last century, and a good Gen. Jedediah Preble, a veteran ol Louisburg. who
example of the old colonial dwelling Its antique would have boon the General of the Continental
features are now its chief charm.
The whole
Army, if his age had not been too great; his galhouse is a museum of souvenirs of former genera
tious. The round table is here which descended lant son, Goimnodoro Edward Preble, so well
from Gov. Matthew and Ursula Wolcott Griswold,
known in American history; Thomas Motley, the
around which gathered occasionally the eleven
graudlattier or the historian : I.bent-iter Davies, a
j
Under this root Kev.
governors of the family.
Stephen Johnson, the Lyme pastor, wrote the tirst ! distinguished Revolutionary ollicer ; Simon Greenpublished article pointing toward unqualified re- leaf, Law Professor at Harvard, and standard aubellion in tho colonies.
thor on
Evidence: Joseph M. Gerrish. Grand
Tho house of Longfellow is a "great, square,
substantial, unpretending, two-story structure. .'<0 Treasurer; Charles Xoh ini, the composer: Samuel
feet wide in front, overlooking tho Hivcr Charles,
Fessenden, father of tho Senator, and himself far
in old Cambridge
The house is halt a mile west
leader of the abolitionists; Rev. Stephen
of tho university, and is in the centre of a plot of years
Lovell, the celebrated Masonic lecturer, and a host
ten acres of ground.
Various allusions are made
by the poet to his home in his verse—its site, its of eminent citizens in all the walks of life. Comantique clock, its memories. Its "study" was ing down to the days since tho revival, we liud
once the diniug room of Washington, and from
Grand Master Freeman Bradford; Rev. James
tho room in rear of this the general sent forth
1
every morning his order for the day. Mrs. WashPratt, the Episcopal Rector; Thomas J. Sanborn,
ington made the old drawing rooms famous for re- afterwards Grand Master ot tho Grand Council of
ceptions and grand dinner parties. Usage is not
exactly known. It was built by a rich aristocrat Xew Hampshire : Moses Dodge, Grand High Priest
of pre revolutionary times, Col. John Vassal, but and Grand Commander. the Mayors Augustus E.
has since been enlarged. Andrew Craigie. who Stevens and Moses M
Butler; Charles A Barry,
“built a bridge over the Charles." at one time
the distinguished artist: Grand Master Timothy J
owned it, and once entertained within its walls,
according to tradition, no less a personage than Murray: John Lynch, former member of Congress:
Talleyrand. The widow Craigie, being poor, and Hon. Joseph A. Locke, President of tho Souate
able to entertain no one, tilled the mansion with
boarders, and among them were to he found Ed- and high in our Grand Chapter : Charles J. Clarke,
ward Everett, Jared Sparks, Willard Phillips and
the new Presiding Methodist Elder: and Bro.
Worcester, the lexicographer. The property was Drummond
himself, as an honorary member, at
purchased by Longfellow in 1843. though lie lived
here some time previously.
though he still retains his affiliation in his old
In the immediate neighborhood is “Elmwood," lodge at VYaterville.
the residence of James Russell Lowell. In apMr. Drummond's historical work has been ably
pearance it is more the abode of reverie and poetry
seconded by tho Secretary, C. 0. Leach, who has
than its neighboi
It was built by Thomas Oliver,
tho last royal Lieutenant Governor of Massachuprepared a biographical table ot membership conIt is
setts, more than one hundred years ago.
taining pjo; names, fully indexed : and he has also
and
with
an
aristocratic
substantial,
air.
roomy
and a lino sample of the domestic architecture of prepared an excellent index of the hook, so that
New England and -Xow York which nourished all its material is readily accessible. The vul ime
nearly a century ago. lu this house Lowell was is published by the lodge, tho author's work havborn and here lie always lived, and he lias sung
the praises of his home in some of.his most capti- ing been one of love. Copies will be forwarded by
mail or express to those desiring them, on receipt
vating strains
In Concord. Mass., the home of Ralph Waldo of the price, sl.oO. Address Stephen Berry, or
Emerson is a plain, square, white dwelling, of Win. 0. Eox.
Portland, Maine.
similar antique architecture as that of Lowell’s,
A Lesson in Love. This is the second of the
built
some
later.
It
was
though
years
purchased
by Emerson in 183.4, and is about ten miles from Round Robin series of anonymous novels, and it
Harvard University. The site of this house is not
has been attributed to the clover pen of Henry
historical, although the town is full of interest in James. It tells the
story of John Truax, a brilliant
that direction. It stands near the public square,
at the junction of the Old Lexington turnpike and
lawyer, who, at thirty six, when he has in his own
the road to Bustou. Its prospect is limited, hut opinion outlived his illusions,
engages himself to
the landscape is simple and rural, an abode of rest
a beautiful widow, only to tiud in a short time
and peace. Within the study of this house have
occurred many of tho “conversations" of Mr. Al- that ho loves a young girl, and that his betrothal
Here Tkoreau, Margaret Fuller, William
cott.
has really been nothing more than a -'Lesson in
Ellery Clianning. Charles Sumner. Theodore Park- Love," a revelation as to the real nature of the
er, Lord Atnberiy, Longfellow, Whittier, Lowell,
Holmes, Wendell Phillips, Higginson. George Wil- passion. The author saves the hero from unpleas
liam Curtis, Bret Harte and a host of literary cel
antly resembling an ass between two bundles of
ebrities have been familiar visitors.
hay, as heroes are wont to do in novels of the -'diIn the immediate
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Kditor Jol i,.n'ai.
Thinking that a letter front
this city of the Uakutah plains would be of interest
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sion is the house of A. Bronson Alcott, the estates,
as well as the names of the two. being associated.
It is "the farmhouse under the hillside on the Lexington road." which Hawthorne takes as the abode
of one ot his heroes in "Septimius Felton." Its
owner lias transformed it from a plain cottage into
a picturesque home for scholarship and literature.
It is nestled among beautiful elms, while orchards
and pastures strotch away on either hand
The
house is full of old nooks and corners, is low-studded hut spacious, and is appropriately and variously ornamented and furnished within. The prospect from the trout is open and pleasant, while its
rears look out upon the Concord pines.
Mr. Alcott is an octogenarian, well preserved and sunny.
Modern times have added materially to the ex
tent and variety of architectural acquisitions in
New England, and the increase of wealth and population has called into being estates which have
no rivals in the past lustory of this country.
Among the notable homes under this head must
be reckoned “Armsmere,” villa of Col. Samuel
Colt, the world-renowned arms inventor and man
ufacturer. It is situated half a mile out from the
city of Hartford, Conn upon the Connecticut river
shore. Its site was, originally, a low meadow,
marshy and worthless, hut itsowner, with a genius
whieh'comprehcnded all sorts of details, made a
wondrous dike, two miles long, 70 feet broad at
the base, and as wide on the top as the streets of
Hartford, and the dike is bounded by a ribbon of
willows, inclosing a square mile of ground. Here
he erected a gigantic armory, a Swiss village for
his employes, and his own homo. The last is
unique ami costly, but carries out no decided prill
eiples of architecture. It is called Italian, hut
without truth, and it is more really amixture of English and Oriental It is built of stone, and is mas
sivo, majestic and relined.
la the suburbs ot Boston are many homes and
homesteads, and, in respoct to their varied natural
beauties and those of their adornment and architecture, they have often been compared to those
about l’aris. The most striking feature of the
north shore is the rocky promontory of Xahant.
Upon the extreme end of this promontory stands
the mansion of U (Jabot Lodge. The situation is
unsurpassed for the beauty of its sea view Just
below the mansion is “Pulpit rock,’’a block 30
feet in height and 20 square, standing out into tho
tide. From the south side of the edilico the city
of Boston is seen, hazy in the distance, with Chel
sea and the great island dotted harbor between,
with all its surrounding of shore and jutting point
and land and water scenery. In every direction a
rare and pleasing picture lies spread out.

From

(Correspondence

Early

in

been made so agaiu for the past month, as the recent freshets washed out
twenty-eight culverts
and bridges west ot here: but 1 understand these
have been so tar repaired that travel will be resumed over the road this week. All the materia!
lor tho extension of this road, and
freight, and
passengers for the west of this point, have to be

by steamer, there being no bridge here.
Tire transfer boat carries six cars at a time. They

transferred

getting eady to go to work on the piers for
bridge, a part of the material being on the spot
now, and a large crew are preparing to begin oper
atior.s.
It is expected that the piers will have to
be sunk ill) or 70 feet through the sand and mud in

are

tho

the river

bottom

bridge

The

before hard pan is reached.
will bo some idOO

when

completed

feet long in four spans of about 100 feet each and
is to be built of iron and steel. Tho approach to
it from the west side will be some --’,000 feet
When finished this will make the ninth bridge
tho Missouri. The road is to bo finished
this year to Miles City, M. T the head of naviga-

across

tion

the Yellowstone.

on

of tho business this road is

To give you
doing, there

some
are

idea

to

day

about dOO cars “loaded with material for the ex-

tension,

and merchandise for western

Ilakotah,

and tho Yellowstone district of Montana," on the
west side of the river, waiting to bo forwarded, as
soon

tho road is in order, and from 17.7 to dOO

as

loads ot merchandise “for the Government and
private parties" waiting for transportation up the

car

river to Ft.

Benton and the

military posts in
territory, besides a largo
held along the line waiting

Montana and northwest
number of car-loads

until the blockade is over.

This blockade

Bismarck side of the river, is

cause

!

by

ttie

on

want ot

room and transportation, the freshets of a
month ago lie.', ing damaged two storehouses of the
K. K. Company, so as to render them useless, be
sides moving two others some 100 feet from their

storage

foundations, and about

tifty

feet from the II

II

track.
The steamers Eclipse and Gen. Sherman were
here at the time of the freshet, but wore no. dam

aged to any extent. The Eclipse came up to the
city, just below tiir height depot, as the water
was some 8 or o ft. deep on tho bottom below the
city. The rest ot the boats, some Id or 1.7 of them,
were below at Yankton. Sioux
City or St. Louis
The boats at Yankton sustained considerable damage, the Far West
from below. •-fully

taking

freight

in

being?

the first boat to arrive

month behind time" and

a

now-

fur Ft. Buford, Carroll and Ft.

Bonton. She will have about sixty first class pas
sengera, but on account of the river being lowwill take onlv about IT.7 tons of freight.
FLA. Lincoln,

airy and

post of ten companies, six ot cav
infantry, was located on the west
Missouri, opposite Bismarck, if 1 am
a

four of

bank of the

correctly informed,
buiit

on

in I*?.'.

The fort

the bluilj and commands

view of the

or

an

cavalry

The

surrounding country

post is

extensive

camp is located on the plateau just below the post.
This has been in years past .quite an important

post, but

as

others

are

established, and
cllicicncy is

tier moved further west its

the fronlost to

a

certain «xtent.
Bismarck is the most impoitant city

on

the line

of the Northern Pac lie K. K and in all probability
will remain so for some time to come, as this is
the shipping point for the upper Missouri aud Yellowstone Rivers and the British Northwest Terri
There

tory.

are some

of about BoO tons

twelve

or

fifteen steamers

capacity engaged

in this trade,

and the amount of hides, furs and wool that they
bring down the river would astonish some of your
Ocen
Waldo county hunters and w ool growers
a boat comes down the river with a.- many
bales as she can hold, and only her smoke stack
and wheel house to be seen.

sionally

Bismarck has been under ci;y :overument for six
now’ has about adoo inhabitants.
It

years, and

a daily and weekly paper, four churches,
public schools, besides two Catholic schools,
has a good public school building, city hall, a

supports
four
aud

court

live

house costing >\!t).UOO, an opera house and
six hotels. One of these, the Sheridan

or

House,

is a

tir.st-class house in all its appointments,
live sleeping rooms, and Express,

having seventy
Telegraph and
Bismarck has

R. R. ticket cilices in the house.

forty or fifty places of busi
Nearly two thirds of these are saloons. I
noticed only one or two vacant stores. All of the
some

ness

stores, with but

one or two exceptions, are one
story buildings, about JA feet wide and from 1" to

100 feet

deep, aud most of them finished up square
giving them the appearance of being two
story buildings. Property is held at a high figure
here, and consequently rents are high. To give
iu front,

you some idea, one hotel of about 'Jo rooms was
sold some time ago tor
and is rented at

present for £10 per day. this is on a corner lot
about 'JAx 110 feet the building covering tile lot. A

building only one
high and coim.-'-'rably

wooden

and

stories

out

three-quarters
repair, con

ot

taining one store 11 x feet, 1 am informed by the
parties owning it. rents for >H* per month. Two
saloons about

a

mile from town,

where most of the boats land,

on

the road to

rented for £.'»U
or seven months out of the year.
are

per month for six
Land in the suburbs is held at £*J«K) ami upw ards
per acre, according to the distance from town, and
1 am informed there is no Government land to be
had. within ten or twelve miles, although there is
land for sale, held by speculators within that dis
tanee.
Panning pays well here. As a rule farm
products bring a good price. Potatoes are worth
here to-day £1.7A per bushel. Oats t'»A to 7A cents.
There is a home market for wheat as Bismarck has
a good Hour mill.
Mrs.

Catherine

Coffin,

Abolitionist.

Another personage, who in tn daj s of abolition
isl zeal ar.d pro-slavery prejudice was active in
operating the rndergruimd Kailway."has recently died in Ohio The Cincinnati Commercial gives
the following sketch of the life of Mrs. Catherine
Coffin
It will be recalled by many that she was the wife
of Levi Coffin, the manager of the “I'ndergrouud
Railway," and one of the earliest and most active
of the abolitionists, when it was as much as one's
worldly possessions and one's Lie was worth to
work In any way for the freedom of the slaves
Mrs Coffin was born of Quaker parents in ISOM,
near New Gardiner. N. C
but it was in Hopeville,
of the same State, that she was married to Levi
Coffin, on the 'JSth of October. Is-'I About two
years afterward this couple moved to Newport.
Wayne county. lud.. where Levi Collin commenc
ed business as a country merchant
There also he
began the*management of the Underground Rail
way, and made his house the refuge for runaway
and d< stitute slaves
These were alwaj s hospita
bly received and generously treated, and sent on
their way to a free State, never empty handed.
Ilis wife, who received the name of Aunt Katj.
always seconded her husband in his efforts to befriend this generally unfriended race, and some
times her woman’s wit and quickness served her
well. She could elude the vigilance of the search
ing officers of the law with strategies that by their
unexpectedness and her cool manner of carrying
them out made them successful when all other
means would have failed
She sent ono escaping
coiored woman out of the trout door, veiled and
dressed in gorgeous attire, in the very face of her
former master, waiting for the marshal to search
the house. She used to hide the girls between the
mattresses, and stand cutting out a dress on the
made up bed when the officers would come to
search the house.
She always spoke mildly to
theso men, and treated them so politely that tliay
frequently thought she did not sympathize with
her husband’s views about aiding the fugitives to
escape. In LSI?, to take charge in this city of the
business of manufacturing Southern goods by free
labor, Levi Collin and his wife removed to Cinein
nati. They still continued without
interruption
the management of the Underground Railroad and
their other labors in the abolition movement. In
1ST? Levi Collin died : since that time Mrs. Collin
has lived on Spring street, in Avondale, where, until her death she was faithfully attended by the
colored woman, Mary Ann Green. She has had
near her her son Jessee, and during the two years
of 1ST'.* ami 1SX0 she had also enjoyed the society
of her other son. Henry W
and his family, but
they at that time moved to Washington. Mrs.
Coliiu was, to the last, a bright, cheerful woman.
Endowed with much conversational power and
sense of the witty and humorous, and tilled as was
her mind with stirring reminiscenses of the past,
she was entertaining and instructive to all eager
listeners. Until last October she drove to meeting
on the lirst and tilth days of each week, and to the
last was a consistent and earnest member of the
Society of Friends.
lion. James A. Kail, of Pamariscotta, who is
well known in this section, where he has done
on the stump in several campaigns
for the Republican cause, has resigned his position
as Collector of Customs in that district, and will
be succeeded by Mr. Henry A. Kennedy, who has
been a Special Deputy for nineteen years, tieu.
Hall has tilled this fltliee to the satistaetion of all
for the past litteen years, and now resigns on ae
count of other business which requires his attention.
lu a letter in which he speaks favorably et
Mr. Kennedy, whoso appointment ho helped to se
“I aui more
cure. Con. Hall concludes as follows
of a Republican than ever, and am for the Admin
istration every time." [Bangor Whig.
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DECORATION

DAY.

touching incident occurred at the village
cemetery during the decoration services. A young
stood
girl
by the side of a mound which alone was
the only mark of its being the last resting place of
A

lived and loved, but had
long since departed to that bourne from which no
traveler returns
The rank grass grew above the
grave in tangled masses, and the little birds were
and solemn requiem over this
their
sweet
singing
neglected grave as though to atone for the :tb
sen ce of those who had loved the lonely inhabitant
of this silent abode, when all about it were friends
strewing garlands upon the graves of their departed. The young girl held a bouquet of llowers in
An
her hand and seemed bowed down by grief
old soldier passing by attracted the attention of
the girl, and raising her tearful eyes she inquired
who lay buried there. Upon being informed she
burst into tears, and through her sobbings she told
the stranger that that was the grave ot her father,
who had been a soldier, aud died before hei re
membrance. aud that this was the tirst time she
had visited his grave or known where he lay
buried. The generous hearted soldier, who had
stood by the side of his fallen comrade when the
battle raged thickest and who had shared with
him the perils and hardships ot the held that our
liberties and our loved country might be preserved,
was stirred with deep emotion as the scenes of the
past rose before him. and together the daughter
ami the comrade bedewed the soil with their tears.
The bouquet was lovingly placed upon the mound,
and no longer, as with each recurrence of this
sacred day we gather about the grave of the heroic
uead to strew the lirst llowers ot spring and recite
the thrilling stories of their sacritices. will this
mound be forgotten
( Fairfield Journal.
whf> had

some one

once

WOMAN SCI TRACE

MEETING

IN

CORTLAND.

Last
Portland Press of Thursday says
evening the lirst series ot meetings under the aus
of
Assoeia
the
National
Woman's
Suffrage
pice.lion, was held at City Hall There was an audience
of about iud present, of which ot), according to
Mrs. viage> count, were men.
The Secretary’s
desk was adorned with a large tloral centre piece
whose
ot
the
choicest
fragrance
llowers,
omposed
tilled the air in that vicinity. On the platform
were Miss Susan B
Anthony, ol Rochester. N Y
whose name and face are familiar to almost all our
people, either by reputation or pholagraph- -tall,
with haii- arranged in the good old fashioned way.
with spectacles on nose, quick, keen, clever, her
words pouring from her mouth in a perfect cata
Mrs
act. and yet with every syllable enunciated
Saxon, uf New Orleans, a lady of medium height,
with dark brown h; ir. aquiline nose, bright eyes
clear complexion, also a rapid, ready speaker:
Mrs Cage. tall, with while hair brushed buck from
'■>
the forehead
t’ady Stanton, with a natural
elegance of carriage and manner, and an earnest
ness of speech that was very convincing: Lev.
Olympia Brown, t.f Racine, Wis petite in ligure,
and sweet .•! lace : .Miss Rachel Foster, of ITiila
dolphin, a .-harming young disciple of the faith
;
white hat and plume and light dolman : and
Airs Merriwether, ui Memphis, of the true South
mu type, whose brunette features and sparkling
set oil b) her Maiie Stuart like s rt
<■1 hat. These were the strangers. Thou there were
several Portland ladies and gentlemen, most of
ti.cii* vice ['residents 01 the convention.
Th.e object of the convention is the advocacy oi
a sixteenth amendment to the constitution cm
bodying the principle of universal suffrage, which
Adwill be presented to congress next winter
dresses were made by Fh/.abeth Sexton Malt, Jos
Susan
B.
and
advanced
Anthony. They
iyu (lage
no new ideas but clothed the old ones in pleasant
f not convincing language.
A prominent physician wrote a letter, which was read, telling tin*
women t’ ev snoe.ld refuse to become mothers un
!i! the ballot was accorded them.
The

<>

>

1'i. ay
letic \hs<

oi.LKi.h m:stivitiks.

observed as a Field Fay by the Ath:.ition ot Bowdoiu College aud as lvv
Fay by the class of 'SJ Tile athletic exercises
were held at the fair grounds in Topsham. and
consisted m running, jumping, walking, hopping,
throwing the hammer, a bicycle race, rope pulling,
etc., prizes being awarded to the winners
The
ivy Fay exercises consisted ol a pra\er. an
W
oration ny ,1. II Fierce, a poem by O.
Plimpton and the presentation of honors to the most
the
the
best
man.
moustache.
popular
dig.
poniest,
la/\ man and handsome man. Andrews Orchestra,
ot Bangor, tarnished music lor the occasion.
There was a large audience.
In the evening there
was the customary ivy hop
The Annual Field Fay of the Colby Athletic As
sociation was held Thursday afternoon at the trotting park The weather was favorable aud a large
crowd was in attendance. The line uniforms and
the inspiring music -f the West Watervillc hand,
the long line ol unity decked carriages and tiie
bright costumes of their fair occupant.-, made a
lively and festive scene. The following programme
was carried out with the annexed results
One
mile wa:k. A entries: won by Wadsworth, in *
i: i;:
IA seconds.
entries:
Running high jump.
tie byF. A. Abdrewsand Moulton, 1 feet. Id inches.
I browing hammer. 1A pounds. A entries: won by
W orcester. 7 1 feet. * inches
100 yards dash, i
entries: won by W. W Andrews. II, seconds
*J
v.
entries:
on by Worcester.
Standing long jump.
II feet.
Wheelbarrow race. > entries: won by
Trowbridge. in Id seconds. Hop. step and jump,
.'•entries
won by Wadsworth, d.l feet.
1 inches.
Hurdle race. (1^0 yards, o hurdles) A entries : won
W
W.
seconds.
Andrews,
In.
by
Throwing base
bail. '■ entries : won by Lord, dpj ft F» in.
Running broad jump. A entries : won b_\ Lord. 17 ft. li
in. S n-k race. A entries ; won by Wadsworth. Is',
seconds
entries won by W
Quarter mile run.
W Andrews. 1 minute, *.» seconds
Potato race. A
etitrie- : won by Foe
i he ball at i'.avn Hall in
the evening was largely attended, and was a grand
was

success.
.\

1

l;i:at

i.r.\nu:u .maki

a<

touy itrknj:i»

W

T. Pearson's large saw mills at West Freat
W ork- were burned to the ground Saturday morn

iugat

'clock, together with his store, black
smith shop. •joo.onn feet <<i nice cedar logs, dd.iMO
feet of lumber on the pile, two loads on llat cars,
and besides ail ibis three llat ears belonging to the
L A N A
K <’o. The total loss is upwards of
S;s|tim): insurance Sbii.tloo
This insurance will
not more than cover the loss to the business and
on the lumber and logs
destroyed, so that the line
block of mills is a clear loss
The blow is a heavy
oil*- to Mr. Pearson, and lie has the
deep sympathy
•f the community : it is also a
very serious blow
to the business interests ot Bangor and of the village oi (Treat Works By this lire one hundred
and sixty men are thrown out of employment, aud
the village of <treat Works loses its business sup
port This block of mills was Too feet long, and
one of tin- finest
appointed establishments of its
kind in New Kngland.
With the exception of
F-a-:n M'11s. this was the largest block of mills on
tne Penobscot River.
It was provided with four
gang saw-, four shingle machines, three lath mu
chines, rotary and several other machines. The
appliances for protection from lire seemed perfect
The mills were built in isf.b by the Hinckley A*
Leery Hod < -> .and were owned personally bv Win
1
Pearson. In the manufacturing of lumber he
had associated with him his nephew Ldgar C.
Pearson, and the style of the firm was W. T Pear
.-Oil A Co.
The village of West (ireat Works is a
part ■*; oldlowu. where two other great mill establishments. (he Yoazie and Fa inch were formerly
burned
Thus, in a short period, the largest him
ber manufactories in Maine have been destroyed
by hre The origin of the tire is a mystery f Ban
gor Commercial
one

<
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'J’lit (iovernor and Council. June *2nd, by virtue

oi "An act to tax

Kxpress Corj>oratious. Companies

persons carrying on the express business m this
State," approved March Jtuh. isxl. and m accord
auce with its
provision assessed the following tax
upon the several corporations, companies and per
who have procured licenses from the State
! reasurer tor doing, ami who have done
express
business, on some railroad, steam boat, or vessel,
m this .‘State for the year
ending April 1st, 1S8I.
But two parties have returns according to the
provisions of said act—the Merchants and Prim
t-ss
hxpress Companies. The Governor and
ouncil have made the assessment upon other
parties upon such gross receipts as they think
iust. with such evidence as they have been*able io
obtain
"i

Name of party
v

Amount of l*u>i
lies-; done
Tax*
on
.£150,000 .■? 1,1
25,000
lS’7.50
i-,.oo
‘2,000
11,.',41
;t;).oo
4,ooo
50.01
7,5s!i
5oo
.’,.75
: l.ooo
22 >o
-Co.
15 oo
2,000
.’17.50
5,ooo

Kxprc-s Co.
1 anadian
Kxpress <J*>.
Hoyt .V Co.
Merchants Kxpress < ...
< harlesO.
Milliken,.
Princess Kxpress.
~aiidy liiver Express Co..
merman

..

Biddeford ,v Boston,

■'

Mail and I)ist. Ex pro
tf
Express Co.

>.
vi
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Miss Kate Furbish, of Brunswick, who lias been
tor several years engaged in making a collection
of the dowers of Maine and of painting them from
nature, has got some 800 species, and has set herself to colleet 1,000. She has recently gone to
Aroostook on her second tour. Last season she
added some fifty species to her collection there.
She found there a new species of pedicularis—or
lousewort, and Prof "Watson, of Cauibridgo. has
named it after her. Pn(ire/o#•/> F» />'■*!,<>*. This is
the first time, we are told, that a female has had this
honor conferred upon her. It is quite a compli
ment to Maine's enthusiastic and industrious and
skillful botanist, and talented artist, for her paint
mgs of llowers are not only scientifically correct
copies from nature, but they are beautiful works
of art as well. [Gardiner Homo Journal
iONGRELATIONAL

ONTEKKNIE.

ltoi elanii, June 7. The Lincoln and Sagadahoc Conference of Congregational churches met in
this city to day and was opened this afternoon by
a devotional meeting, followed
by a sermon by
Kev. J. H. Pond, of Warren, and a discussion of
the question "How to bring non church goers into
the house of Cod.” The session this evening was
opened by a praise mooting followed by discussion
of the question “As to what sort of meeting is de
rnanded by the times." in which Kev. W. A l)e
pew. Kev. K. W. Jenkins and others participated.
The meetings will be continued to morrow.
MAINE'S SHIPPING! INTEREST.

Portland, Juno 7. A meeting of the Maine
Shipowners and Shipmasters'Association was held
in this city this afternoon, at which many of the
leading ship owners of Maine were present". Capt.

C. Goss, of Bath, the president, reviewed the
object and origin of the Associations and recoin
mended that auxiliary associations be formed in
each customs district. The organization was com
pleted and by laws adopted. Plans for future operations were made and committees appointed.
The next annual meeting will bo held in Hath.
Much interest was exhibited.
<i.

SPUING RACES.

Kocklanh, June 7. The spring trotting circuit
opened favorably at the Knox Trotting Park this
afternoon, with a good number in attendance.
There were seven entries in the three uynute class
and six in the two forty class, purses of felOO and

*150 respectively, being up for these races. The
three-minute race was won bv “Canard" sired by
“Von Moltke.” entered by Joel Richardson of
Skowhegan—time, 2 41}, 2.40. 2 3B}. The two
forty race was won by “Yellow Dog,” sired by
Winthrop Morrill, entered by J. P Gibbs, of Hast
Bangor—time 2 36}, 2.30}, 2.35}.

THE COUNCIL.

The justices of the supremo court at Augusta
were of the opinion that tno question submitted to
them by the Executive Council would have to be
considered without argument. The question is,
whether the consent of the Council is necessary to
authorize the removal of certain State officers by
the Governor; and as this question involves no
private rights but calls simply for the opinion of
the court concerning the duties ©f public servants,
there can be no parties entitled to a hearing, and
f one citizen more
no reason why the argument
than another should be considered. This was not
a rule in court, but was found to bo the prevailing
opinion of the justices, and so the proposition to
argue the case was abandoned. [Portland Ad
vertiser
\NOOK THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
Trustees of the
Seminary
I’.

held
The
Theological
their annual meeting June 1st and elected officers
for the ensuing year. The resignation of Prof. P.
S. Talcott, chair of Sacred Literature, was accept
ed.
Prof. Talcott has tilled this chair for forty-two
years and resigns on account v>f ill-health. The
The
expenses for the past year were $lb,000
lands of the Seminary now amount to $200,000
besides the grounds and buildings. The alumui
dinner occurred in the afternoon, also the inauguration of Kev. Prof. L. F. Stearns to till the chair
of Systematic Theology. Graduating exorcisos of
the Senior class took place in the evening.
IN

Weaving rag carpets is the rage with the ladies
of Canton.
The dwelling of Anna J. Cross, in Auburn, took
lire Friday afternoon, and was burned to the ground
together with the stables. Defective chimney.
Insured.
The farm buildings near Blackstrap lliil, West
Yarmouth, owned by Albro E, Chase, of Portland,
were destroyed by tire Wednesday night.
Loss
$1,800; iusured $1,'J00. The lire is supposed to
have been incendiary.
The Whig says the engineers of the Lake Me
gantic Railway Company have made a preliminary
survey of the route from the lake to Greenville
and from Greenville to the Katahdin Iron Works.
They are now engaged on the route from the Iron
Works to Mattawamkeag, where it is expected to
strike the E. & X. A R. R
The surveyors report
good land and a satisfactory survey for the road

We

Kocklaud is on the point of funding her railroad
debt Samuel Hanson, banker, of Portland, is now
in that city concluding the necessary arrangements
therefor
The much talked of bonds in aid of the
Knox and Lincoln railroad, the legality of which
cannot be questioned, are to bo called in aud bonds
bearing tour per cent interest, given in exchange :
or the holder can receive cash for his railroad
bonds as he may choose. The old bonds will be
redeemed at par and interest; hut no premiums
will in any case be paid.

a

**

leading
Two

shipments of ice will be made from Bahgor in
Juno and July.
Ilnur v W. Freeman, general freight agent of the
Portland. Bangor and Maclnas steamboat company
in Portland, died suddenly, in
Augusta June 1st.
of heart disease
The Peering horse cars carried 1.108 passengers
Memorial day. being nearly one thousand more
than was carried last year
The Lewiston Journal says
The Pixheld Pen
tre cheese factory is now in operation, under the
management of Mr. A. \V. Smith, of Mexico The
receipt of milk the first day was upwards of 1,400
lbs and they are receiving new lots daily.
A large bear has been killing sheep at Grindleville. Bluehill, and so far the pursuit of bruin has
not resulted in his capture.
Several citizens of Harps well and Brunswick
have organized themselves into ice companies.
Their ice pond is on the farm of Jacob II. Merryman. at West
Harpswell. They are building a
wharf, slip and other conveniences for shipping
ice next season.
The Richmond Bee says
On Main street re
ceutiy. as a monkey was kissing an organ gi.nder,
a
young lady who was watching the performance,
exclaimed in apparent astonishment: “How can a
person endure being kissed bv such a hairy crea
tore
Seeing that tlie questioner is kissed every
night of her life by a creature far more hairy thau
a monkey, her ignorance in the matter is to be
wondered at.
A corporation has been tunned at Sangerville in
Piscataquis county, under the general laws of
Maine, called the “Carleton Mills Company." Pa
pers have been bled with the Secretary of State in
due form
The purpose of said corporation are to
erect, maintain and operate a factory in Sanger
viHe village for the manufacture of woolen and
cotton goods.
The amount ot capital stock is
Moses Carr is President and A T Wade
S'Jb.bun.
treasurer, both of Sangerville
The American says: Mr A. B. Newman, keeper
of Mt. Desert Rock Light, was in Ellsworth. Mon
day. and reports that the coldest weather at bis
staiion. since last fall, was in April, when the
thermometer went down to four degrees above.
At no time during the winter months did the
iiHicun drop lower thau live degrees.
Mrs New
man accompanied him. the first time she has been
ot! the R jck for more than two years
The nomination of Russell S. Morrison, of Ban
g,!i\ as Trustee of the Insane Hospital, in place ot
D: J. F. (oilman, of Portland, was continued b\
tlie Council Thursday. The nomination of Daniel
\N True as Trustee of the Reform School and of
Everett Smith, of Portland, as Commissioner of
name and Fisheries were rejected.
Rev. 1 S Kalloch. Mayor of San Francisco, is
in Rockland and preached at the First Baptist
t lurch last
Sunday by invitation of the pastor.
Mr. Kalloch was ordained over this church
year.» ago this month, at the ago of lb. and was its
pastor for several years. He is a native of Rock
land where he has two uncles, an aunt and other
relatives
A suit has been brought iu Washington P C
against the Terra Cotta Company, of which John
Lynch of Maine, is Trustee, on charge of mismanagement. The bill of particulars shows that the
principal shareholders are 8. E. Spring. John
Lynch, and X. Winslow, of Maine. Mr Lynch has
published a card denying the charge of mismanagement.
The Watervilie Mail says : The Boston Courier
notices the fact that Mr Deorge W. Seavey. of that
w hom we
city
always claim as a Watervilie boy
—has recently received two commissions for llower
pieces from a distinguished London iirin. The
same paper compliments iu high terms “a
superb
screen in three compartments." just
completed by
Miss Coburn, a niece of ex-Dov. Coburn, and a pupil ‘1 Mr. Seavey—the subject being roses, white,
yellow
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Whig say that it is expected that large

and

pink

lion Daniel C. Emery died at his residence in
Durham June 1st, aged 7* years. Mr. Emery was
a prominent citizen of Durham, and had been more
or less identiliod with the business of the town for
the past tifty years. lie had represented the town
in the Legislature and held other positions of trust.
Twenty four years ago < Jeorge Knights was com
milted to the Maine .State Prison for murder, and
during all these years he lias not seen the moon,
his cell being situated so that lie* cannot catch a
glimpse of the heavens.
The Times says that West Bath has chosen
delegates instructed to vote lor the nomination of
J W Waketield. esq., of Bath as the republican
candidate for Congress
The .Society of the Sons of Maine at Chicago,
has arranged for a banquet at the Palmer House on
the evening of Thursday, June Pith, and invited a
large number of distinguished gentlemen from the
East, with their wives, to participate
The arrangements arc on a princely scale, and the oeca>;.oii will bo one of extraordinary interest. Judge
Thomas Drummond is President of the society.
John 8. Brewer Secretary.
Dow Plaisted has issued his
proclamation to the
municipal odicers of the several cities and towns
-d
in the
district, for a special election on the
second Monday ol next September (the usual day
<>f state electon) to choose a congressman to li 11
the vacancy caused by the resignation of Hon.
William P Frye
Mrs Lydia L widow of the late Oliver Dennett,
died at her residence on Spring street. Portland, at
•’> o'clock on Saturday morning,
aged
years. She
and her late husband were prominently identitied
with the anti slavery movement and their house
was ever hospitably
open to fugitive slaves and ad
vocatcs of their cause.
She was also much interested in the movement now in
progress toward se*
for
women.
curing suffrage
Llie Executive Council have adjourned to reassemble June \f!*th. Previous to closing up the
business they voted to abate tax imposed upon the
Eastern railroad S-VjO, on the ground that the road
does not have so many miles of track in the State
as they took as a basis in
levying the assessment.
The great musical festival’at Lake Maranacook
will take place Wednesday. June *J*Jd.
The eighth convention of the Maine Reform
Clubs, convened at Bath, June 1st
B C. Torsey,
of Wiuthrop. was elected President, and W. T.
Eustis, Pixfield, Vice President
frank Lacheur was arrested in Lewiston, Sat
urda> for bigamy, lie was married in Lewiston
about three weeks ago to Mary Johnson, whom lie
enticed trorn Lowell, Mass. A Lowell clergyman
wrote Marshal Smith, making
inquiry in relation
to Miss Johnson, which led to an
investigation,
disclosing the fact that he had a wife and child
living in Calais.
Miss Sarah O. Jewett, author of Deephaven. is
at her home in South Berwick, Me.
The grass is looking remarkably well in all parts
of Somerset county.
.1 \\ Hobart, Ksq receiver «f
Newport Savings
Bank, will pay a dividend of 10 per cent, to depositors between the 1st and ‘doth days of June.
The Commercial says that the business of making
oars is quite extensive at
Bangor and Orono, the
product being estimated at 100,00(1 feet per year,
Bangor producing about 75,000 feet.
Annie Louise Carey has been spending a week
in Durham. She is new in Wayne, her
birthplace,
on a visit to friends who reside there.
Tbo people of Lewiston and Auburn are
agitat
ing the matter of a 4th of July celebration, and
propose to start a subscription for the purpose.
Maine has another woman doctor. Among the
medical degrees recently conferred by the Woman's
Medical College of the New York Infirmary, was
one to Miss Margare: L.
Carsley, of Maine.
The Commercial says : Let Bangor have a celebration, and if the City Government does not see
tit to make a sufficient appropriation our merchants
will undoubtedly subscribe enough money to
pay
the expense of a good time, being sure of
getting
their money hack with interest.
May (list. George Kines, aged IB years, fell into
an ice house at Wiscasset,
Tuesday afternoon, and
the pick he had in his baud came down on the
back of his neck, severing an artery. He bled to
death in ten minutes
Albert Smith, master of the schooner Gipsey,
just arrived at Jonesboro, from Boston, was drowned along side of the vessel. Tuesday week. He fell
out of the small boat.
A match game of base ball was
played in Brunswick, June 1st. between the liowdoins and Colbvs.
7
5.
liowdoins,
Score,
; Colby,
The Republican convention to nominate a can
didate for Congress from the second Maine district,
will meet at Auburn, June dlid. Mr George D.
Bisbec, of Buckfield, has withdrawn from the canvass, and gives his reasons therefor in a letter
published in the Oxford Democrat.
Lincolnville farmers who planted before the

heavy rain, report potatoes rotting badly.
Geo. Weaver, Sawyer's Island, reports potatoes

10 inches high, corn B inches, peas in blossom and
with !i leaves. Next.
Augusta wauts a new Dost office.
Hon. James G. Blame and family arc expected
home this week.
The Commercial reports the retail ice trade of
Bangor is steadily increasing in magnitude, and
say8 the general belief is that all, or nearly all of
the ice cut last winter will he sold from $1.00 to
J1 '-;5 per ton.
The boat race. Friday, between the Junior,
Sophomore and Freshman classes of Bowdein Col
lege, was won by the former; distance. H miles;
time, 10 minutes, 9 seconds
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Steamship

tion, and

an

authority

and is

of

one

accepted
questions,

writers

foremost

on

economy.
arguments in
favor of free ships have been widely
His

political

quoted by

the American

of British

shipbuilders

agciitsand

and

But

stand with those who

are

striving

in

('binese

competition

on

the 1’acitic mean,
were it

lading by

same

time

we

|

furnish the

foreign ships arc chietly
That is the position assumed

at the outset b\ the

opponents of the tree

“Nearly all of the enormous productions sent Irom our Atlantic
ports to Europe,” continues Mr. McCulloch, “is taken in foreign steamships. The
immigrants w ho come to us by thousands,
the pleasure seekers and business men
who are constantly crossing the Atlantic
(Seven-eighths of whom are Vmerieans),
delusion.

ship

and go in the same manner. Could
anything ho more humiliating than this
come

to a great

nation whose

flag

was

once

every sea, and in every port
the globe !”

on

Mr. McCulloch dates the decline in

our

seen

on

civil war,” and “has been continued
our inability to build iron
steamships

our

by
(which by their superior speed have great
advantage over sailing vessels, and over
wooden steamships, by their greater
strength and longer life) and to navigate
them as cheaply as is done by Europeans.
By this decline, the people of the Cnited
States are compelled to pay annually millions of dollars (we should be startled if
we knew how much) for
freights and
tares, in the protits of which they have
no

share.”

he revived
makes the

concludes,therefore, that

without aid from the Government
and

that,

no

such

if this lie

“the revival and restoration of

our

foreign shipping must depend upon the
granting of subsidies. We must do what
has been done bv other nations.
must subsidize Amcrirun

steamship

We

tines.''

That is just what Mr. Maine and other
friends of our shipping interest have been
advocating for years. But we ought to

give our sailing ships a chance also. They
must continue to have au important place
in the world’s commerce, hut are handicapped now by taxation from which their

in the sit

the

na-

past week.

will he

i"

Tuesday's

I

tins

Id;

to

In
procure an adjournment.
ballot Deputy's v/tc increased

importance,
Albany.

being the only change
('onkling has returned

of
to

Thu Boston Journal voices Republican sentiment
in tho following paragraph-*
Is it not a trifle .A/ " <li,t for tho Vice President
of the United States to be engaged in a political
intrigue, the real intent of which is to snub the
President of the United States I
The burden of the popular soug twenty years
ago was '-Rally round the llag, boys." The" new
song ami the popular one to day is, --Rally round
the President." When there is treaehery in the
air the people most manifest their loyalty.

now ren-

ders their voyages unprofitable.
We are
confident that Mr. McCulloch would come
to this conclusion if he should pursue the

subject further.

ing

the

What he says concernof this question will

importance

command attention.
It is very eerlain. unless we are content with being the first of nations in agriculture, and the see
ond or third in manufactures, that something must
be doue to re establish our maritime interest. To
do nothing is to yield to Europeans the
glory and
the gain which have always been the concomitauls
of maritime enterprise
it is to foreign commerce
that the world, more than anything else, is indebt
ed for its advancement in liberty, retinement and
true Christian civilization.
In the contest which
is going on between nations for the control of Ibis
great liberalizing, refining and civilizing power, is
the great republic to have no partIf subsidies
are not to he granted other measures must bo
adopted to lift us from the dependent and ignoble
position in which wo now stand, and to prevent
still further degradation. What these measures
should be somebody more enlightened than I aui
must disclose

|

A. A

Mrs.
Bellows, C.
Wallace, P; Airs Craeie Bowen, F.
I..

me-

Hattie

A

( has.

v ;

;

News

I. S. Kalloch's

sermon

in

the First

Baptist church, Rockland, last Sunday morning,
mainly personal, and was both an apology and
defence of Ins earc-er. lie said, among other things,
that in no ecclesiastical tribunal, no court, or no
was

against him. and he thanked (iod that lie
minister of the poor and of the

was a

people

American horse has won the

An

England, and
more proudly

taco ot

head

cousins

Derby, the great
the bird ol freedom rears its
than before. Our English

take their defeat

winning horse is Iroquois,

Lorillard,

of New

Vork.

contested tho lield with

good-naturedly. The
colt belonging to Mr

a

Fourteen other colts

Iroquois.

The

Washington Star thinks that Mr. Doubling
lias tiilieu into the same laughable error that was
made by the wandering and bewildered Indian,
who,

on

being

told that lie

exclaimed: "Ugh!
Injin here!"

Injin

was

not

lost, pompously

lost.

Wigwam

lost

'h

200, Island, L-lesboro.

; \(>.

1working granges give tin* order a strong
and important place in the -mall county of \\ aldo.
l! i- an r-iubli-!u*d fact that the < >rder is here, has
conn- to <t:iy. and will grow
steadily and surely.
AH excitement, all fantasy, all rose-tinted conceptions about it have passed away. With these that
class ot unstable- that rush into any new thing,
rush out, directly, er\ humbug, and pass on.
It
now iv-ts on tin* sound basis of its principles and
us merits,
its membership is of the nest
part <»t'
1 he farming community.
It has got down to bedfoundations are laid below
brotherly love and friend
adorned with charity. For

rock and pay ore.
IN
fro-t in the cement of

'hip.

In towei'

an-

the

present year these granges
low'

We

are

indebted to lion. A. A

Shout

torn

Mayor

to

kalloeh's present trip is "just for fun.”
a ill come Hast next, winter to con-

everybody

hoodlutnisin.

to

He will be able

exhibit the “frightful example” in his

own

per

The New York Herald intimates that Mr. Conkling foresees a redivision of parties, and thus ex

plains conduct generally regarded as very childish
A poor excuse is perhaps better than none.
Coupling reminds

a

contemporary

who "let go to spit

man

on

his hands,"

There are lilt,oho ways of
scissors!
Pish

Fishinh

of the Irish-

spelling

oh

to

$iiuo per week. They

own

a new

sar

steamer which

employed in transporting fish from the river to
the factory-Wui. Underwood A- Co of Huston
have carried on the lobster packing business in
Jonesport tor more than twenty years and have
recently added to their buildings for the purpose
of also putting up sardines. They are
canning
about 15,000 pounds of lobsters per day.
They
is

give employment
labor

about IciO hands: pay roll for
per week, and besides they pay

to

equals $1,300

about SHOO per week for lobsters and lish
They
employ the steamer Ocean in connection with their

Waldoboro willrealize between$100 and ¥500 from
fishing this year, tho lirst season the

her alewive

fish have been taken at that

place_Juno 1st
50,000 in number,
were taken from tho Broad street
hatching house,
Bangor, by Commissioner Stillwell, and placed in
the Penobscot near Medway_(iov. Plaisted has
appointed Everett Smith, Portland, Fish Commisthe last lot of

salmon,

about

sioner, W. A. Chase. Damariscotta, Fish and Came
Warden; Barker Perry, Dresden, inspector of Fish.
Tho Council has yet to act upon these appoint
ments-North Haven lobstermeu are taking up
their lobster traps-Tho Phillips
Phonograph
reports some tine catches of trout ill the Haugely
lakes.

Somebody’s sous, (name inserted at usual adver
Using rales) have seut us from New York a postal
card on which is printed a recommendation of rice
as an
ers

article of food.

will

regard

this

as

No doubt most of

our

read-

gratuitous information,

hut

those who do not know the excellence of rieo as
a diet should lose uo tune in
becoming acquainted
with it.

fol-

Liunr, N« i. n, Winterport: K. Jones
Ma.'ter; Jetforson \» alley, Overseer; Jolin Miller,
lev.. • larenc.- Ford, Stew.; Bradley Clark, Asst,
J. C. N.

alley,( hap.; Peregrine White,1Treas.;
s.-c ; Orris
sparrow Cate-keeper;
(
Minnie lark, Lady Asst, stew .; Sarah J ones,Ceres;
Mrs. C«»le, Pomona; Mis. W. Harding, Flora; !>.
Libby. Chorister. Number of members over two
hundred. 1'here i' a line trade kept up and the
gnxvries and many kinds of goods are bought by
co-operation. They have a hall of their own, and are
in Hinds, and strong in the
strength of brotherly
love. Meet Thursday eve.
u

U

..

Harding,

M<>itNIN«. Lb.il l, No. 1;i, .Monroe
Dexter Man'iii Mu'ler: Isaac ( ouk, < Ban-seer; Bedliehl Plum
mer, Lee.; Frank Dollof, stew.; Charles Littlefield, A'St. stow.: Mrs. Durham, Chap.; Stephen

AND Ol

111

K IiKDle

1 |n.\ y|

in

Von can keep your young man a little later on
Sunday night next, to observe tin! total eclipse. The
hand of Providence is in this, girls.
The boating season is at hand and our local yaehtsmenjand boatmen are making preparations. Moor
ing buoys are being placed in position below Hanford’s wharf.
The Maine Central iuts a refrigerator ear on the
line between Boston and Bangor, for the benefit of
fruit and vegetable dealers. The ear leaves every

Monday

country

but liitle soil is
en

seen up
knobs of rucks that

up

irregularly by some

is much

best outs

This is owing to large catches at st. .John.
The lish are also more plentiful in the Penobscot.
Brig James Miller is in Dyer’s dock., where she
will undergo same repairs, such as reealking, A s
The brig will also he reclassed. The Miller is fifteen
years old, but is in a remarkably good state of
preservation, which shows that the vessel has had
\n occasional visitor

rival

top is well worth the tedious route up the mounside. The heavy rains of last month badly
washed the hillside road, leasing the rock- bare

the

tain

and

great convulsion of
ol w hmh

are

scheme

were

seeing to ary
of the

s

while here and there

.scattered

kitchen, the furniture ami
heiug of the most primitive kind.

The

or

There

copper

are now

s

truly

a

morning light of the order.

PitouiiKss, No. *25, Jackson : M. Saui.<l*-rs stiles, Jr., Master; D. Pattee,Overseer; Free
man (-rant, Lee.; Wm. <
hapman, stew.; 11. Fenla\ it

or

Dill, Chap.; Japhet Crant,

fn-a-.; D. K. Drake, Sec., Will Could, Cate-keepLila L. I enlason, Ceres; Mabel Drake, Po-

er;

Bi-rlha

Wallace, flora; Mabel Fletcher,
stow.; Mabel Drake, Chorister. Over
one luindre*! members.
They have the only store
kept in the village. It is in their building beneath
their hall. They have a line hall, well
furnished,
mona:

Lady

Asst.

and

are
prosperous, and growing right along.
Meets Saturday e\
H ai;\ inp IIomk, No.
< >ne of the imBrooks
tortunate granges, vet lias constitution enough to
carry it through, we think.
Master, (’. F. Foss;

Overseer,

K.

Peavy; Lecturer, James MeTaggart; stew aid, Sanuu-I Beynolds; Chaplain, Samuel
Foss,'i .; \ "t. steward, Samuel Foss, Jr.; Treas.
John D. Jones; Secretary, William C. K*»\ve; Cute
keeper, A. M Buzzell: ( ores. Mrs. C. F. Foss: Po
mona, Mi-'. James MeTaggart: Flora, Mrs. C. F.
Hall; Lady \ >t. su*ward, Mrs. Hattie Foss. They
<

fund invested in trade and the members find
They have no hall of their
but have been kicked about here and there.

a

much benefit therefrom.
own

U

.>• 111

II \KVKsr

.Moon, No. .">7, 'i'liormlike: 'l'iii.-s is
another of the unfortunates. s. N. Tilton, Master;
Edmund .MiiivIi, < hersccr T. II. Huzzey, Lecturer;
Joseph t»* »r« l*»u, > toward; Isaac 11»** i^**ma n, Asst.
StewaYd; Emma March, ( haplain; A. J. Hunt,
Treasurer;
Raeklille Jr., Secretary ; o. F. Stev(kite keeper; Ahbie Hurd, < eres; Mrs. T. It.
Ifu/.zey, Pomona; Minnie (iorden, Flora; Rebecca
Rumps, Laky Vss(. Steward. Have no ball of

ens,

their

own.

Have small trade.

sii.viat H

utVKsr, No.
Waldo; t.ilman Roberts, Master; Jami.s Rolerson, Overseer. Fred
(dements, Lecturer; Frank Clements, Steward;

Wentworth, Asst, steward; Mrs. Hilman
Roberts, Chaplain; Kdmmid Cross, Treasurer; s.
K. Packard, Secretary; Riley shoivy, (kite-keeper;
Juliette Ames, Lady Asst. steward; Margaret
Wentworth, Ceres; Nancy Cross, Pomona; Sarah
Hubbard, Flora. Meet Thursday eve. Notrade at
present, formerly had a large trade. Own hall.
Number of members, forty. This is one of the
granges whose usefulness has been very marked and
is so still.
Frank

Comkt, No. 7<i, Swanville. (J. I.. Hatch, Master;
Marr, Overseer; L. W. Robbins, Lecturer;
Alonzo Holme.', steward; Charles \\. Clements,
Asst, steward; Hannah Morrill, Chaplain; C. M.
Marden, Treas; Mrs. James Nickerson, Secretary;
L. II. Brown, date keeper; Myra Hatch, Ceres;
Carolina Marr, Pomona; Hannah Holmes, Flora;
Louise Cunningham, Lady Asst. Steward; Mary
K. Curtis, Chorister. Have some trade.
Interest
good. Have no hall hut meet in town house. Meet
If. P.

Monday

eve.

STAR, No. 7.5, Troy; Peter Heald, Master; W. S. Stevens, Overseer; Mrs. (jeo. L. Tvler
Lecturer; Cieo. Hillman, steward; Mrs. (ieo. Hillman, Asst, steward; J. M. Barker, Chaplain; W.
T. Ferguson, Treasurer: Dexter Forepaugh,
Sec.;
SKVKN

Elliot, Hate-keeper; Prudence Pathway, Lady
steward; Mrs. Peter Heald, Ceres; Mrs. W. s.
Stevens, Pomona; Mrs. (ieo. L. Tyler, Flora. Meet
every Thursday eve. About thirty members, with
no trade at present.
This has been a smart grange
with open store and wide usefulness. Somewhat
under the weather just now.
I. s.

Asst,

IIonksty, No. S3, Morrill: D.O. Bowen, Master;
Merriman, Jr., Overseer; .1. H. Mears, Lecturer;
Simon Er.skine, steward: E. A. 1’ayson, Asst. Steward: F. A. Grey, Chaplain; C. 1. Whitcomb,Treas.;
T. W. Itohinson, Secretary; Elbridge Achorn, Gate
keeper Sarah Jackson, Lady Asst. Steward; Hat
10.

tie Grey, Chaplain; Mary Boulter, Pomona; Emily
Mears, Flora; Gracie Bowen, Chorister. Seventy
members. $l*2oo capital in trade.
Doing a busi-

building

-diooner

new

>ard

in f arter

i-

cssel

a \

built in this

as was e\ er

vard,and

w

ill

commanded by ( apt. Wm. I Welch, of thisi ity.
schooner has been named I tunic A. Dorhnni,
ife of

tleorge W

it t>

.wham. the

Tho-e

family.

arrived

ace,

week.

A

the

on

remains

Anderson,

John 1'

W.ii

.,

a>

om-

and Hor-

train Thursday evening of la.-t

prominent
depot to the reccis
in Drove cemetery. Friday morning the
were depo.-if.cd in the family lot in the

presence o!
o

sons,

number of

and c.-ci.rted the

ing tomb

knew too much.

‘vernor

citi/.

our

body

from the

few'friend-.

a

tie red prayer.

The

met

ns

Ibw.Mr

funeral

was

(.’rowninshield
in Portland.

held

Km. vit*.Inb TiiKiit M'olti:.

tlealer-,

on

Kllis a Dinti, grocery
Church -treet, began the enlargement

of their store

Tuesday.

on

The space between their

present building and Sfickney'- -tore, a distance
of thirteen feet, will he built over, which will give
feet on the fr<mt and «wi feet«!cep.
them a building
A new roof will be pul on which will give a Hat
over the wind,
building. Klli- A. Diunarc \otmg
and

-ic.

<sful busine.s-

e«

know ihat th• *>

to

have

nu

n, ami it is

gratifying

"‘itgrown their nre-ent

L
c-mtainsa very complimentary notice ot Mr. 1
Durham,a Belfast man. win* i- foreman of the -hip

joiners

18x51. the

which does

and hope tin* Department will adopt that dylc for

boarding

house, bUx5J, two stories in height, to which is
N ear by is the stable, 50x 10
attached an ell 11x50.
We then

come

other 45x80

to

the shaft houses,

Here is

a

large

and

one

engine

the

drives

tlie

a

The shaft is IS.» feet

c.

are run

out

when called tor by the smelters. A more minute
description of this part of the mine would proba-

Superintendent

of the entire

navy.'*

A Iter the singing, < ••! W II. Fogler, ot Belfa-T.
introduced to the audience by his friend and
The c!«>-|iient
former comrade, Col. starhird.
speaker was listened 10 with elo-c attention, and
It
hi- remarks were duly admired and apphunh*'!.
i- unnecessary that we should speak in prai-c >:
the masterly production, which, f->r th
bmeiit "f
tliose who w ere unable to enter the hall, we publish
in our present number.
\Yc cannot refrain, le w
ever, from recommending the address to the careful
perusal of all our readers, believing that it truths
will cause them to appreciate more fully the bl<--ings w hich we, as a people, enjoy, and inspire tle-m
with a tinner faith in the future of our country.
was

bly prove uninteresting to your readers Near the
large shaft house are two comm )di ms buildings ;
in ouo of which all the business perta.i mg t<* the
blacksmith department is carried on the other
contains the otlice of the

use

Col. \Y. II. Fogler. of this city, formerly of tin*
1'Jth Maine regiment, delivered an oration at Ri-limniul on Decoration Day. The address i- printed
in the Richmond Bee and cover- a page and a half
of that paper. The Bee says

deep

each way from this for
some 70 feet.
The work has been planned in such
a way that large quantities of ore can be raised
and the levels

ami the

<>
o, and <>t the
assay era’ rooms, where assays ot
products of the furnaces at dillerent stagis ot the

daily made. An elevated j
smelting process
A lit Kin IsDKii DtiKici i/m;s. (apt. sclwyn
Me( iilvery, of brig-James Miller, now at this port
tramway leads from the shift house to the conare

centrating mill, an irregular shaped building ; undergoing repairs, report- that on his recent voy
covering some 1000 square feet of surface, and age from South America to New York, his wife,

containing

over

100

tons

with

connected

eugiue

of

three

tubular

who

Ail

machinery.

boilers,

furnishes the power. Tire rock goo.' into the top
of the building, and from the weighing room into !
the jaws of a powerful Make crusher, thence between Cornish rolls, on and downward through

1

uuicliino after machine until the powdered ore is
separated from the rock, and is put up in barrels
to

await the first step in the smelting process
was built by contract by a lVnns) lv.tnia

The mill

tirm, who warranted
half that

it to concentrate

10b tons of

It will

satisfactoril) treat about
quantity. I'cuding a controversy between

rock in 51 hours.

of

a

portion of the

ore

All the above*

C
lar

roughly

but at rough* made

a

d

gave birth to

a

child under

\

cry

(tljol

sea.

ItlOLI

]S or

ASr

V KSStl.S.

h.

>

I

Fergus'*n from Fllsworth, passed through
Hell Hate, June 1st, for lbmdout_Sell. Welaka
sailed from Charleston June 1st, for New York.
Seh. Marv arrived at New York «m the Jd from Fall

(>eo. It.

diver-May 20th, Brig

I

London for Boston

1'rmn

I he

lei rat e*1

ee

I lovle

W.
wa*

Parker on the passage
spoken M iv juni,
■

Is, long. 27. Is.

lat. 17.

tort <• it i »oi

eon n

1.

Ia

f

< ■

rial at < ’liieag »
The Journal at the time
to

eaim*

Hoyle’-

.m<si

history of the ease. Hoyle testified
behalf, stating he had been a farmer in

own

B.

me-

Friday

a

gave

in hi
it rad

ford, 111., for about i" years, and had been a nn
chant and stock raiser, owning kinds in lllinob.
< of i; ado and Kansa-.
lie had had business
»

Itrockaway, the forger and
rt'eiter, but bad know n him only a- >peu> er.
and in theeapacitv of an honorable man of l»u-im

lion-and venture-w ith

I’he

jury

after

being

forty-eight-

out

avevH'toi guilty.

i-said there

It

hour- return*
i

w er.

i.;:.,

'*

taki'n to the police headyiiartcr-, t* await he ai
al of an eith er from **> ranis,
in had a u arrant
for kidnapping -worn out by Hiil\- wife. Thev »or
merle live«l in Bridgeport, Conn.. win n they ha i
trouble, ami the w itV ,-uod t >r a div.-t .«•,«
t.lining custody of tin- s.m. Tin1 rouri -ubs»* n.• nt!
allow'd the father to have custody of the -mi. ami
he, Tile-day, acted on that order.
<

family

\ later New York
-«

<|uel

the

to

ilespateh

furm-he, tin* follow

ease

Mills, last week unvote.1 for ab.lneiin.
Frank, from custody of his mot hi r, ii S\
ease, ami discharged. left New York with the boy
Saturday. Iiouml for Bostwu. Mr Hill i- of n.
opinion that persons in the employ ,.f hi- v ;r
lowed him. > >n arri\ing at New lamdwii he stepp- !
son

off the I rain for
had disappeared.

moment,

ami

Cost,

Thomas II. Mausiiai.i.

ret

m

urn

in- hi

a. U.

c.

-«•:

\

l*o-t

Army ;.f the Kepublie, bearing the
above name, was installed in this- city. on Tm .-da
evening, by I >r. Beni. Williams, a- in-tailing ..ih
assisted by «.eii. d. 1*. Cilh-y, Capt. <>..1.1 .man:.
of the '-rand

H. Coombs, dohn Cable-,-b- eph 1..
irk .mil
<Woodcock, all of Fdw in Fil by l’o-t, of lioek
land. The intention was to have organi/ed in tin
«.rand •)ury morn at the Court House, but the uum
her of veteran was so large that it wa- neees-mry
I..

A.

adjourn

to

monies

the

o

<

bmrt

room

performed.

were

aho\ e, where

t

There

fifty

were

charter members and miieh entlm.-ia-m

he

cere
nm

wa- m:i:

tested. Veterans from Brooks, Waldo, Merrill and
other neighboring towns were pre-ent and man\
old association- revived, several empty -leew
were present as reminders of the sti*rn realities .o
the battle field. The object of the organizati n
l" perpetuate the memory of army life, to in-:
into the rising generation a love of patriotic
to

instrumental in of-t-miu tin- e\«-rcis«

:>e

stirring remark- wen-made
and <'ol. 1’hilo Ilersey. The otlna

he.-.iivtinn Ibv.
I>r. Williams

the new post are—Col. k’hilo Mersey,
mi
II. Hall. Senior Vice Oin.. B.
mander, <
Kelley, Junior Vice t om.: d. < Cates, surgeon : I.
W Burge.-s, < nib r :
Dyer, (.Hiarterma-ti r:
the I >ay ; i*. ". staples, < file vv of the <. imt
.«■>
F
Wallace, Chaplain: dame- Batter, \d utai
I he place and lime of meeting ha\ e not been deter

Non

M>

v

Tlu*

resort is about to

summer

\Y.

a

at this popu

->ea-uii

begin.

In fact tin*

Rice, Lx Warden "f tin* Maim-

occupying
permanently.

are

a

cottage on ( linton
understand that

\Ye

number of seasons-There is but little

building

present, but a general air of preparation is noticeable, such as painting, cleaning up, »\e.
Among the coming improvements are the repairs
of the pulpit stand and Mooring.V handsome sea
wall lias been built below the cottage of Fred S.
Walls, of \ inalhaven, which when tilled in w ith
earth will be a decided improvement.... A very

going

covered with a heavy slate roof.
When the ore is raised from the mine ii is broken
into pieces about the size of the anthracite coal in
common

ing

I

on

at

level ami handsome croquet lawn i> being made to
the north of Wesleyan Grove House.The new
road which begins at the foot of the loin; hill near
the former entrance and ends at Mcrithew square,
is a great convenience, hut needs further improve
incuts to he entirely satisfactory.
Very many bad
rocks remain in the road, which make it dangerous
to travel-The Wesleyan (trove House i-> open to
the public. Mr. Kverett Ncally, of 1 Junior, lias
been

engaged

as

clerk for the

coming

season.

Uoekland Opinion has the following eertiti
cate of character of a former Waldo county man—
'Pile

A young man named Georg** H. Merchant, who
live- on High Island, one of Muscle Kiilge group,
and a tisherman by occupation, w as arrested in this
city last Friday, and arraigned on a w arrant issued
Hicks, charging him w ith adultery with
Kiuniit odiornc, who is his w ile’s sister, and w ho
will not be hi years of age till the ISth of next
November. The warrant w as issued on complaint
made bv the child’s mother, < lara F. odiornc, who
asserts that her daughter is enciente by Merchant,
and that the relations between them began considMerchant plead guilty to the
erable time ago.
charge, and, in default of bail, was committed to
await trial in September.
Hut be asserts that the
child was debauched by her own brother: that her
condition is the result of that incestuous relation,
and that she w as set on to entrap him into the crime
of which he confesses himself guilty, in order to
save her brother and others who are guilty, from
exposure and punishment. The ease show*, a depth
of depravity which is seldom reached in a rivili/cd
land, and it is a pity that imprisonment is tin* onl\
punishment prescribe* 1 by our laws for crimes of
Kven if murderers are allowed to esthis nature.
cape the just penalty of their crimes, men who do
stroy the purity of children before they are old
enough to know what it means, should certainly
ornament tin* gallows.

by’.Justlce

Merchant

is

about Ji years of age,

Searsport, from whence he moved with

a

native ol

brother
to 1 >iv Island three years ago. He is a married
man and his wife was in Hoekland at the time of
tiie arrest.

mined upon.
luv\siri:>

his

Bkai.

i\

Fstati:.

Tin*

f.-lh-u

..

estate, in Waldo count'
for the week ending dune 7th--Susan A
\rindd, A
al.. Balermo, to Isaac Binklmm. -.mu t- wn. Bet,
W. \y- r A al.. Freedom, to .e.., \. t ,owdn.
m
tin* transfers in real

are

■

\nnie d. Brad-treet A al.. Bah-rm... to l.-a:n

town.

Binkliam,

Ytncy

Ualpli

town.

-ame

M

ard-,

Bagiev,

I

m.

\

Banlon Bradlum
Freedom, to BayUm Banton, same town. \ doniran
d. Billing-, Freedom. t>> Knoeh I). Five
Kld-c
and K; man Curtis. Frankfort, p. Batriek ( mbs
Kdw

same low n.

< Jeorge t liIford, Mockton, to d -.me- s.
-ame t-wn.
Katon,-.ame town. <b*o. F. ( ampbell, Sear.-iinmt.
to dolm Burge--,-aim- tow n.
William Houula--.

Thorndike, to Wm.
I >> Miglass, I nit
W

v.

Joseph

town.

Hong-las-.

11.

>1

■

a

t*» (

ie-

*.

W

nity

l
T

r

al., Freed- mi.

I ).> l-_re A

e»

A.

<

>•

II.

i«1 i k.

i«

in,

-am*

*w

T.

Honnell, '-ear-moiit. to Orra >
dohn FdtumriM ntvill.
i.
Black, same town, dames s. F inm, •Murk

Young,

t-iwn.

same

Until

li. flye.V al
ton, to Kiniiia Faton, same town.
f reedom, to I b-o. A. < o»wen, same town,
\ndrew
i,t
d. Frohoek. Belmont, t
H', < ampbell. >earmoiit. Tinioth\ B. <,'ram, Bro>peet. p> |-;hl<»ra ( nr
ti-, Frankfort. M. B Hunt. Belmont, to I M
Marriner. '•ear-mont. -b»hn 11• 11. W inlerp-u
>

Vnnie M. <

Freedom.

irout,

S
A.

!

and Win. I.

noviii,

same

town,

Mahoney Northport,

to 1.

saraii f
\. Kn-

t

\\

t“ii, Belt a si. I.oviea F. Morang, 1 .ineoln\ ille. t
Melinda Mahoney A al., same [own. Mar\ >. M
f

irland, >ear-mont,

l

lf-mlet

»

Nr--,

-ame

tow

Bullen, Balermo, t*> l-a.n and t \ntt
Binkliam. -ame town, l.-aae and ( y ntliia l’inklia:
Harrison

Balermo, to Hiram Bliss, dr., W ashington. |-,
Binkliam, Balermo, to Hiram Bli-s, Ji\, Wa-liin*;
Finery «» Bendleton a al Belfast, to >anlmm M
Farland, S.*ar-mont. W
to Heo.

Mr. liiee i- here for the purpose of purchasing a
cottage lot, ami has made a selection on Hill’s l’oint,
to the northwest of the (’amp < Wound.....Mr. W. II.
Richardson, of Brewer, is building a cottage on
( linton avenue, on the lot where he has camped for

are

use, and sorted. The best is called smeltore, the nest lower grade milling ore, the re
mainder is thrown away
The smelting ore is
pi led in beds about four feet high and containing
from 50 to 100 tons. Two or three cords of wood
form the foundation of each bed The wood is set
on lire and the whole pile becomes a smoking, burn
ing mass, combustion being supported by tbc large
amount of sulphur which all these ores contain.
These hods continue to burn for three or tour
weeks, thus the sulphur is removed The milling
ores have in the moan time passed through the
mill and the concentrated product been subjected
The desulphurized ore is
to the same process
then taken into, a large room in the top of the
smelting house. The cupola or smelting furnaces
are about six feet square and about thirty feet in
height, built of ‘'lire bricktwo of these connect
A quantity of ore mixed
with a tall chimney.
with coke and a small amount of limestono is
placed in these furnaces, the whole ignited, and an
ougino forces strong blasts of air into the mass,
which speedily melts and runs out into cast iron
moulds placed to receive ii Meantime more oru is
added, the furnaces being kept full through an
aperture at the top. The product of this process
is called cupola, or copper matte
The quartz has now been removed together with
the lighter portions of the iron. The matte is t hen
placed in the reverberatory 1 uruaees whose capacity
is about live tons, where it is melted, roasted and
purified, until after several days it is turned out as
It is next taken to the refining
“blister copper
furnace where alter d I hours of careful treatment
it becomes ingot copper and is put into liars and
ready for market.
Thero are several thousand tons of ore on the
dumps waiting treatment in the mill, or ready for
the roasting beds. About 1000 tons are desulphurized and ready for the smelter
There seems to
be no reason why, after tho tirst of July, weekly
of
cannot
he made
Of
ingot
shipments
copper
the other mines I have not room to speak
Suf
lice it to ray that at the Bluehill mine (here is a
large pile of ore ready for treatment, and that work
on the smelters is rapidly
approaching completion
Here as at the Twin Lead liiiue the mining plant is
large and expensive

\MI*

avenue, but not

men-

laid below frost. The smelting works consist of
three buildings. The drst 10x80 with ore house
attached 50x10 the second S5x 15, the third 50x50.
are

I mar* I,

family of \\
state prison,

tioned buildings are first class in every respect,
clapboarded and painted, and supplied with water
brought some 000 feet through a six inch pipe,

These

was on

trying circumstances. On the 17th of April, cl'
Bermuda, the captain >ay> he encountered a s. ven*
hurricane. Next day the gale wa- tcrrilic. tin- brig
lying to under exceedingly small canvas and tinwaves making a complete wash over her.
Wnile
the gale was at its very height, threatening de-trur
tion to the vessel, the child, a smart boy. was burn.
The young captain was coital to tin* emergency and
Look his vessel and all on board -afely through the
•
lilHculty. The birth was duly entered on the log
\Ye learn
‘•and so ends these twenty four hourthat lliis is the twenty fourth child, of
.pt
parentage, born at

the Douglass Co. on the one hand and the c ntfactors on the other, this mill is not now in use, but
the matter will doubtless be adjusted, and the mill
put at work, as it is unessential factor in the treatment

WlIKUKAUOl

II. Livingston is on the passage from Jacksonville
to New M»ik
.Schr. Paragon i> at Philadelphia
from Bangor-Brig 11. C. mldey is at ( ienfuego.-.
....Sell. A. II ay ford arrived at Jacksonville, May
K. Woodbury arrived
J"th, from Belfast.... •seh
at New York op the 2d. from Jaeksonville-May
17th,seh. Fred \. Carle was at Progress-_seh

of

Ledger. Norfolk, Ya., of May :‘d-t.

The Public

in the Navy yard at that place. Mr. Durham
has jti-l tilt *d up the school ship Dale. Among the
furniture of the ship is a wardrobe, toilet rack and
wadi Maud combined, an iu\ entiou *»f Mr. I Mirhaui.
The Ledger says that t!iipiece of work “has at
tracled the attention of number of otlieer- now at
tin* yard, and all express thcut-elv es highly plca-ed

a

ing rapidly, and notwithstanding the fact that it
was tjuite rough on the har. two mattresses were
yesterday.

<unk

Clms. I-.

crows

The remain- of K\-<

live mine- in

of

and consist

village,

Se\en cargoes of roek have been received at the
bar this week. The rock is to he used in the
struction of the jetties. I'lds work is now progress-

his

lln*

tive mine of this district, its development and
Its buildings
works being the must extensive.
a

The Jacksonville, Florida, Fnion, of the 2nd hist,
following item concerning the work
on the bar at that place
contain" the

Frank Banks teii- a good crow story,although lie
was the victim.
When the corn was just coming
u\> he found a nest of young crow s. and in order t
make of them an example lie tied them on an empty
Hour barrel in the field.
Next morning lie found
that the old birds had visited the -pot and pulled up
several square rod.- of corn to feed their young
ones.
It took but a minute to w ring the neck- oi

operation : the Douglass employ in:C men;
the Stewart, 15 men : the Twin Lrnid 50 im ;i the
The
Rluehill, *50 men : the (iranger, I men
Douglass is by common consent, the reprcs.nta

quite

The crew <>f the sell. Until Thomas recently sunk
oft’ Chatham by sell. Flora Condon, have arrived
home, hut no account of the collision, save the first
telegraphic report, has appeared. It was very foggv
at the time.
When Capt. French arrives, dnuhtlewe shall learn more.
The sunken schooner i.- re
ported with her mastheads out of. water, directly
in the course of vessels.

inir

<.

active

form

the law term of court at Augusta last week
following Judges were assigned to Waldo
county—Justice Joseph W. Symonds, third Tuesday
in October; Justice (Jlias. W. Walton, first Tuesday
in January; Justice Win. W. Virgin, third Tuesday
in April.
At

the

and

w

potato dealc*- of Bangor.

miners are

the steam drills A c, A

Light

be

for the most part foreigners. who have spt nt the
greater part of their working lives in mining for
iron, eoa!

The Maine Central company lias issued a limited
second class passenger ticket between thi- city and
Boston, at •■?!. 'kune to Portland at

•mutt

The

e.

(i.tle

is

line

de-

(•rant,

I’reas.; Chari*-' Conant, See.; Jolin Neallev,
keeper: Ly dia Woodman, Ceres; Welthea
(•r;uii. Pomona; Wealtha Plummer, Flora; Inez
< 'lenients.
Lady A —t. Slew.; Kuftis Nealley, chorisb*i-. Tin- membership is large. Trade is carried
on inconsiderable extent.
They have a large and
line hall wilh store beneath at .the village. Morning

The

indis

h

portion

a

l'a-i approaching completion, and will launch during tin* month. The schooner i-about J*»o ton-, a-

some

structures,

Is Helfast to have a Fourth of July celebration
this year? The national anniversary is only three
weeks away.

1

holy
iug
a common c-miitiy
sleeping arrangements

are

The Kllswortii American says that the late Kev.
Father Blodgett learned the printer’s trade at that
office.

in which the jury stood 11 I'm- and one again-t «ou
yacht Nellie Burkett. The race was off
vietion. After it wa- known that a verdiet lia-lhcon
< .louce-ti r and
:
\
in
yacln- j
wa.sparticipated
by
found. Hoyle. w ho wa- it liberty on sj'.oon o.r
|
in the lirst class, over a cour-c twelse mile- in
I was arrcstcl on a b< neb warrant and lodged in til,
length. The Burkett’s actual time waslh. Jhm. ins.
lest hearing of the character < f the verdict In duu
Mention was made last week of the trouble on
abscond.
hoard sell. Kmma II. Drummond,and the lodgement
Tli" following item from tfig telegraphic news 1
of hei crew in jail. The crew profiled against in*
a local interest.
Cap: Hills lias t'riemis in Belti
back
on
would
taken
that
the\
hoard, declaring
ing
ami visited Mils city about two year- agonot turn to, Ac. Tin* captain concluded to lei them
1
F. Hills, of Maine. :t railway contractor ..r
go, sending to Bangor for another crew, which
< llina, Well! 11 *
Syracuse, Tuesday took his J♦, rear
e inic on
old son ami brought him to New York, arrivii
Fridav, the ves.-el immcdialc!going to
on
♦
Wrdnesilay. lie was arrested aa with In- -m
sea.

with expensive and poweiful machn.ery.
hoarding houses, smelting works and m-at dwtdl-

ings.

S(54>.

the

to

tilled

miners’ cabins, small, rough
about the same capacity as

give

to

observation.

its

Advertiser contain-an arc.unit of
Cape Ann yacht club regatta which took place
Decoration Day, the first pri/e being awarded

on

beholds
m;

willing

who i»

one

to

The (Gloucester
the

clusters of

two

seen, one now

built shaft homo

large, substantially

night

Thu Belfast Savings Hank has declared a semi
annual dividend of two per cent, amounting to ^11.

week.

punied by lii.— three

but

ago

be

to

fair trial.

a

total eclipse of the moon \\ ill »ecur on the 1-lh
i11 -1.
The eclipse will begin twents minute- alter
miduight, emling at M. 17 in the morning. 'fbe great
1 o’clock and 2*> minute-;,
c.-i. obscurity will be at
‘-'.muld the night be dear it will be a -ight worth
\

between these, keeping m tie
valley, is a carriage road, on each .-ide --t which
lies the mineral belt where the mines are located.

Here, where three years

to

will not be embarrassed hut heal owed

Winding along

farm buildings

preparing

are

proposed plan

he hoped tied the committee
to giv»* the

It is to

refunding.

a! up',

forming good sized hills, the sides
cidedly precipitous.

tlie\

committee say

refund the
railroad debt.
Some of the members are to visit
Bath and other places that base had experience in

have been thrown

to

refunding

statement of their

a

tb.» b.iid, w-ather beat-

>:i

seem

dangerous.

The

and

n

ascends Mount iVr

now

ga/.e on the beautiful scenery which is
out beneath the summit. The view fr«m

to

spread

.huge.

\

now

a

pound.

.li.i;.

brokt

The
sudden drop in priee.
retail in our markets for-25 *•(■<. per

Salmon has taken

the .Journal j
Bluehill are situated

half miles from the

oue

The surface of tin

afternoon.

Commodore Nutt, whose death was mentioned
last week, was connected with a Belfast family. A
brother of the late Commodore married a daughter
of Mr. \j. J. Hoag, of this city.

about four miles to the southwest id Bluehill Mt
and about two and

the 22d inst.

on

The officials of the Belfast & Moosehead Lake It.
K. have declared a semi-annual dividend of 2', per
rent., payable after June .‘Id.

for tin<

wet in

A chorus of thirty-five voire* are now in training
this city to take part in the grand ehorus at Lake

Maranaeook

MINK.

Do I '.PASS

1" IN-.of

OKI.

[Correspondence of
principal mines of

The

l’HK

‘or N f Of

1 KICKS! I NO A<

Vicinity.

large number of Sabbath breakers got
the showers of Sunday.

Mines.

fan for forcing
hoisting
pumping,
fresh air into the mine, and furnishes power tor

•1

Wolf A

Kusseiug's
dine factory at Millbridge gives
employment to
doll to Hot) persons-tieo. W. Capon, of
Eastport,
has built a sardine factory at Jonesport, at a cost
of $5,000, which will employ 100 to p_>5
persons
when worked to its full capacity_The pay roll of
Young A Thompson's factory, Jonesport, amounts
ash

a>

\<>in ii!;u.s

have

scissors,

oitieered

—

-on, A'St. stew.: T. J.

pamphlet copy ot the oration delivered by him on
Monday evening at City Hall, before the Portland
(iraud Army Post. The address is everywhere
highly commended

are

IN

A N

and

A

j

Bluetnll

Belfast

fully.

..

The

of

The frequent showers help out the grass wonder-

(•rant, Ceres; Susan Bai--holer, Poin«*na; /.<»wa\
1 iIdU
flora; Annette M. Shute, L. \ .'-'toward:
Wm. 11. («inn, Chorister.
Members about forty.
Meets every Saturday night. Do piite an amount
: of grange trade in groceries
mostly used by farmers, and find it pays well.
1st and, No.goo. Isle-boro
An-lin f inn, Master :
Joseph I* («rover,< >ver-i‘er; John P. Bo.igg. la.-t tiler; Wilson Coomb-, Steward: Wm. VV. Havim-.
Asst. Steward; Pillsbury Coomb-, ( haplaiu ; Mi
Catherine Coombs, Treasurer; Mr-. Janie- >. War
gent, Secretary: Janies Kichard-, <iat*■ Keeper.
.Sirs. Wm. A. Wyman. ( eres: Mr-*. Lllen M. Wyman.
Pomona; Mrs. Atala A. Kyder, flora; Mr-. Mary
It. Colburn, L. A. Steward. Over bo member.-.
Have a good hall. Many of tin* members are -ailoror ilshermen and are away a good part <*f tiie time.
The work of the grange has but iu-t begun,
il
just begins to more fully < nnpivhend itself and its
I field for work. Its educational, social, eo operative,
and class characteristics. Us power within and of
itself, its grand capabilities arc just dawning out
!|
and developing them-elve-. T-he grange spirit is
intenser, truer, nobler than c\er before, silent as
the falling dew, the dropping -now Hake or the
growing plants, mighty as the expanding font T
nature, thecliangi* slowly hut surely makes it-way.
I and that change is onward and
upward, rising to
seek the light.
\ new man and womanhood, and
a self appreciation, a self diseulhrallment, a power
I that monopoly cannot hind, a freedom t\-aniiv noi

Mr-.

f!><•-••

■"h

The Rev.

If Factory operations-Alewives at lJamariscotta
foreign competitors are relieved.
steamships are subsidized, justice de- Alills are gotting scarce and thin. They are going
down from tho pond to the bay_Lobsters scarce
mands that a helping hand should be exat Swan's Island and some of the fishermen are
tended also to deep water sailing craft.
taking up their traps in anticipation of the early
1 his can lie best done by
removing the arrival of mackerel... -The Camden sardine factory
duty from material used in their construc- is now canning tish-Monday weckJ. L Packard.
tion, and by relieving them, in part at of Richmond, packed and shipped it,300 shad_

least, from the taxation which

stock

Morrill, L.; Job Clements, Dirigo tirange, politicians eaiinot f<‘tt<*r, a greatne-s «»‘f pm j> --e,
Freedom, ‘Mew.. .James Nickerson, Comet (J range, and nobleness of soul that sordid tilings of earth
I cannot fret nor destroy.
F. W. >hepherd, silver star
>wauville, A.
No oast, no north, m* -south, no wesl,
< *
range, Waldo, "hip.; (iilman Roberts, Silver star
No King hut Cod supreme and best :
No strife at law. no law
that teai
Hrangc, Waldo, Trea.-.; .Joseph Cordon, Harvest
from labor its own rightful -bare.
M«*on .range, Thorndike, See.: t>. I>. Could, Star
of ProgivCrange, Jackson, Catekeeper; Mrs. .1.

Biac'-h, Pro.-pi

change

no

son.

L’ntil quite recently 1 have thought that it might
he done hy giving the protection of our flair to for
eign-biiilt ships—in other words, by repealing the
acts whicli prevent free trade in them, hy reliev
ing from import duties all material used in the construction of ships, and all ships from State taxa
tit)u; but i think so no longer. Such measures
might have been effectual some years ago; they
would not he now.
It is too late
The foreign
carrying is in the hands of Europeans, who have
in
their ships.
Efforts to
large capital invested
divide the husiuess with them by American capi
talists, would he met by a competition too power
fill to be resisted without loss.

made,

will

Express says
has given up the hope of
All lie will now strive to do

vert

efforts will he

agricultural topics

on

('onkling

this most

so,

our

follow-:

a

that

but he Bays he

Mr. McCulloch

from

arc

candidates. The Xew York

to the

important interest
and restored, Mr. .McCulloch
following frank admission

contributions

Albany during

at

(ounng
questions how shall
this decline be arrested and how shall
now

Waldo county council for the presCharles Bellows, I>irigo
(•range, freedom. M ; .). W. Wallace, Star of Progress < «range, .Jackson, <).; 1>. O. Bowen, Honesty

respective

business company, could there befoundanvrecord

foreign shipping from the time of substituting iron for wood in the construction
of steamships, and says it was “hastened
bv the course pursued by (treat Britain
iii

and

re-election.

naviga-

which

sustained

their

concerning

w as

'flic oifn-ers of

Many of its
department of
specially devoted to
will be given if re-

('onkling and I’latt have held their own,
and the opposition have not agreed upon

give to our coastwise trade, we
he virtually driven from the ocean,

while at the

news

it

The granges of the county are as followNo.
Northern Light, Winterport: No. in, Morning Light,
Alonroe : No. Ja, Star o| Progress, Jackson ; No. ;>2,
Harvest Ih>mc. Brooks; No.
Harvest .Moon,
Thorndiki ; No. <‘*u, .Silver Harvest, Waldo; No. To.
s
C'>mct. wauvi i It *; No. 7J, Seven star, Troy ; No.sJ,
lfoue>;.. Morrill; No. ho, Sebastieook, Burnham;
No.
Mystic, Belmont; No. :»7, I'nion Harvest,
A1 *»t v i 1L*. N->. ;is, i drigo, Freedom ; No. 142, South

tion

tion acts
should

meeting was open to all
determined that until further
action, the future afternoon meeting.-, should he the
same.
This will combine the benefit of a county
dub with that of a county grange.

fanner-, and

(i range,

There has been

to be serious

“So that,
Mr. McCulloch says:
not for the protection which our

the members proper,

la-t se*>ioii the afternoon

In this

to se-

<

an-

hut ail

Hut there h still room

at all times be welcome.

the Brazilian

trade, and of what bids fair

otliecrs, the Worthy Mas.
the county and one delegate

of its

ters of tin* granges in
from each grange. These

the paper lias been
them.
More space

farmer readers

for this country her former status on
the ocean. After speaking of British and

competition

is |

fompo-.-d

ent year

cure

Canadian

dairy, working
change for the better

believe that it will.

we

Hranges;

and takes his

error

and

of this county and section.
readers are farmers and a

send in

wrong in this matter, and in the
June number of the North American liewas

view he admits his

of II

and i.range news will, as heretofore, have a place in the local columns.
W c should be glad to have secretaries

of late Mr. McCulloch has discovered that
he

are

quired

allies

owners.

Maine horses

can rely upon the co-operation of
the Journal, which fully recognizes the
importance of the agricultural interests

Lines.

linaucial

on

our

several grange' in Waldo county are united in an
organization known as “Waldo County Council 1*.

the

work it

'1'lie lion. Hugh McCulloch is
;ts

ness of $0000 per yen*. d. U. Mears Supt.
Co. held in shares of $5 each.

County.

LAN*;.

duly accredited fourth degree member** are
! honorary members and entitled to nearly all the
for improvement, for intelligent progress, benefits and rights that accrue t<>
[
any. The otlicers
and for the introduction ol new methods are elected annually, lor the ensuing year, and the
coum-ii meets
with the granges by invita
by which the labors of the farmer may bo tion and action monthly
thereon.
At these meetings essays,
lightened and made more profitable. The and instruction* arc given, topics of general interest aiv discussed, and mm-h good results.
<1 range may do a good deal in this direcAt the

and SEP>S< R| BERS
will be changed to
A RE R VA)V EsTE 1 > T< > SE E T11 AT T11 EIR I > ATKS
ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are r<
quested to forward the sums due.

or

W.

as

In

already apparent.

In*

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May SI, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, tin* date

Subsidies

Waldo

in
.J.

The On lor of Patrons of Husbandry, originating
it ili'l at the* capitol of the Nation, taking root
first in the genial soil of the west, spread like a

from the

sheep producing

to

in brisk demand.

v\s
I

15V

sketch

a

County Granges,

beef cattle the
Administrators, E\e< tors and <.i ykdi
desiring their Probate advertising published in
Journal, will plea- c so state to the Court

Grange

Skuasticook. No. no, Burnham r. L. Whitten,
Master; G. J. Dodge, Overseer: D. B. Cushman.
Lecturer; II. Chamberlain, steward: F. I». Lane,
pen of a valued contributor. We agree
Asst. Steward; Andrew Pease, Chaplain. Warren
with him as to the benefits the farmer grand, victorious wave toward the east,
reaching Goodridge, Treasurer: s. A. Dodge, Secretary;
and his family may derive from the Maine some eight years ago, and a year later found Win. It. Dearborn,
Gate-keeper: C. K. Dodge, Cerit planted in Waldo county.
Since then over es;
Augusta Dodge, Pomona ; Mrs. L. C. Mudgett,
Grange. It is in elfect a farmers club, in
have
been organized in it, fifteen of
twenty granges
Flora; Clara Lane, Lady Asst. Steward. Meet
which an interchange of thought on farm which arc now alive ami
kicking. Three others are Saturday eve. Have no hall. Meet in srlioolhousc.
topics is afforded and social intercourse in a comatose state, which may be successfully About 50members. Talk of building a hall. Trade
treated by some proper stimulant.
matters flourishing.
and a friendly spirit promoted.
Every
Tiie Grange has done a great work for its memMvstic, Xo. IM>, Belmont: This grange is in a
Grange should have, what is not always bership. Co-operative in character and principle,
flourishing condition at present, the total memberpossible for the individual farmer, a libra- it is mutual help and self help. In it all are a band ; ship being 84. M. B. Hunt, Master; L. B. Morse,
of brothers ami sisters. In union there is strength,
j Overseer; Miles Tease, Lecturer; T. D. Thomas,
ry : books on agriculture and horticulture,
It came, and found each farmer, lone, isolated, com- | Steward; U. W. Morse, Ass’t. Steward; A. J. Donand standard works, having the preferpetative with all others, and bound down by chains nell, Chaplain; J. Brewster, Treasurer; O. tCam
A little effort in this direction forged by more privileged callings for him with his met,
ence.
Secretary; L. B. Clement, Gate Keeper; Mrs.
would be well rewarded.
Individual consent, and help oftentimes, and this through his G. A. Pease, Ceres; Mrs. II. A. Jordan, Pomona;
or ignorance.
It came, a Moses, to lead the Mrs. II. K. Alexander, Flora; Mrs. H. Morse, L. A.
members could in many instances con- apathy
children of the soil through the Ked Sea of monopo- Steward; Chorister, W. S. Hunt. One of the leadtribute one or more volumes, the annual ly and oppression, through the wilderness of ignoing granges. Have an open store and very large
reports of the Department of Agriculture rance and isolation, to the fair Helds and brighter trade. A live grange composed of live members.
It
will
into
eventually lea*l them
I nion ITahvest, No. 1)7, Montville : II. P. Barand other government publications may prospects beyond.
the land of milk and honey, the Canaan of enker, Master; J. F. Bamsev, Overseer; W. I>. Tasker,
be had for the asking, and a small annual
lightened and enhanced prosperity.
Lecturer; S. Poland, steward; K. S. Jackson, Ass’t.
assessment would provide for the purchase
The Grange reached and lifted up that class of Steward; J. P. Allen, Chaplain; L. Kdmunds,
of a few good books each year. A library farmers, more especially, tint no agricultural or- Treasurer; Kmily A. Hardman, Secretary; F. C.
ganization or effort ever before reached and moved. Palmer Late Keeper; Mrs. A. K. Barker, Ceres;
judiciously selected need not be very large This i>- one *>f the best results hitherto achieved Mrs. L.
Poland, Pomona; X. Furlmsh. Flora; M. »
to be useful, interesting and instructive.
by it. It has brought to the front and disclosed to Swift, L. A. Steward; J. Furbish, < hon-dcr; Over
There is progress in farming as in other the world many earnest workers, influential men, 50 members. Doubled membership since Jan. 1st.
strong minds and true hearts, before toiling alone Good trade in
1).
Ac. among members.
pursuits, and our Waldo county farmers and in obscurity. It has learned the farmer to think W. Hooves is groceries
buying agent and M. K. Harriman
are becoming fully imbued with the proand
do
and :i't,
business for himself. It has brought
distributing agent.
Dikkju. Xo. 1)s, Freedom
Cliarlc
Bellows,
gressive spirit. This we believe to be a blessed change t«> the toiling wife, the now worthy
sister of the grange. It lias thrown its light and
Master; !> B. Johnson, <herseer; diaries Smith,
due
to
influences
exerted
bv
the
largely
tocu-eu attention on trade and exchange «> 1 prouuets
Lecturer; H. Hall, Chaplain; Newell White, stewGrange. We no longer hear of farms ami commodities. It has caused hotter farming, ard; Alonzo Itavnes, \<s’t. Steward, T. s. Keen,
I
lives.
It
hotter
lias
caused
better
better
selling,
Treasurer; Fllen L. Bellows, Secretary; Wm. Nutt,
wearing out, but of worn out farms whose
having, bolter market knowledge. It is worth a Gate
t Bidden, Ceres ; Mrs.'I
fertility has been renewed, and of increas- dozen agricultural colleges or societies, much as S. Keeper; Mrs. Hannah
I
Keen, Pomona; Mrs. P. W. Ayer, Flora; Mrs.
ing crops and larger profits. Nearly half these may he worth, for it not only educates the Wm. Barlow, L. A. Steward. Meet in Thompson’s
a million dollars worth of hay was shipped I farmer’s sons and daughters, hut the fathers and
hall Saturday afternoons. Inteml to build hall soon.
the mothers.
Have good trade. Doubled membership in last -i\
from ports in this county last year. The
is
The Order
composed of the National (Jrange, months.
is
interest
a
and
a
one,
dairy
growing
state <Jranges, Pomona, or county granges, and
So it li Branch, No. Hi. Bmspei-t
Drury T.
Itelfast dairy carried off first premiums in suhordinat,‘or town granges. The system is com
Clifford, .Master: Chesley liidlcv. Hver-eer: W. 11.
prehensive, and smooth working. Our StateGrange Chiu. Lecturer; Orrin B. Cray, steward; Wil-on
an International Fair held in New \ ork
meet- annually at eonvenient points. The presiPartridge, \--t. steward; freeman Partridge.
a year or more ago.
In stock of all kinds dent is Hon. I >. II.
'riling, of Mt. Vernon. The Trea-urer; A. 11. «.ray. Chaplain; Win. li. Ilagan,
there is a marked improvement.
More secretary, lion. L M. .Jackson, Lewiston. The Secretary; B. M. Lame-, (Late Keeper; Lleara

bed.

l’VBLISlIKI) EVERY THURSDAY MORNING HY

in other columns

print

of the Waldo

GENERAL

Lewiston barber slapped a lawyer ami paid
•Si and costs for the luxury.
Dr Dyer of Farmington thinks the (ireenbackers have too many organs to support
Last Thursday was the anniversary of the famous
Neal Dow liquor riot in Portland June -2, 18.V>.
A new starch mill is to be built on the Iloulton
road, two miles south of Fort Fairfield village.
A large amount of freight is being shipped from
Fort Fairtieid and other markets : mostly shingles
and starch, although nearly every day a carload or
two et potatoes is sent away.
It is related ot Bishop Peck that at the recent
Maine Methodist Episcopal conference he was
asked if a clergyman ought to run for congress
The bishop thoughtfully replied: •‘Yes, yes;
when it is perfectly evident he is tit for nothing
else
I*. K Patterson, Esq., of Lewiston, has con
traded to build a new mill at Calais, to contain
Id.OOO spindles
lie will do both the brick and
wood work
A D. Lockwood. Esq
is one of the

The

Grange.

The

m. <..

•sibley

A al.. 1 reed-

m

\.

(.owin, -ame town. Uiebard IVcai.
Bre-‘pie Isle, to Win. u. Barney sear-p u t W.n
s'. Warren A al. sear-m ml. t*> Sanborn M<
Farlanu,
-ame town.

siKAMl.K Non-'.s.

Tie-

Sanford

o.N new boat
about one.third timbered
out.
It is thought she will be completed so a-* to
make a few trips this fall and then go upon tin
winter route. The frame is of white oak and back
mctack. she will be about the si/e ot the < am
bridge, as far as tonnage goes, but w ill have Ice
stateroom- to the ( ambridge and Katahdin'- To.
( apt. F. (
Homer, who is now tirst pilot on m,

building

at F.a-t

steamer

Cambridge,

Boston,

captain of the New
comes
w

again

i-

i- to

resume

Brun-u irk

w

h.

bis

position

tie.: line

a

b.

dline IStli. M r. .John Hit
and ( apt. Thoiuu* It. sbuie.

her route

on

ill be bis lir-t mate

of Bid fast, tirst pilot....( apt. M. I.. Ingraham will
succeed f apt. Homer as pilot of the < am bridge
1 lie steamer Ml. I>escrt ha- returned to her route
between dockland and Sullivan, having received a
..

boiler,

been otherwise put in tlrst elastrial trip is said to have been \er\
satisfactory ..The Uoekland Free Press gives the
following poetic incident of a recent long storm
new

condition.

and

Her

The steamer

Cambridge lay over in this port dinit, and finally went out, with the
weather Mill threatening
Tin* captain's wife, who
lives in this city, remarked that -he wished a little
ing the

worst of

dove would

come

and tell her the boat

of the children

was

safe

in, exclaiming.
‘O, mother, the eat ha-caught a bird" Mr-. lngr;t
graham went out, and depriving kitty of her prey,
found it was a young dove, which she placed in bed
with her little hoy. The next morning the bird waall right, and as it Hew merrily away, the loving
wife declared, ‘Now I know the Cambridge is safe
in Boston.’'.steamer Pioneer is now on the
Just then

railway

one

at Uoekland

ran

undergoing repairs.

Tin* boat

line new saloon placed on her upper
deck and be otberwi-e refitted, thus making great
is to have

a

improvements.
takes the

In the meantime steamerSasanoa

Pioneer’s place

Uoe kland route... .steam

Bangor waiting for a
some repairs.

new

on the Yinalhaveii and
launch Sagadahoc- is at
boiler. The boat lias re

ecived

Tin* Sagadahoc is a tender h
survey sell. Kagre at Uoekland_
steamer Queen City. Ho tons, was launched at
Brewer last week. The boat is for the Bangor A.
Bar Harbor steamboat Co., and is to be command
ed by (’apt. s. H. Barbour-The storm of In-r
week delayed the boats. The Cambridge from Boton arrived on Sunday, and the James A. (Jarv from
the \

S. coast

York, early Monday morning—Mr. Wasgatt
this c ity last week looking after the interest
of the fast line of bay steamer-and thinks the en
terpri e will be a success.
New
was

in

1, at Winterport.
implements.

A*i\\
!ti~

:

••

having

i>

••

large

a

t Point House w ill open June loth.
will be in attendance this season.

H
r;«

rain. Three
p
■P'p" in succession ought t«» make the farm>

i" -ale

t*

i\

rain

\n

now.

or no

happy.

lleiiionisat the American Houm? where lie
Read hi" advertisement in
consulted.
..pier column.
"amuel < Mi"-, at the Point, lo"t a valuable
week. The horse was led out to graze
he fell dead.

\|:

last

-•

Ai;»'

\i;s

lieing made at the
Fourth of July. Further

Preparations

i\

celebrate tlu*
hereafter.

to

are

ulars

the state reform club.", at Rath,
Cobb, of Searsmont, was appointed one of
late committee, for Waldo county,

meeting

\i

the wild strawberry and bluefully de\ elop. a rich harvest of both fruits
procured. The later rains however, tell the

tlie blow
:e"
c

ie

of

i.

of

>

"Tory.
Fred W. I’.-tc ha" raised a "Utlicient subscripthe sprinkler in operation,-and as soon
pump can be rigged that welcome vehicle

to set
>

about the streets.

•e

night

a;

very cold. Ve to the thiekness
made in this city. There was a

was

glass

low

\irinity

Heist in this
r

dam

which must have

lands.

in tie- low

i

the Belfast shoe factory, is
iii,i ir a sample heel burnisher, a machine of
de-mm. to exhibit at tile coming New Fug
I air, at Boston.
Ciiteiiett

<*i

Daniel Sheehan and Charles
-li were before the 1‘olire < ourt hist week
’,
,.,.,i11 drunk, and lined each S and cost, and
>; pa. mem they were committed.
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’dock
Mala ar lias loaded ha' at Frederick’s
'-eh. Lillian l-v.-ughr from Boston
•.
iv.ghl, among which w riv lbn bids.
•lie o»| as :t dcekload
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'n wo.nl at llarad

■

eould
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v-bt Dion, when Ik
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for
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apt. Ingraham and new
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and ha- been upon many steamer-,
he
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never saw
ant'
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run
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till-city and Bailpeople oil

ish to visit Itanium's
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will leave
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id in another column.
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ing that when you -ee a farmer'than his house il is a true indication
s.i.

bi-calling.
ithis v icinity David Her
.ding
building a barn
'••jot
by To feet : W.
k A "-"in Belfast, arc building one 4U by
M: iia—ick. wbo live*- on the Frank Berry
last, i- building one 1" by bn feet, and Mr.
ful in

-ii

i’l i!brook,

There

Belfast, i- building

are

four

;ts 1e- 4u

one

j| .• advertisement of A. L.
workers. This iirm is new
ami is turning out some very hamisome
railed

:<•

marble

workmanship.

:

A

large

amount

of

pavtie- is done at this place, and
incrca-ing. >ome beautiful speei-

aai'len
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•*"
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at
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this -imp i-

place

at 10 o'clock.

M«»nkoe. Mr. William s. Bowen, who did last
tlu* age of 71 years, was a large lumberman
and farmer,
lit was buried under honors of the
eck at

"

Grange

Nlksiiouo. Farming operations in this vicinity
have been delayed on account of the frequent rains,
and many fanners have not finished planting. Work
is progressing vapidly at the seaside, several now
cottages have been built this -eason and they present a\ery line appearance.
Mr. Frank Pullen has
made an addition to his cottage built la<t year, con..

si-ting

pnr«-ha.-e

jv

e

just
spring and summer dry

*>f

(

o.

The firm has

*>1-. which tin y are -filing at very low
W. t-k a nivtu iv;t*ling -l their adver
ami an examination of their goodnil na’ inipletm nts
Fred AtW'ood. ol
do general !,* i-*- work
•D
\ woman
_

...

Mr-

'tv
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el*-
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II

<

Ih-lla.-f.... Noli

mi

-*

liia'-k,-car-port-(>reat ha nr a in.lofhing, by the Andrews Br*»>.

■

Ren Mr. I loss
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ami Mr.

< row n-

'hath talkeil upon the re\ i-ion of tiie
endorsing i h** work as neees

r

aiiri.;, hot 11

••ki:i- forwar-1 to it -general endorsement
"f Rev. Mr.

RoSunday morning serlie—“< >ugbl 1 to join
Missionary eom-ert in the evening
4*eiam e ami crime'' will he tl»e suhjeet
< r<*w nin-h:r!d*.s >umlay sermon at the
iiereli.... A < "unty conference of the
N'ortli < hur< h will

!

"iiaii-t

eiiureh

iiel‘1 in

Sear.sport on
el UV.ine- 1.hihlren’s Serviee”
itute the e\ r* i-o- at tin* Iniversalist
\t <ah!>ath forenoon,
'-abbath sehool

'•

w;t-

evening-Tliere

the

will he

temper
before the reform eluh at the Metholock

I

a!

1 tin*

rheological seminary-I>r. A. s. Davis,
has taken po-.-e-sion of his cottage at
apt. Tli'ima.' Sherman, ol <hclsea, a
in of thirty years -landing,is also w ith the
Maine- Kmery, K-q.,of Buck-port, visited
Belfast last week-<o*v. Pla.-ted has
»F*».—ep!i William-on, !•>;., of this city, :t
<

Public ...Mr.

Pickering,

Wm.

hi-Belfast friends

a

Salem,

of

short

x

i.sit last

lr.

Pickering was from >t. .John w here lie
large «juantities of wood and bark_
e.a
Pcltingell and daughter, Mi-. Fred
ire geests of lion. Axel Hay ford
Dr.
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’"in n;il
I
\er\
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!ii*

riiu*rl> of Freedom,
1'h‘Msaut call oil Wedncs
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a

Doeto. while

popular

a

re-idenf of Five

ami -iierc.-sfnl

a- a

physi-

Belfast l» organi/.e a
Ann; Post. <>l which organizaiion he is
I \ a miner of the state... .Mr. .1. W. Whitt
win* spend their -uinniei in this city,
Doepu

home,

i.ei

lime

a:

York...
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to

ri\t- i

ye-terdav morning

from

Wm. U. Poor i- eoiifii ed to

i*;. slight illness.
■

KNMiivi

**\

1

Mi.i.Ti.xt..

The

regular June

flu-city government
ng

wa- held on Mon
last, all tin* ollieers being present.

r-.ni

petitioned

to have his (ax for the

rasetl from the hook.-, as he paid collector
el had lost receipt.
Keferred to coin, on
The committee
Hion of tin
that

the

Inc -nine;

cemeteries

reported on
cemetery in ward •'», rerom-

sum

on

of s:;o he

appropriate!

to

also that it he laid out in lots

proceeds to he used in carrying on the
opted. Air. < alvin llervey and !Kl others

the
\

the stone sidewalk, on Plnenix
Moody’- corner to the Angler store, rend a concrete walk laid in its place. He
It was ordered that the sub-committee on
the city railroad debt he authorized lo
d counsel and a-certain w hether the city of
t*» have

under the act passed la.-t w inter, place
railroad stock in the hands of trustees to
collateral security for the new bonds.
I*. Hills resigned as highway surveyor in

••an,

No..'», and Harrison Hayford wa.-elected in
Mr. f.. (_'. Stephen-on was elected sexton
ou tcry in ward live.
Mes.-r-. Klli.-& (jinn
noted permission to occupy a portion of
.-Creel while enlarging their store. As
'■••re no proposals received for eolleeting
city clerk wa- authorized to advertise for
*i
Roll «»f account s amounting to $470.00
Adjourned to meet Thursday evening,

*1

-.

>

About three miles from the harbor
uitiful pond known as Bound Bond. Ii is a
place for picnics ami excursion parties.
i.M avi:s.

strip *»f
Icriwg pn ami entirely surrounding the
\ nice road will be made around the pond.
--ter i- building on the borders of the little
primitive log house for the benefit of the
A large perpendicular stone stands near
"I the pond.
Into this stone Mr. Webster
"! '<‘t a tablet of polished granite, lettere*!,
Moses

>

■

Webster has purchase*!

a

Mr. W.’s name, and the date when iinbegan at the pond. Altogether the
»
<*ming very beautiful.

Ms
«

u-i out.

evidences of the patriot
1 the business men of
Searsport was the eloscry place of business in town during the
"at ion services the .‘loth
ult-Capt. James N.
has a peaeh tree transplanted two years ago
in full bloom-Chicken stealers with nialace
<hie of t!ie

1

■'bought,
"

!
1

night last week, entered the
,,f Kmery Sawyer Es«|.,and therefrom se
ighteen of the judges best (thickens_Ham*
one

he has been
make, two trips per (lay to Belfast for the
'v,‘ek-Mr. T. II. Buck had on exhibition at
hi„ °",,ls
at the Hotel the past week a picture of
his.
express business increases

1,1

feet in

Preble, df the Meadow Fond Ice (
Augu-ta looking after the interest-

of tin*

under-footl he will <• \ or the -Inn
mer to keep the am from it-The

during the
aptain and

of the *s«‘h.

Thomas,

Ruth

(

is hen* from
It is

('•».

sumcrew

into and sunk off

run

Chatham last >unday, b> tF FloraFondon, armed
home ia-t Tuesday. Thomas F. >hermau, om* of
■

years old. has been
times. Three times lie lias had a
ship u
\e--. l -ink from under him in a very few miuutes
and tw
has been run into and sunk oiVChatham
light-.... Rev. Mr. Harmon held preaeliing service
tin crew,

a

young
recked li\e

about .1

man

so

1"

Mis. bolli**
Smith and which is pronounced by
to be a work of
great merit. The painting
“Itr
Monday by Sell. Lizzie Lane to Mrs.
hut k-ivilie, South Carolina.

The potato bug iseauitigmueh trouble
in this vicinity....Mr. W. il. Sargent is
building a wharf at Dice’s Head, near the lighthouse, for the accommodation of summer visitors
and excursionists....Last week a dog fell into a
tank of boiling water at the lobster factory, and
wa* so badly scalded that one of the workmen immediately despatched him with a liamufr.Mr.
K. E. Phil brook, son of ].. G.
who
graduated from Poston University school of Medicine, last week, arrived Saturday with his family,
and will spend a part of the summer here... .Mr.
swa/.ey, of Bucksport, Lloyd’s agent, has lately
inspected the work on the brig David Owen. Site
will be thoroughly overhauled and repaired, and
be nearly equal to a new vessel... .The examination
at the Eastern Normal School, took place Wednesday, June 1st, and was very satisfactory. State
Superintendent Luce and the trustees were present.
The Governor and Council were not in attendance,
which was rather smaller than usual. Kev. Dr.
I’astise.

tin

at

-mid;iy.

ehur. h of Cod.

The I adie-

Sewing

at half

Circle ol' that

past two.

society

have

re

painted and varnished the interior of their church
put down new carpets. Tin-old church reflects
credit on tin* “worker- of tin* nee lie”... .('apt. Alv *rd<» 1 lodge'-daughter is at Belfast
haxiug a cancer removed from her lip.
.< apt. « Mis <
Veazic.in

Philbrook^Csq.,

Spaulding, of Dover, New Hampshire, delivered an
address in the evening.
A social re union and
graduation took place Thursday.
•SuitTiXti Items. The hull, spars
anchors,
chains, rigging and blocks of the schooner Mary 1-.
Caswell, wrecked some weeks ago oil Weils' Beach,
have been sold to parties in Kennebunkport.
The

Hell Gate Pilot bill has

<

o.Huiis.-iou lmsincs- at

Thoma-, i- very sick

>t

with > el low fever there.
ha-moved
to < amden win re he will be engaged in
-hip buildF. C. \rev is making repair on his store,
ing
'riiei
! Main and Commercial -treet-. and will
on ooeupy it him-elf.
C. F. Rich the present oeWin

EuruiM*.

contemplate-

eiipan;,
n

ow

Mr. Simeon .j. Treat

u-e,

hi- 1*»:

on

<*r-

ting

•'

building foi

a

bl-

|»po-ite the At
Kabm has bought the

Main -treei,

mi

wood Block

.('apt. <>tis<
Fatriot, of F»m t-mouth. \. II.. and will eni-riiuing < m d from Fortland to Winterport.
gage
1
stoic « iitter> and quarry -men, that went to
IJiddei-M'l a few weeks ag», have relumed with
-elsr.

le^s money than they -ok away with them. They
eon Id e »t aflbr-l to
ork tor nothing, and pay their
was tried here last .Saturhoard. ..A "hors
a-o
a.rtie- ho at el

A. Lesan and F. W.

over.... \.

oiak.nir exteimivo

improvements on the
bjiildi ij- r.-'-ently bought hy them, and it will add
erv iniii'li (<• the look
of that part of our village.
.1'fie gentlemen named in connection with decoration lay
last week, were James F reeman and
Freeman i.ittlelield. and re
Truman, is you had
it
e dissolved.
Messrs, "now ,V \ vv
Mr.
•!•('. Atwood has titled up..
title chambers
in In-'tore and will « «*nt i .i n
the manufacture of
lothingas heretofore Mr T. A. Snow Ini' opened
ai-e

...

a

shoe .-toiv in the

Foot

and

)>ri' k

'ho,-
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smart

n an to

in

have three

village now_The
( ommereial street, owned hy the

on

heir-, will

\V»

budding.

'ame

-p-rcs

m

>•>

eng

’-'

-air

he vacant;

tine location for

a

a

in bn-ines'.... A heav y thun-

der

shower, with a large tall of rain, pa-sed over
here last Sunday afternoon.... Frequently parties
from dillenMit parts ot Now Fnglaud visit Winterport

:my implement-
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tmii! Fred

Atvvod.
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It

the

pot

!.

and

Monday

hard chame this

and the bug- vvliie'u have put in

Notwithstanding the w
iug up their planting,
spring vyill

n-lay

a too- are t" nave a

th frosts
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land, kilh I ;he few peiatoo up.

the low

on

ms

'cv

heavy

A

u.I itMe.

more
-.

and

ib!v

pro

lively

than

fanners

m

a

an

ev.r_

are

lini-h

backwardness of

the

than

mart-

e

piale-l by

the extra l ay imp.... Horace !. iilaek has bt-en in
the habit, this spring, of hitching his four years old
colt ahead

•!

y oke of steel' not thoroughly broken,
\Vhih harrow ing a few days

a

do hi- farm work

to

-inee. the '{--el

:-"»k frigi.' ami

ran.

dragging

the

them, throwing am! killing him before
they had moved two rod--Mr. David spratt vva<
the loser of a tine new harness last week ; stolen....
Hast Friday a hhd. of molasses valued at over
.•*7o.on. !*«»11 • -i| u?V the team of F. >. Whitehoiise, at
aft-

1

r

Augusta, lmr-t and pilled. The team was under
charge of Frank Tobey. and became frightened
at a locomotive whistle w hi!e the nodas-cs was be
ing loaded at the depot. I! wa- a total Ins-, to Ml*.
Whitehouse.Me'-r-. Dorr A I’iukham have
'old their hor-es, ooaehe- and other stage proper!v
to Knovvlton A IJobinson, w ho will tini-h their contract, vv hioh ends with thi- month, of carrying the
1
".mail between Augusta and this place.... While
Mr. Joseph Carey was crossing the bridge with a
the

-mall

-boulder. a team driven at full
speed, by a lady came up behind him; the wheel
-Diking the grain knocked the grain and Joseph
down, and before he could get out of the way, run
grist

on

his

his

leg, laming
quite badly. Mr. Carey
smoking at the time, and it i due to his precnee of mind t«* say. that he did not
drop his pipe.
.....Monday a- Mr. I-rank < hadwiek, <*f ( hina, was
«iri\ intr a learn loaded wifli pressed hay l->
Augusta
••ver

liii

i'

tl*e

poll

throwing

broke

him and

a

part of hi- load

down in trout of the* wheel*. One wheel passed
over his arm mi- hiim and
breaking it in a horrible
manner.

Thursday of last week a party
of about hn, mostly Seminary students, chartered
the str. May f ield and attended the c|o>iug exerI5r<

On

K'-l** *im

Fa>lern state Normal school.

cise^ of the

all

We

look forward to tin-

'Uiiinicr

pectant j« y, yet

do-ibt if pleasure and proiit
combined than the;, were on

eould i»e
this

more

we

happil

occasion ...Mr.

I

improvement-

\tensive

<

xeur-ion- with

ex-

r.

Wiley

on

his house_I nder Mr.

i>

making ijuite

Wilddirection the work outlie Harnard residenee is

progressing favorably-"ix fishing

It

Legislature.

is a

Helen, recently sold to the government, is to be
North Star."-Coal freights from

named the
New

Bangor

York to

are

Si.JO per ton....The
at Bangor June Jd

ship Marcia Greenleaf cleared
for New Orleans.
that

ever

She is the tirst full rigged ship
Her cargo consists of

loaded ice there.

1,780 tons of ice of excellent

Generalities.

J

Heavy
uue

frost

7»th.

Brazil

is

in New York state the night

making efforts

to

procure Chinese

of

im-

migration.
The New York Greenbackers have nominated 1>.
M. Clark for Governor
Frank Hart, tiie pedestrian, has been arrested in
London for assaulting a woman.
General Giant and Captain Lids are at
leans on the way home from Mexico.

Nev. Or-

Minister Thornton has given Secretary Blame a
draft ot >70,000 in payment of the Fortune Bay

damages.

Bovton. the alleged American citizen imprisoned
under the Irish coercion act, appeals to President
Garfield.

have been fitted from here this season_hied
the residence oi ,M. he silver, on the opposite
-ide of the river Prospect. May tflst, Joseph bat-

sels

tis

colored gentleman aged U\.

a

ill fated

lie

was on

the

Narragansett

at the time of the collision,
instrumental in saving the lives of two
women at that time,
lie was an expert swimmer
and manfully exercised his skill in saving human
life. He was in the water about two hours and

and

was

this disasfully
ter, gradually failing in health until the time of his
death-The Methodists gave their pastor, Mr.
recovered from the effects of

never

(.errish,

grand reception

a

on

Friday evening

of

last week in the church parlor. Over 2<mi were
present. The rooms were beautifully decorated
with flowers.
A cone of flowers and a very large
horse shoe suspended from the arch in the room,
and covered with apple blossoms were much admired. Refreshments were served, and a pleasant
time was had... .There was a heavy frost in this

vicinity

Monday night-F.
nice room in Finery’s

last

up a very
w here he

II. Moses is

Sear-port, June 4th, by Rev. li. Ji. Merrill, assisted 1 >y Rev. F. -I. Haley,Capt. Lincoln \.(oleord

Monroe, May r ail, Mr. Wm. >. Bowen,ayed 71
year.-.
In F.a-t Ja« k-'li. Ma> J1111. sarnh J. Whitten,
daughter >\ Llisha and Martha Wliitten, ayed 7
In

7 months ami lb. days.
hi Knox, May l.*>th, Li la \-let i, ayed
years and
7 months, onh daughter of Addie \., and tin* late
o. c. Tohie.
In >earsniont. Mareii 2d. Mrs. Roxana, wife of
Joseph T. Donnell, ayed 'a years and 1 months.
Ill Franklin Drove, 111., May 12th. Lydia, wife of
Isatie Twonihly, fo.merh of Frankfort, Me., ayed
so -.ears, o month- and Pi
days.
in < aniden, Jum l.-t, Fddie Walter, son of F. II.
a
id Dora C dder\ ood, ayed a vear-, ♦.» months ami
21 day
In Roekport, May 21th, Mrs. Kniimi Carey, ayed
P< year- and a months,
li Roekport. May 2Nth. Joseph Tiioma-.
I: Rockland, May 2bth, Mr.-. Maria Dean, ayed 72
year-. 2 months and *20 day-.
<>n ( lark'- Island. -t. (.eorye. May both, Klizabelli, wife of the lati- Win. M. John-on of Belfa-t,
ayed 7b year-.
Ill I-leshoi", May 27tli, ( apt. I-aae Tiioma-, ayed
71 ear- ami N month-.
in riioma-ton, May llth, Ivi/aheth, widow oi
< apt. Tiioma- W. Morrison,
formerly of Warren,
ayed "t year-, .'1 month.- and 21 day
In Rocklaml, June 1-t. Mr. Abel Walker, ayed r.b
year-, s months and b day-.

The Postmaster General believes that by July he
will have saved toe government a million dollars
by the discontinuance of useless Star routes
Several farmers in Kussell county. Ontario, bo
lieving the world is coming loan end on the l.'.h
of June have neglected putting in their crops.
The Virginia Keadjuster convention unanimous
ly nominated William F Cameron for Governor,
.John F Lewis for Lieutenant Governor and Frank
S. Blair for Attorney General.
in*
locust plague
is
saui
to
iu
no raging.
North F irolina. the corn and cotton ciops an* being
and
kind
of
also
and
every
destroyed.
vegetable
forests of valuable saw mill timber.

In

interview ex-President Hayes says that
a monomaniac on the sttbjee
of his
own importance, and accuses i;i:n
ot throe atto
the
tempts
betray
Bepubliean party.
an

Conkhng is

Huston. May Bi. The sentence of Stearns i\
Abbott, convicted ot the murder of Mrs. (’rue. has
been commuted to imprisonment for life. The
livStioi; <d a lieu Ui.ti will be considered.
The debt statement shows a demvase in \ «■ n 1»
debt during May of *11 Job.; M s; ; (•,«>;, in
Treasury. 'j'J'.N;. r.'o.OSd. IS. The reduction >•: the
debt since June of last year is *8li.\|dO,BJ"; SB
■

tic

Col. Enoch Tilton, and Messrs Shellabargcr ami
Wilson of Washington have been retained by (Jen.
Brady as counsel in any legal proceedings which
may grow out of the Star route investigation
The tirst annual bicycle parade in Boston. May
Bdth. was a most novel event. About eig t ;.;:n
dred bicycles were in line including clubs from
New England. New York. Washington. Main and
Montreal

held at

Kinisiu**I< irarc I’,. Wardwell: "A Definite PurIAnnie M. stetson; “Clas> Prophecy,” Jennie
A Sewall. s. Herrick staples, of Belfast, read a
paper

on

“Inborn

strength.’'

Mountain St. primary school is
taught by Miss Lizzie JJosmer. she has registered
thirty-one scholars. Four branches of study are
C.\

The

taught, viz., arithmetic, geography, reading* and
spelling. Miss Hosnier seems to have perfect control of her young pupils, and in many respects has
a system of teaching of her own.
For her class in
arithmetic she has improvised an abacus wit h horse
chestnuts across one of the windows, which proves
to be a very effectual means of illustrating simple
arithmetical problems, she has also introduced the
system of word teaching from the blackboard to the
A lit: pupils,and throughout each lesson is
thoroug
ly digested before passing to another. This closes
our visits to the schools and we can
truly say that
Camden is favored with an unexceptionable corps
of able teachers.
In the high school every Friday
they have a miniature legislature_\V. II. Rich
has purchased the four tenement, Young-Payson
house, made some necessj ry repairs, and will hold
it fora tenement house.\t St. Thomas church a
quarterly mission meeting was held on Wednesday
evening of last week, at which the following clergymen were present
Bishop JI. \. Neeley, Portland,
Revs. Mr. Walker, Thomastou, Mr. Bradley, Gardner, Mr. Washbuni, Lewiston, Mr. Pyne, Wiseassett, a clergyman from Waterville whose name
we did not learn, and Mr. Murkle, Camden
Rev.
Clarence Beekwiek of Brewer, Maine, who is in
Camden on a vacation, preached at the Congregationalist church last Sunday. Rev. Krastus Shaw
of Rockland, preached at the Baptist church, and
next Sunday Rev. Mr. Bartlett, of Newton, is expected to occupy the same pulpit-A number of
summer boarders
have arrived in town, among
whom we notice Mr. Gardner and family from
Philadelphia—Mr. Henry Gould had a second attack of paralysis last Sunday evening, and at this
writing is still unconscious .‘..Work is being pushed on Mr. Judson's house onOgier’s bill... .Rev. C.
P. Nash will preach next Sunday evening on the
new' version of the New' Testament....Rev. i. S.
Kalloeli, Mayor of San Francisco, was in Camden
last Friday and stopped at the Bay View house
—

DR.

.1 m erica u
tl

1

spocinl'to

At an enthusiastic meeting in the Hotel Yemi< me
Boston, Wednesday evening, June 1st. a commit
tee of twenty-eight was appointed to consider all
tin* details as to the expediency of holding a
world's fair, and was authorized t-< call a meeting
when it was ready to report.

Elijah Sterling,
religious lunatic, attacked his
wife near Crislield, Md on Saturday, baeuuse she
did not confess he was the Son of (Jod, a second
Savior
He nearly killed her with a hatchet, when
a sou who arrived defended his mother.
Sterling
is now in jail, and his wife is dying.
a

Is the most rll'retual Rentefor all Diseases of tlie
/kidneys. Bladder, and I Hilary Organs, Female Complaints and l.eneral Debili-

^»dy

painful,dragging

sensation in the Bark and
Loins, Suppressed or Incontinent i dilation, mill
or brick-dust drw hitish
Dropsy, (travel, Diaries, Organic Weakness,
Ac.
X K PII It K T11A M has no
equal for Lameness and
Weakness peculiar to Females.
\EPHRETH I M is the best
.known reined) toe Diabetes.
NFI’IIIIFTIl HI. as a Tonic
and stimulanl for aged persons. Is withuul a rival. Be
sure and ask for Dr. ill I.LOCKS klllNEl
REMED1.
For Solo
NEPIIRETICl M.

Koslt,

by

Druggists.
Price, only $1.00 per Bottle.
C. S. ROBERTSON. Proprirlor, Boston.
DEO. C. (.001IWTN A CO., (irn’l Agents,
iff.'.
:>« A 3s llanover St.. Boston, Mass.
all

:u

nsMifl

to

consulting

Dr.

II

begin.

—.

to 7

Furnishing

iliaii ever before.
Please rail anil examine goods and lirlees.
»!ll sine ion money by buying of us.

Malicious

REHEHBEU

t<>

We iire non prepared

on

Blaine.

Secretary

There is reason to believe that the last desperate
dibits of the star route ring are being directed to
an attempt to create ill feeling between
Secretary
Blaine and other members of the Cabinet. Those
who ought to know say that they are well assured
that the telegrams recently published in New
York and the statements in a Washington newspaper charging that Attorney General MacYcagh
and Postmaster General James are employing de
tectives to connect Mr. Blaine with the star route
matter are evidence of the truth of this assertion.
To such infamous falsehoods have these doomed
men descended
The or gin of these attacks has
been discovered.
It is hardly necessary to say
that the assault has been ineffectual, aiid would
never have been made if the assailants had known
tlie unanimity of purpose which inspires the President and his advisers in the pursuit of the guilty.
The incident deserves mention only as evidence
of the desperation of those who feel the bands of
the law tightening around them,
fWashington
Cor. Boston Journal.

Foreclosure of

Goods,

The story floating around to the effect that Presi
dent Garfield was compromised in the arguing of
a suit at the South while acting as a visiting states
man at New Orleans, appears to be given on the authority of a lobbyist of a long standing at Wash
ingtou, named S. C Boynton. He is widely known
among the card-playing fraternity as "Poker Jack.”
Attacks

offer

SMDUCEMENTS !

GREATER

THE

We

PLACE!

BELFAST.

X. Ii.

hoo trunleit, irhosi imreuts reside in tin

A

fit ii.

hr.’ii

Thanks to Friends and the Public

We shall eon tin ue at the old stand, and give good
bargains to all In want of

-A N D

MARBLE

14V

Iron

I'UICES

RAID

Beef, Corne«l, V lb,
Butter, Salt, ^ box,

."»«u Oat Meal W tl>,
•_'(> Onions & lt>,

II

VI ll

Notice!
WANT

\

eaiinol be excelled.
Our Box Collections of Fireworks are uneiiualled.
\\ e oiler a foil stock of everything: eonneeteil tv it It
tile trade at low rates ami of the host
quality. Semi

lla/.c, Moirintj Machine, Sri/tlic,
Snath, For/, or Ha ml Ha l,e.

for

pay you to examine my stock.
twit
FKKD ATWOOD, Wlnterporl,
I’. S, Em low price Horse Itakcs.

It will

B.

ail

Bitter—Northern creamery, 21322c;

fair to

good, ls@20c; Vermont and New York, choice, li»@
fair to good, Iaftl7c; common, 01., a 12c; western creamery, 21«22c; fair to good, ISy20c; dairy,
lag]7c; ladle, 14ftlae; fair to good, 12<jl.‘»c: com12c.

Cheese—Receipts arc increasing and quality is
improving, line factory, lOrflOCc; common, soiie:
skim, 2@7e.

Eons—Eastern, 1.7c, and very linn; New York
and Vermont lag 15**<•; Canada, fresh stock, l ice;
Western, 14Cc.; nearby, 10c.
Beans—Pea, $2 70; mediums, $2 .7.7a2 00; yellow
eyes, $2 27, and some sell lower; red kidneys,$1 (JO
@1 70.
Peas—Canada are steady at $1 0.7ft 1 10; common,
7.7ftS0e; green, Northern, $1 2.7ft 1 .70; do Western,
$1 .70 «1 7a.
Potatoes— Houlton rose, 00c for choice fancy
lots; Aroostooks, HO ft 85c; Maine Central, 70ft7.7c*:
Vermont and New York, G5$70c; Canada, .70 ft00c:
prolific*, Iloulton, Sac; Aroostook, So @ Sac: Maine
Central, 70@75e; do Northern, <;.“>«70<*; peerless and
Chenangoes Gag70c; .Jacksons, Maine Central, 7oc:
garnet chili and Davis’ seedlings, 0.7ft70c.
Apples—Russetts are quoted at $2 50»-3 00 jc bbl,
the latter choice selections; common are not much
wanted and quoted at $1.70@2 00 ¥ hbl.
Hay and straw—Choice Eastern timothy; $20;
fair to good, $21 @22; line hay, $is@20; mediiim, $10
ft 17; rye straw, $25 @20; oat straw, $12:
wale hay,
$11 ft 12*¥ ton.

<

IN

MOWER.

SKAUSMONT

>rrn

i: of

County ofWaldo.

2w2J*

A SPLENDID LINE OF

HOX. FBKD ATWOOD'S ACtlt EDITED AGENT.

Prints & Cambrics!

Meadow

King Mowers, Bunkum Horse
Rakes, Self-Acting Plow Sulky, Gilt
Fdge Hand Scythes.

Also for sale

a

two

seated Barker wagon.

Velvets, Satins,
SHEETINGS.

PRINTS,
Notiimliai Lace Towels, Table Linens.
NAPKINS. CRASHES,

bought.

And

<(

supply

people are
them,

no

cheap they
what

now

are

wish

we

to say is this :-We shall seil

orsfy such goods,as
ment will wear

in

well, and if any

person

buys

from

that does not

us

judg-

our

of shoes

pair

a

WE

WILL

GOOD

IN

Of

MAKE

EVERY

IN-

in

the

course,

sell, there

will

then,

that will

pair

a

shall take

we

isfy

give out,

buying

we are

have

we

no

sat-

care to

gets
this,

cheap goods,
direct

goods

our

manufacturers,
for us, and

FAY-

ING CASH DOWN for them,
able to sell

are

for their

we

goods at ABOUT

AS LOW PRICES

others ask

as

cheap,shoddy grades.

We have all the NEW STYLES

Shoes

well

as

as

AT

Lowset

THE

Possible

Prices

Our steadily iurrenslng -ales are found In the
Tart that He give mure value fur the money
than any other house lit our line.

to?

day

every

Any

wear.

the old stock of

of

Shoes

cheap

< I.KWK'S OFFICE, June 7, 1S8I.
PU< >POSALs for collecting the stall*,
Count y ami <'ily taxes for the year 1 SHI for said
City, will he rereived l*y the City Clerk until Thursday, the IHth of .lune^ at « o'clock P. M., IMS I,
the City Council of said City reserving the right to
accept anv of tin* same or to reject all. Per < >rder.
l. s. II VIMMMAN, City Clerk.
Attest

WANTED.

A

and Summer

Spring
have

lit

our

employes

the wants.

never to

misrepresent

an

found

a

we

We open

great reduction

a

to-day

iiliuitiinated Mixtures, Granite,
Momie and

Buntings,
shades,

Shoodah

also have

we

and choice iine of

a

iarge

Fancy

Black

Goods and Cashmeres.
We have every shade
miiitjs ta match

Ombres, Satins,
and

FOR SALE

BY

R,

the goods in
Silks in Piain

Srocades, Novelties, &c.

is

Department

GRAY,

in

PLEASE CALL
most common scum

mmi approached until the
arious invention' im1 m»« lie«l i;. the .M1-AI><>\\ KIV, M<>\\ KI: tell into
on
tin- hands «-t it- juV'-ni
nci
and manufacturers,
who by skillfully «*.-1111 *!:;i. y the several patents
which t!n*y lunl
11>•<*< 1, >iinvn|;' I in pr*»»11i«*iinr
the tlI*-1 perfect M"Wi*r—one adapted to all conditions ami ••innuM'iam i' —millin.u' with ci|iial ca-«*
the finest i»ot11an irras- or the roughest hill-side, and
well has il earned its name. It is offered t.o tlie pwhlie with the tulle-' conlideuee in its merits, and
alter ha\ in.tr .aiven it the most thorough e\amina
ii'»n and test-, running: through a period of more
than sixteen y. a vs, it i lielievi d t" he hotter adapt
ed to the trade than any .Mower in the market, l or
Illustrated t'ireulars or further information, address Kill.I > \T\\<n>|>, Winterport, Maine
ibai-w 12
eral Aifent New Kurland and Provinces,

from nhieh
colder and

/m rat as.

IF". W.Potc,

for both

goods

we can

Leaving both hands free for driving. ('an be opera ted as a •mnplete 1 land-Dumping I Jake, at tin- will
of tin* driver. ( an be operated easily by any boy
or £irl who can drive a horse.
First-class in every
particular, strong and durable, best el' material,
well finished. Thoroughly tested, never ails. Com
pletcly controllable self-dumping wheel r; ke, operating without raehets, gears or springs. It can be
raised graunallv to any height desired, earned any
distance, raised entire, and dropped at any instant,
which is the most desirable feature in a self-dump
The sell
ing rake.
diseiiarging device has no
lost motion: dumps from both* wheels; side draft
impossible; Jl adjustable oil tempered steel teeth,
each one left u ith’ils <»\\ u weight to follow the surface, and each toolh a duplicate«*t tin* other. Fit FI)
yi’WOOb, Winterport. .Maine, t buieral \gent New
s\v*2*i
England and Province.-.

Paints, Oils and faraisles!
PRICES ARE LOW!

E. J. Morison &

Co.,

r>2 MAIN STREET,
ECU

STOCK

OF

Phoenix, Atlantic and Jewetts!
STRICTLY PI UK WHITE LEAKS,

MILLINERY
I'ouinl in 111i- <*it \, consisting of

l’«» In*

TUSCAN
III

Shawls^

VARNISHES.

BRUSHES. PRICES REDUCED.
ALAIIA.1STINE, a substitute for kalsomine, Mall Paper, Ac. Cheap and desirable. Anyone
ran apply it.
E. J. MORISON & CO.,
Jobbers and retail dealers in
Hardware, Iron, Strel, Cutlery, Hubs, Spokes,
Kirns, Ac.
ihalers bv mail or expressearefullv lillcd. Satis
faction guaranteed. Call and see us'.
11

RAKES!
Wlntrrpnrt, Me.

Wool.

^Shetland,

in

Black

Cashmeres,

Paisley

& India

Brochet,

Stripe.

acknowledges

Every
have

we

value.

Every

person

Table Linen,

chasing

Towels & Bed
examine

of pur-

thinking

Napkins,
shouid

Spreads,

stock.

our

Every gentleman

and boy in

wani of Woolens that will

them up before
of

hang

should

tearing,

us.

Ulsters for

<

>11 r ti

n

l,l:s

(Ml Cl II

IKS.

HATS,

YEin

LAIN. K

iimmn.i*' department

Feathers &

Laces,

ne v

i>

complete

in

El 1.1.

Clove

Department

In

vki.i;,

LINE.

<T Opera

Colors

Kids,

most of which we warrant to om*
tomers.
Please call and examine our

1-71ultoyi Opera Kid (Hures

/or

we

not

we

most

pairs

every

MS ( 'eats.

iady

that

pair of

elegant fitting

corsets

procured

introducing,

as

have

we

more we

to call at

only

200

shall sell at that

price.

stock of

to

examine

Fringes,

our

Passamen-

Girdles,
Urnaments,
Buttons, Laces, Ties, &c., as

teries,

know

and

we

keep

largest line,

guarantee
er

GLOVES!

quality,

a

are

cus-

-1 N-

LISLE

advise

those

we

consisting; or

Meilhoa

lilaeh\

and

large,

please the

Don't fail

Wi; HAVE A

i.

has

Flowers,

and la.-hionalde colors and style-. In

is

was

can

iadies,

once

A*»< HiT.M I .N l’.

Straw Trimming Ornaments, &c.,

Our

we

We

SlLKS, SATINS, RIBBONS,
In all (he

Underwear
feel

Gloves and

Hosiery,

gents and children.

s

\

Domestic

and

Foreign

for

(Sailors and Shades),
WE 11A \ I:

Our purchase of

& FANCY STRAWS

and prices

we

to be as low or low-

than any

Don’t

the choicest

buy

party
a

in the

city.

Gossamer until

Our assortment is complete in all the luted styles.

you examine

-1 N-

Fancy Goods. Zephyrs, Crewels,
Ac.,

have

full line.

A

large lot of KN<;
Llsll (JKLWFLS just received in all d
desirable colors, also FKLTs for Table
('overs, Lambrequins, Ac.
Jtt*j Please call and examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere, as we intern! to sell our goods
as low as can be bought in this city.. (*3t
We have engaged the services of
we

MISS

a

II.

As Milliner, whose
in trimming cannot

M.

(

experience

and excellent ta>le

fail to suit the most fastidious.

onstautly

on

l.v/) HATS

Persons IiiivIiik unsettled art mints with the firm
of KKKtil'SON A UAt'KLIFKK, are requested to
to
iiiahe Immediate payment to save east.

Biash.

Water

Steam

new

Proof

ment. It is the best and

Gar-

cheap-

est.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

hand.

J. W. FERGUSON & CO.

KltKII ATWOOD,

Finished,

our

WORTH LEY.

Tin MM ED no y SETS

persons indebted to the estate <>l <>TI>
BLACK, deceased, are requested to make immediate payment, and those having claims to present the same for settlement to
IM DLLY o. BLACK.
Ottiee at Leaelt '■dmv.
Searsport, dune 7, lSsl.—j:>tf

variety

in size and

AT.

KAIl.KOAI) COI.OKS.

Pure Linseed, Lard, Sperm, Seat's Fool,
Harultinr anil Black, Turpentine, lienzinc, Asphaltum. Shellacs, Pratt’s PaUnl Dryers,
Japans, Coach Japan, Hold Size, Ac.
Sole agent for the Alurphy
Varnishes. All grades for all
kinds of work.
ABTISTS COLORS AM) KKISIIES.

endless

art

fastidious,

TRIMMED

C

HAY

style

up any

—-I N--

Chip, Milan, Rough & Ready,
Porcupine & Canton Braids.

IML.O.

HAND

get

form and please every person.
THE LARGEST STOCK OF

BONNETS & HATS

The Gregg Rake!

KRKIt ATWOOD,

and at short

iadies and children, io fit every

('litircli /*>'Irrrt.

•2*211’

nil

large variety

also a

Linen Suits and

one

better </lass of Soda than
can /mssibh/ be draien
from anij other a/t-

VERY

be found

ears

eiegant line of Sacques and

buy

A

in

season,

the choicest patterns and best
lon.o "Oiiijlj* I'<• c • »y inventors
w:i- a combination of mechanical principle.' \vhi« 11
woiiUl u i
a sickle running I'nr ai ;u■ > anirh with
out change : n-idsier; kill this w a- never attained
The desideratum

nr

HAVE

once

filled with all

completely

more

lady

Foot of Maio Street.

Hd/l/ord Murk,

sn trim-

Gui- Commodious Cloak and

of

PLASTER!!!

o

new

garment.

PLASTER!!

In the <itij. amt
ire can drain

Cloths,

in ail the

esc.,

We have

Hoi fas l, May l->, tssi.

elegant

an

line of Dress Goods in FouSes,

notice

FRANK

our

in price.

of

PLASTER I

to

we

please

can

customers at

Dolmens,

h. h. Johnson & CO-

Owing

great decline in prices,

therefore

an

ar-

to pur-

the lateness of the season,

this department

ticle in order to make a sale.
Our reward is their t ONTIM U ( OM'llll M I and
I’ATIIOVUiK.
l:l

Goods,

obliged

ueen

supply

Shawl

Our unit envoi1 lias ever been lo treat our customers in a straight tor ward manner, and to
Klve them 0\K III Mlllfll < KMS in value lor
every dollar left vvitli us, at alt timet instruct-

MANSFIELD’S, ALL
MASONIC TEMPLE.
WOMAN TO no UKNKKAI, lit It SK WOIJK
in a small family, when* there are no children.
Liberal wages will be given for a iirst-eluss
housekeeper. Address
Jw-J.r
Mils. »{. H. cnnMP.s, Belfast, Me.

Spring Stock,

our

the novelties of the
i

NOTICE.

I

to

w:tf be sold at less than cost.

B. 0 Dinsmore & Son.

largest

chase another immense stock

ot the

some

('.

Strictly

for

made

by

the

and owing to the groat demand

we

and

Remember

pair.

a

portion of

we

now

every customer that

such

but

be,

closed

Having

sat-

give

BEST CUSTOM MADE SHOES

All Goods Sold

--DRY--

to do

nothing

in Ladies and Gentlemen’s tine

Hamlmrgs, Hosiery, Kid Gloves,

:»w-2*

CITY OF BELFAST SS.

SKAI.KI)

GOODS,

PAINT NOW!

Notice

m

MIL L E R

S

Manufacturers,

)

MACHINERY !

mis SAM-:

tor

twi t

tiii: sufuiff of Waldo Coin tv, )
State of Maim:,
Waldo ss., .Junes, A. I>. 1SS1.
TUI' I" To CIVK NOTICE, That on the oth
A ‘lay of .June, A. I). ISSJ.a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo, against the estate of
M l.SON V. BACK 1.1 EKE, of Cnity, in said County, adjudged to he. an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition was tiled on
the nth day of .June, A. I). I SSI, to which last
named date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts and the delivery ami
transfer of
any property belonging to said Debtor,
to him or for his use, and the delivery and transfer
of any property by him, are forbidden by law. That
a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor, to
prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of his
estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be
holden at the Probate Ollice in said Belfast, on the
Kith day of June, A. D. ISS1, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon.
Civcn under my hand the date lirst above written.
( HAS. BAKEB, Sheriff,
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said

>1* convenience of eustomers repair pieces will
Ik* on sale* l>v II. 11. Crocker .V Co.. Bangor;
K. .J. Morison \ Co., Belfast; Cove .V Davis, Freeport; Alfred \tistiii, Barkinan; s. r. Wheeler,
Dexter; II. 11. Mayhew, K. Dover; A. K. Nickerson,
swanville; A. M. stilphen, Dresden Mills. A full
line in stock at my warehouse forwarded promptly
by expres- or freight. Order early.
FKBD ATWiK )D, Winterporl, Me.
N. B. Sections and knives for all mowers.
2.)

FARM

WELU,

tv

Messenger’s

'Vv7'id.t.h.s,

KING

Descriptive Programme

Salesroom, is Hawley St., near Milk, Boston.

F. WELLS’.

MEADOW

Price List ami

.ninTEX

1
I
In

our

Public ami Private Kxhibitions.

17V

June 1.

20c;

ft

FOR JULY 4th.

lii.)
).'»

Market.

Saturday,

mon, 10

Special

LANTERNS

The New Knj'liinil Laboratory nflev in tin- tr.ult',
Lo the public, ami private committees, clous or in
dividual-, the largest, host and most eomplole lint*
of roods at the* lowest (wires.
For City, Tohii or liiiliiiilual Display, our work

"wj.'.

bush,

Boston

issl.—:5mns2:l*

MAKKKT.

Oil, Kerosene t' tral.,
Corn Meal ^ bush,
(IS Pollock
It>,
/j4
Cheese V lb,
14 «1.7 Pork ^
Codlish, dry,^ lb, f»<jtiL Plaster W hi >1.,
$l.oo
f> Rye Meal,
Cranberries V <jt.,
tt»,
'1LZ nil
Clover Seed,
lb.101, irl'l Shorts-tfi'.vt.,
*1.-2.-,
Flour & bbl., $<>.7f>£y.7.7 Su^ar^’tt),
i»iill
II. G. Seed if bush, $3.11.7 Salt, T. I., ty hush,
4.”»
0
Lard ^ lb,
1314 S. Potatoes W tt.,
Lime W bbl.,
1H>£* 1 -<m» Wheat Meal, W tt>.
4a4!2
Corn W

FLAGS AND

rU<IMREKS.

A pities # hush,
Hay if ton, £l(».ooa
4<I5 Hides •&* 11»,
r»a(j
dried, ¥ lb
I i (t~\.*»
Beans, pea,bush 2. In<1 2.:>*> Laml>#tt»,
Medium $1 sf>»j2.oo II,anil) skins,
J.'.a.M)
Yellow-eves 1.k"mj2.oO.Mutton ^ tt»,
7as
Butter W tb,
14
.'ida.Vi
)ats^l)lisll,
Beef #*'lb,
*;oa<;r>
Si* 10.Potatoes,
<5">&7">'Round Ho# ^ It.
7 aS
Barley V Imsli,
Cheese i? 11*,
SjjlO :Straw
t<*n,
£»;.ooaS.oo
Chicken P lb,
14
Turkey
12gl4'
fc'tb,
g It;
Calf Skins r lb.
1*2** Veal# lb,
t;g<;»a
Duck ty lb,
<)«<)’Wool, washed, lv It..
:>;>
i:t Wool, unwashed, W tt., i:>
Eggs d«>/..,
Ftnvir lb,
1*2a, 14 Wood, hard,
$4.oogr>.oo
Geese
lb,
£J.'iUa.kou
OgO \Vrood, soft,
UK TAIL

.1 tux1

how

-O F-

We

and in the fu-

We find

matter

specially

( '(> l\ S / 7S,

to

satisfied with

from

( AN BE OPERATED BV THE FOOT ALONE \

fIRE WORKS

SHELVES CHEAP!

I Vises, iloni/nrt Ifoldcrs, «( v.

P.rlfa-t.

FULLY REPRESENTED!

DRESS

had.

■

SELL

A. E. CLARK & CO.

C. If. "ARGENT, No. S, Main Street.

TKODECE MARKET.

::‘wJ:P

18S1.

STONES!

-WE

Hint ho are In I'liltTs 1.00 IT! than all
t OMl'KTITOIlv

Every Department

Mortgage.

said mortgage have been broken; m w therefore by
of the breach of the said conditions of said
mortgage, I,the -aid A. J. Hurd,claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
ANDREW J. Ill RD.
Dated i nilv this j.’»t]i dav of Mav, Anno Domini

Shoes,

Our Second PiiiTliasu

BEST Stock

trying

up

with them.

asserting

ever

ture shall have

but

reason

Monuments, Tablets
HEAD

l'

Waldo

(ientrally.

WO Till

And see the Ini ndsomesf and

•Mt "f said Waldo County Registry of Deeds, to
w hich reference is made for full
description "f said
real estate.
And the said Elijah Five thereafterwards for a valuable con-ideration paid by one
Richard Merservev, transferred and assigned said
mortgage deed ami debt thereby secured unto said
Merservev, his heirs or assigns, to wit: on the
seventh day of September, A. 1). Istw, said assignment being recorded in said County of Waldo, in
Book ID'», Page KM, t" which reference is made.
And the said Richard Meservey thercafterwards to
wit on the :24th day of July A. D. 1880, for a valuable consideration paid by A. J. Iltinl, of F.iity, in
-aid County of Waldo, transferred and assigned
said mortgage deed with all the pmileges thereby
secured unto said Hurd, his heirs or assign.-, said
assignment being recorded in said
County
t«* w hich
Registry of Deeds, in Book lf»:i, Page
reference i- made.
And whereas the conditions of

i\in:i: ns nit os..
'JO A ii Mil'll STltKKT.

2‘J

OOOIIS,

i Overwhelming Decision of Everyone

TirilKliilAs DAVID V. DYi:ii, ol' I'nily, in (he
T?
County of W aldo. Mate ot Maine, bv his
mortgage deed dated April 4th, A. D. 1807, aiid recorded in said Waldo Counts Registry of Deeds,
Book 1Page i;r>, conveyed to one ELI J AH FLYE,
certain real estate situated in said l uity, bouiulod
and described as follow" t" w it
Being the same
real estate conveyed to said Five bv Stephen Dver
by bis warrantee deed recorded in Book lM, Page

-ALSO-

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.

Siimlav- from in t«> I o’clock.
roxsi LTA Tiox i:\rnn:i. y /

i*. m.

HATS, CAPS,

find Gents'

OV Oil!

Do m>t

ed upon application.
TLRMS—Will depend upon the ability of the patient- to pay; they ar< never exhorbit'ant. Those
a distance liberally considered.
Letters ofinfroju
•
lairy answered must contain stamp. Do not delay
In many cases hut <»m:
your visit until too late.
l'K.ust>n ai. Intkk\ !kw is neresxaiw
Send for free
('ircular.
A «r Positively no ca-c taken unless there is a reasonable prospect of -nee,
(mice hour- :• \. \i

Sixth Auditor McGrow of the treasury, and hi<
deputy Mr. Lilley. have resigned by request of the
Postmaster General and Attorney’ General, who
represented that their removal was necessary to a
full investigation of the Star route contracts.
Le
gal proceedings in the Star route matter will soon
James U. Marr, chief clerk of the First Assistant Postmaster General, on June 1st received a
number of testimonials commemorative of the doth
anniversary of his entry into the post office dePostmaster General James, General
partment
Tyner, and other department officials presented
him with a costly gold plated service set.

Comparison of Prices

tried'every

3EPHRETtGUI8.

a

given

we

GREAT amount of Shoes

MK HAYK ASKK1) KOI!

Mon.

and e>'llinion -cli-e dictate
Pec I the following from a yratoful father
N*ntrii Vassaujoku. Mi... March :»n, dm.
Di;. Ih.MoN
Dear Sir,
for nearly four \enrbox
el*lest
now i
hi 17th rear) wa> ntliieted
my
with Kpilep-y, tit-. We
remedy we
possibly eouid. but he continued to jrrow wor-e, so
t hat lie had rv» t:\ r>
ri s a week, when I pro\ iden
dally .-aw your advertisement in the Waterville
Mail last < *'toiler. 1 at once placeil him under our
care, and in two months his in- kntiijki.a i.ia
lint and he is now
strong ami well.
Yours very truly,
(.i.oiu.i, Caniivm.
Mr. ( aiiham will cliecrfulh answer letters.
Mr. I
I. Keatiny, of Waterv ille. .Me., u a> cured
1*\ Dr. Henion. of Varicose fleers on the ley, in
!»■
Mr. kealiny lost niueli time from hi 'vork
andw a a yivat -ullerer. lieferrcd to.
Mr-. Martha Kllis, \\Y-i Waterville. cured
< a
tarrli. I.i\
Trouble, “Diz/.v spells,” of. Peforrod
to.
-'B'
I'-iimi: B. Ram-deli, •■!' (..‘anaan. Me., had
l leerated
Throat for umiv than a year; -"ft
«•!
the tin .1! nearlv all de-troyed. a- wa- also
partthe palate.
Dr. If. cured her.
Referred to.
I >r. (
A. I laine-. of I >e\ter. Me., the be.-t known
denti-1 in the Male. einvd of Liw r and Mom.vh
Trouble. Refe rred
Mr-. m 'i
I.nee, ••! Levant, Me., wa.- cured oi
Temporary Insanity, S|..maeh Trouble and salt
Rheum.
Referred t".
Mi-- Nellie M. Connor, of Brewer. Me., was cured
of Mel; Headache, Painful* Menstruation, Chili-.
Fever and ( "ugh. Referred to.
Mrs. Linma F. stindtson, of Bangor, Me., wa
euivdoi Rheumatism,Neuralgia of stimiaeh.t
rampingot Limb-and Bloating of Abdomen: had been
treated for Drop-y. Referred to.
Mr. dames W.ilia'v, of Aurora, M
had a shock
-1 Paraly-i-.
I Fas unable to dress himself without
assistance,
lie -aw Dr. Hcnion at. Bangor, and in
less than one week was aide to dre-s himself, and
within two weeks commenced work having,
lie
ferred to.
Mr-. Lmma Croeker. -J Main Sj., Bangor, had
Neuralgia, N•" -.in the Head, Catarrhal D.-alne-s,
OtuiT.ho a. "iek Headaches cutv week,and >t"inuch Trouble.
Dr. H. cured her.
Referred t«>.
(
H. Baii’ley. L-ip, Corinth. Me., had "toma< ii
and Liver Trouble, Calarrh. sick Headadie, and
spinal Irritation. Dr. II. cured him. Referred to.
if.a It will readih be understood that, for various
rea.-ons Dr. II. can publish
only a/re-of the .-cores
"I cures ell'ected b\ him. < dher references furni-h

DR. BULLOCK S KIDNEY REMEDY,

special meeting of the Boston Produce Exchange, Saturday, speeches were made t>v many
members favoring it. and resolutions were unani
mously adopted pledging substantial co operation
for a World's Fair in Boston, in 1X80.
At

'W'hjmcnt

Bangor.

as

have

we

STANCE.

ask for .and be iullucnced by the opinion of some
friend who is in robust health and who cannot
ap
preeiate your condition, but act as your own rea- >-i

L\! L1IMON L-HOM 1HI>
Monday nt*\t foritarnum’s
\. m.. lmuhinyr ai S<*ar>Hiirksport. LViurniiur h*aw
boss \ H<>\\ LLL.

ty.siieli

i

Goods

THEM

THIAilO
! lereditary Pdond Poison, female I >i-eases, M. art
Disease, Serofula, Kpilepsy ;,ir tit-1, ('onsuinntion,
d’liroat Disease, ( atari'll in all it- form.-, and Deaf
ne-y avMny therefrom, Noises in the Head, Uiieumati-m aiel Neuralgia. Nervou- Dyspepsia, I,her
and Kidne
Di-ease-. Stomaeh Troubles, Diabetes,
1 rinary Disorders. >*pinal I natation, Nervous Pros
tration. I.an.e ami W eak l>a<k. Constipation, Piles
ami fistula without tne of knife or eausfie;, <kin
Disease". PimpleMoth Patches on Paee, Lony
sdnudiny fleers, ■salt llheum, Paralysis, Imp-*
tene\. badly cured Diseases of Men, ete; in short
IIP' >M( DI>1\Aof even name and nature.
voi m no mFMTn:im<;
will do well ;<> re.id these Maim* testimonials care
D'H.'i Say aside all prejudice, and in* your omi heat

ron

There will be BO 000 troops in Ireland at the end
•m
the week. At Limerick Saturday evening the
panic stricken police attacked a quiet crowd .t pc
pie with the butts ot their rides and afterwards
charged them with their bayonets

cf

have*the

we

that

so

hesitation in

no

that

OF 1881!

Shoes

our

be made well and of

isfaction,

IIHEASEN

BARQE CLIFFORD

S'

DEALERS IK

No .Morphine, Opium, ( hloral, or Mineral Poisons
Administered.

Itruuotto, Itabbayr. iV-dmi.

port, sandy Point and
Itanyor at •> r. M.

7,

t> 1
till- Nervou- Sy-tem. whether ;• ri.-iml:
from o\erwork <*f mind or body, from bad habits
in youth or later indulyemav, a M*r.< vi.n, >11*«]i
•hie alum* will n<>t reach this class of discus•*. and
I>r. I!, feels warranted in s;iviny
the suttcrer.
t UK."
“Tiikki; is a

1

N

,l( \E

lSEI* PECCLUK TO WOnET
!a specialty. Dr. II. would sav to ladies who are
sutlering from an \ rmi.M •
! r.u \ u nisi; vsk, that
thev need have no hesitancy in calling
upon him i.ccau-e he is a granger,
lie assures them that thev
will receive tin* most delicate, courteous and considerate attention. l>r. II. treats Female 7 roubles,
of erery nature, and in such a manner as to make
local examinations and :n ehanicalappliances • ntir<
j ly unnecessary.

•C.
Lit/yyimkl. Iti uu'Mary -i.
ui- k: L. II bniiimmnil.
Wilininy <m : I*.
<
'■*. < >‘li-or l. Itrunswirk.
•In
Hk. '••1m-. Ilann Mia. i\ntrr.-Hnill. I’iiilaHo!
piiia : Lari, 1 >arby. lh»>t«»n.
•Hint* <iili. « in
Mar' Larr.pv, 1 *atIc*i--bai 1. Saa:liarbor. 1.. I.
•Lanr Till, sclii'. Mars 1.. (irabam. I’.awh, ltaa

\

F.HlUt

niME

SATLl.P.

MAKE
to I’.ana
brrat Circii**, l- a «i'

House, llvlfust. } fain*.

where In- will remain until J('.\ E SO : alter this
he will vMt Belfast even month, until JAM AIM
next, remaining from the 11th t
the Jutii of each
month.
Don't forget the date.
Ml those sutler
ing from any form ofCHdoNU DlSlxAsK. (no
matier of how long standing) mav consult Dr. II.
M to T ■. w.
from!1
I LTATlON KliKi:.
( «»N
Dr. llenion's practice is mostly eases that have
hear. gi\ on up as incnral>h
11 is treatment is ha-cd
on prineiple- of sciema* and common sense, com
hining the u<e of electricity with tlic administraj
tion of specific medicinal remedies.

l an/.v, i’atlri'ball. Ilanyor.
srliT'. r.nimHr. J»abba.i;v, r..»-t >n : Lil.! •»: Nathan! lilL'M. L»iu', «ln.

fity

JohnsoN

the

!*iiila«b*l]i!iia.
diini- Mb. .Mary

iril,!.

H-H,

BOSTON,

OF

Medical Kloctrician and practical physician, who
In- met with great -aic'-css at dockland, Augusta,
and Bangor, .Maine, the past three ears, will he at

IILLL.WI.
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CHEAP

SHIP NEWS.
IN HIT OF

constantly busy

should

The Ladies are the Judges!
-THEY HAVE-

21

years.
In swanvilh May d-t, Mr. William Harvey, 2d,
aired Ns year-.
In Monroe, June Ith, Henry Twombly, ayed be

WELLS.

E.

TO THE SICK!
TO THE SICK!

ami Miss .Jennie F. S\v eetser, both of Sear-pin t.
In Winterport, .June r»tli, by R. A. Rich, Esq., Mr.
>anuiel A. Newer am! Miss'Rosa M. Dav, both of
Winterport.
&
In Castine, May *28th, lerRev. C.C. Winslow, Mr.
Charles W. Ruswell and'Miss Carrie Crav, both of
( astiiie.
In
Hanyqr, May *23th, Mr. Sumner D. Creeley ami
Miss Jennie II. Nickerson, both of Swanville.
In Camden. May 20Mi. Mr. Charles II. Joy am! !
-Miss Lizzie s. 1‘atchen, both of Camden.
In Camden, May 2b(h. Mr. Charles \\
FieM of
Holden Nb... and Mi-- Lizzie I. Rlioade- of Roekland.

fitting

Finery Hall, yesterday.
following IJneksport pupils read papers—“influence of Mu-ie,” by Willard F. < oh-man; “IluildNellie M. Bennett, (Verona:)
it
in#
were

B

been

February last, we have

SPECIAL pains that

WelnTite You all to Examine
Our Stock!

THAN BOSTON PRICES.

have been made.

will give h*ssou> in oil painting and water
colors-The graduating exercises of the class of
Hs|, F. M.

25 to 50 Cents Less

In

conspiracy against the life of the Czar has been
discovered in St. Petersburg.
Twenty one arrests

i

•— --—.

MARRIED

A

Unheard of Bargains. |

IN ALL SIZES,

CARD.

\ ear-.

quality

Since

A N D-

Penobscot Kngine Co. desire to return thanks for
donation of ten dollars from M. s. staples, agent
of Liverpool, London, & t done Insurance Co.
K. >. CYP1IKKS. Clerk.
Searsport, June <S l^'si.

ves-

at

\y

a

■

nights

)

passenger^

treated while traveling on the steamer Cam
bridge. I have been on steamers of almost all the
nations of the world, but never have 1 seen the
same careful and kindly attention to the
pleasure
and comfort of passengers, as I have witnessed on
board the steamer Cambridge. Capt. Ingraham
and all the nllieers under him, down to the lowest
servants on board, show a disposition to oblige ami
make the passage pleasant to all.
A SHIPM VsTKK.
are

■

day : \
Haley

Eiirailinl

CARD.

A

cannot refrain from publish expressing
views of the kindly manner in wnicn
I

passed the New
compromise which has
been tixed up since the veto of the Carpenter hill,
which abolished all pilotage fees coming through
Hell Gate It exempts only coastwise vessels from
DIED.
paying pilot fees, and puts the Hell Gate pilots
(Xothing beyond the announcement of the name, aye,
upon exactly the same footing as the Sandy Hook
n side nee, <f«\, of deceased persons will be published
under this heading.)
pilots It is said to meet the objections raised by
In this city, June 8th, .Tames U., -on. of Mr and
the Governor to the Carpenter bill, and also to be
Mrs. J. L. F irtridye, ayed 2.1 year-,:> month- ami
satisfactory to the pilots affected by it_The new I day-.
In'this eity, May path, Mr. Jo.-epli Unis, ayed bo
whaler which Messrs. Goss, Sawyer A Packard, of
year-. •"> months and i> days.
Bath, are building to take the place of the Man- A
In Frankfort. Uay Joth, Mr-. Dora lh rkin.-, aired
new

York

and

the

SPECIAL NOTICES.

to farmers

■

u

Wooster Parker, of this city,
sixty first anniversary of the

I!e>

\i..

alien*

a

Sunday afternoon.

next

pia/./a, eight

a

appearance thicker and

The attention of the
an*l Waldo county i- eaih*'l t*> the

\V. Pitcher ami

1

of

width, extending
around three side.--Mr. limit and family of Bangor, moved into their new cottage for the summer,
Saturday... .Hood prospects for
lively season
1mm. ...The .-learners city <d Ba.igor and May
Field make their regular trip- from Bangor_Mr

year:

.'Vkkii-i.mi.ms.

lk 'fa-l

Ceorgc Littlefield was badly bitten
dog owned by .Tool Ilaley... .Our

Mrs

—

last week by a
cheese factory began operations last week, with
Mr. (diaries Colson cheese maker. Mr. c. has been
the cheese maker at this factory for two years.
There is to be a picnic from this place to Hermon
Fond nc\t Saturday.\ horse minus the rider
wa> found at the Robert son flat la-t Sunday.
The
wagon e<.ntained a bottle partly filled with whiskey,
and a pair of .-hoc wrapped i*i a paper from Dinsmove A ><>nS. Belfast.
A «Te\v instituted a search,
but at tiiC writing the result is not know n. Probably the driver was drunk and fell from his carriage.
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Winnicook Post, \<>.

IMn.

though organized bm a short time, b in a very
Fanners are about done
flourishing condition
planting and business- i- lively_The trustees of
tie North W aldo Agricultural society hold their
annual meeting at l nily on ‘Saturday the lltli ind.,

Scythes

!

Wlnterport, Me.

81 Main Street,

Belfast.

The

After taking all other remedies for your Kidneys, without benefit, just remember that Hlixik
of Lifk Hoot, the Banner Kidney
Remedy, never
tails.

Highway Cow.

[From

Countryside ]
was a dusky brown.

the

The hue of her hide
Her body was lean and her neck was slim.
One horn turned up and the other turned down,
She was keen of vision and long of limb ;
And ribs like the hoops on a home made pail.
mark did her body bear :
She had been a target for all things known :
On many a scar the dusky hair
Would grow no more where it once had grown
Many a passionate, parting shot
Had left upon her a lasting spot.

Many

A poor excuse is bettor than none, and the same
may be said of a poor dinner.
A&E.vra inn caivamehu
Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for
<!.
E.
HIDE* H'T & C( >., 10 Barclay Street,New York.
Send ft o' their Catalogue and terms.
lyrdt

a

Mary and many

:

well aimed stone.
Many a brick bat of goodly size.
And man) a cudgel swiftly thrown.
Had brought the tears to her loving eyes ;
Or had bounded off from her bony back,
With the noise like the sound of a ride crack.

GROSVENOR'S

LIVER-AID

IS NOT A FAD,
But

an

Internal

for

Remedy
Complaints,
Mich

Liver

as

Bll.lOl SM>S. 1‘OOR
ArrETITK, lM»!«.i:>lI<>N.
I>vsi kisi\, Dizziness. Piles, Boils .Iai n
PICK. HkvKTIU ltN, MU It STOMACH.
llHKI MATISM NEURALGIA. l\Rl I’TIOXS, M'lMI I
i.iii

The

Roily.

'it

iio.

an*l

nikks, Female Complaints,

im

n KIIIKS ANIi s VLT 1CIIEI M.
Liver is the I .ariosi Oriran of tl»e Human
It i s the largest because il has the most to
is intimately rmmected with the digestive

nervous systems, consequently, any derangement ot the Liver produeos Constipation ami a
hundred ev ils in it- train, ami also occasions nervous 'liseascs without numher:
resulting, it tincheeked, in paralysis, insanity or «!eath. l»r. (Irosvemu-’s Liver-Aid is a w * nlcrful medicine for im
meiliate action upon the Liver, ami thousands of
testimonials have been received a> to the henelit it

Liver Ai*i lias been a blessing t.«* my poor, alllicte-t mother. She tried many, mam thiiurs for her
sick headache, hut never found any relief until she
took the Liver-Aid. Ii has. indeed. 1 veil invaluable
to her.
She is now m-dug her fourth bottle.
1 told
our druggist how excellent it was, and assured him
that In- illicit safely recommend it as tlie be-; known
adverremedy for sick la a lacin', lie -ays it itised half enough. I hope vou will let it kvome
Mrs. M. \. smvi.ER,
better known
tl»i W *2‘2d St., New York.

For sale bv all Druggist- at SI per bottle,
bottles for $a
lyrl'.t

or

diy

had she passed in the pound
For helping herself to her neighbor’s corn :
Many a cowardly cur and bound
Had been transfixed on her crumpled horn ;
Many a tea pot and old tin pail
Had the farmer boys tied to hdPtime worn tail.

Many

DR.

a

a

Old Deacon Gray was a pious man.
Though sometimes tempted to be profane,
When many a weary mile ho rau.
To drive her out of his growing grain,
Sharp were the pranks she used to play
To get her till and to get away.
She knew when the Deacon went to town ;
She wisely watched him when he went by ;
He never passed her witliout a frown
And an evil gleam in each angry eye ;
He would crack his whip in a surly way.
And drive along in his •one-horseshay.”
Then at his homestead she loved to call,
Lifting his bars with crumpled horn :
N imbly scaling his garden wall,
Helping herself to his standing corn :
Eating ins cabbages, one b> one.
Hurrying homo when her work was done.
IDs human passions were quick to rise,
And striding forth with a savage cry,
With fury blazing from both Lis eyes.
As lightnings dash in a summer sky.
Redder and redder his face would grow.
And after the creature he would go.
Over the

garden,

trees;

Tramping his melons into the ground.
Overturning his hives of bees;
Leaving him angry and badly stung,
Wishing the old cow’s neck was wrung.
The mosses grew on the garden wall ;
The years went by with their work and play
The boys of the village grew strong and tall,
And the gray haired farmers passed away,
One by one as the red leaves fall,
B it the highway cow outlived them all.

VMI PKRKEI TOR OK ASSIMILATION.
TIIK REFORMER VNI) VITALlZElt OK TIIK
BLOOD.
TIIK PROIIll'ER ANII INVU.ORATOR OK NERVE
AND Mist LI
THE III 1LIIF.R ANII SI PPORTEI! OK Bit VIN
POWER.
PROMOTER

FELLOWS
COMPOUND
SYRUP OF
HYPO-PHOSPHITES
1- composed of ingredients ivit-ini.il with those
which constitute Healthy 1’. •mmI. M :i-rlo and N- r\e.
il' is directly
and Brain Substance, whilst Lite it
dependant upon «omc of them.
By increasing Nervou- and Muscular Viiror. it
will’eur l)y-]ie|isi;t, feeble or int* rrupted action of
the Heart and Palpitation, Weakne.-- of Intellect
■•aused by grief, worry, overtaxed or irregular
habits, Bronchitis, ronge-iion t the Lung-.
it cures A-thma. Neuralgia, Whooping though,
Nervoustie-s. and i- a m >-t wonderful adjunct to
other remedies in sustaining life during the process
a• f
Diphtheria.
The expenditure of brain power too early or too
severely in children often results in physical debility; the* use a»i Fellows' Hypopho-phites exeits a
singularly happy efleet in such <\i-es.
Do not he deceived by remedies hearing a similar
name: no other preparation i- a -ubstitutA1 for this
1 yrIT
under any circumstances.
«•

For -ale by \VM. 0. POOR A SON.
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Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chreuia
Diarrhoea, Boils, Drepry,
Humors, Female Cc.
plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A RAD STATE
Or THE BLOOD, OR ACCGLT/.uiLD BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.
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Harrison A venae, Boston. Sold Ly all Druggists.
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

a

Positive Cure

for all thoae Painful

Complaint* and Wcakneise#

bent female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation ami Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
common

to

our

Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there is checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysa.'l craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness Depression and Indi-

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances net in
harmony with the laws that govern 1 he female systc in.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. BIrs. Pinkh&m
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
No family shculd be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
UVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
Sold by all Druggists.

TECH

IMPERISHABLE

PERFUME.

Murray & Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER,
Best for TOILET. BATH,
and SICK ROOM.

This is tin* season that the properly brought-np
papa turns over his ledger and his lines" to his
head man and takes that universal charmer, his
wife or if he be a widower, his daughter—also a
charmer—into his contideuce. or, rather, she takes
papa into her confidence—for papa, having relinquished his ledgers, really has nothing further to
sav than yes or no, scrutinizes certain fabulous
bills, smiles freely under the pressure of tyrannizing arms or overmastering kisses ami resumes that
look of preternatural wisdom which is always a
sure signal that the charmers of the household
have plotted to some purpose It is all ovei a trip
to llie continent, to perfect the awkward measure
in French pronunciation, which every rational
parent knows can only be brought about by long
•‘conversaziones" with Parisian mantua makers
and confectioners of robes
It is amazing the
reputation that French milliners have tor perfecting
the intricacies of their heartbreaking vernacular.
Papa having been duly impressed with the
necessity ol the girl s pronunciation, secures places
on the crack steamer of the season.
No girl with
the right sort of a command over her faculties ever
fails to make the trip decisive. A husband is just
as sure to come of it as a declaration follows a
season of croquet.
Kvery girl knows the superior
advantages of the steamer's deck for the snatching
of these opportunities to which a sleigh ride, a
waltz or a theater party is but a waste of pads and
peail powder. The girl that can't secure an arm
tor life in the lurching of the ship is plainly not
up to her business. No humanly organized man
can resist the unpremeditated and
surreptitious
hugs which the vicissitudes of the wind and wave
forces upon him in his walks and talks with beauty
\\ hat is more easy or natural than the
a; sea
little cry of alarm and the seductive sinking into
the strong arms of a desirable escort'
it has been noticed at sea that one and the same
girl is'subjeet to attacks of gentle vertigo under
the most contrary conditions. For example, a girl
will walk up and down the promenade deck tor an
hour on papa's unsteady arm and never deflect
from the crack in the planks, while an hour later,
with the wind gone down and the trough of the
sea mild as the billows of a July hay Held, she will
wobble in the most unaccountable manner and can
only keep her feet by the aid of an arm soothingly
administered to her waist.
Other phenomena:
The wheel house, which, while walking with papa,
she could not approach, pos>esscs irresistible fas
cinatious when another girl's unmarried brotlitr
happens to be her support. It is noted, too. that
as ine sun sinus in the west, the obscure corner ol
the tatl’rail oilers a singular charm for the young
women and young men
No girl with a mind
made up was ever known to make au ocean voyage
without tlie sickness that medicine finds itself impotent to cure or making some other girl's brother
taste that melancholy but sweet sadness.
The tirst day or two at sea is devoted by the
prosaic to devotions whose details shall merely he
hinted ; hut the girls have no qualms to keep them
from the promenade deck. Vi bile old stagers and
the unmarketable turn the lee of the deck cabins
into improvised hospitals with their duplex, many
l' inled invalid stretchers, beauty is bravely afoot,
displaying rosy cheeks, sparkling eves and the
witcheries that banish from the youthful male
breast the deadly qualms of seasickness. The first
few days are likewise the harvest time oi' the hand
some officers.
No well equipped steamship is
without this solace ol maiden meditation
The
has
a habit of being handsome
ship's surgeon
His semi military uniform, too. is no small part of
his attraction. Brass buttons and gold lace never
lose their charms for the average girl. During the
season the steamships lose a surgeon a
trip. They
may he found domesticated iu every quarter of the
coutiuent. no longer adorned with" braid and but
tons, but settled down in tranquil domesticity.
The surgeon lias the pick in the garden of beauty.
He leeis tile pulse and diagnosticates the condition
ot the invalids, anil from the pulse to the heart no
surgeon ever tiads the way long or difficult. His
prescription is generally’ made tip of two parts
promenade and one part rest, in some quiet nook
far from the prying eyes of the passengers
When
the Summer season begins, the young medical
students of England (lock to Liverpool, proffering
their skill for their keep, and they rarely require
more than one voyage to tix themselves for life,
so pure is their handiwork on the
susceptible
misses who sel out to •'learn French in Paris"
Times.
[ Philadelphia
The

Spoopendykes

Discuss

the

A Michigan chiropodist offers to eliirop with any
man for *100 a side
If beaten he will acknow!
edge the corn
Have Wlstar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand. It cures Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. 50 cents and $1 a
bottle.

Political

Kenned)‘s

“Favorite lL.

your Druggist
X. Y.

or

"You don't know how it pains me to punish
you." said the teacher. “I guess there's the most
pain at my end of the stick.' replied the boy. feel
T ai y rate I d be willing t«> swap.'
ingl\.
Never ask a Dyspeptic person what he wants to
eat, but let him take a few doses of Baxiku's
Max oka kk Bn Tims and his appetite will be all
cts per bottle.
right. Price

Piano strikes should be restricted to the occu
pants of drawing-rooms, think the proprietors of
piano lactone* whose employes arc «*n a strike sues
the N Y Mail.
Dr. <• raves’ Blood Puniior is designed t
meet
the wants of those desiiing a sure and certain
relief for all derangements of the Stomach ami
Liver, and by purifying the blood to bring the sys
tem to its natural vigor
It is a cure for Biliousness,
Indigestion. Liver Complaint. Jaundice.
Humors. Scrofula. Ac. Nothing can be better
suited at any season of the year to cleansing the
system of its accumulation of disease than the
It will regulate the liver, give you
Blood Purilier
an appetite, and. in fact, build up the system gen
orally Try it : you wi.i not regret it Price 8|.h»
per hoi tie
For a Cough, Cold. Sore Throat. Hoarseness.
A c., use Dr. Craves Balsam of Wild C’herrv and
Tar. Price. P> cts and 50 cts per bottle.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills, made by Dr
Craves, cure Headache, Constipation. Ac.
Price
J5 cts per box
Dr. Craves' Remedies are for sale
IwJU
by W. o. Poor A Son, Belfast.

Kagle.

The schooner Emma Rich and the hark Mary
Greenwood were huilt by Jessie Garroll, of North
port, Cong Island, and the captains are brothers—
Captain Jackson Tooker commands the schooner,
Capt Charles Tooker navigates the bark. Both
vessels, tinder their respective captains, loft Now
York in February last for Rio Janeiro, the schooner
being one day in advance ol the bark On reaching
tho E(]ustor tbo vessels met After that thoy spoke
eaclt other for fifteen days in succession, and
dropped anchor within four minutes of each other
in Rio Janeiro.

prepared

to

exhibit

a

FINE DISPLAY

Metis' l tnlrrs/i i rts anil Drain

IRIMMfG GONNETS & HATS.

,

Vo Trouble to S/ioir (hunts.
REMEMBER

Alain anil llluli Sis..

!

From $1.00 upnards.
HATS. ( APS, (.LOVES, SCARFS, OVERALLS, .11 VIPERS, RlBRER COATS, LADIES’ GOSSAMER
S’L’< U K

)l

One that will

IN

GROCERIES!
that heats them all.

L*r .‘too.

tea

a

Trv it.

ONE

PKKPA I;KI

AM

As

cheap

ms

>

Iyr-'o

any store in the county

>n

<TOi K

For

l!eifn>t. May

Y) fair. I have China Sets from $7 to $ 12.

M

A Iso

a

good stock

of

|s>I.

Then

a

largo

(3- R A. 3 3
all

"I

amount

of

3 'S

13

kim!-.

Also < ID >Y KU, wliioli I soil
idiwkst possiijm: run i>.

I -1111

rcririny

at

tinitt

work in

yoods hy rrrry
train to Hit fast.
mar

E.

L.

BEAN,

SE&RSftlONT, MAINE.

1 Huntooii (Governor new) right size fora 15
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Knglne.
I Air Pump for condensing engine (new, cylinder s\io, eonneetlons f r I :{■ 1 Inch pipe.
1 Irregular Moulder, in good condition, and with
o\er *100 worth of Moulding ( utters.
I am also prepared to cut on earriage axles, to
lake up i-nd play in ho\. and will guarantee

h Nics Assorirnsan! ef

IMIES' COTTON UNDERWEAR !
READY MADE WRAPPERS.
I N

SI N

n

Din

KKI

faetioii in all

shop

S I \ I i;s.

1

V

nsnierchiefs. Aprons. Kitchen Ajfohs.&c.
-A

A.

P.

prices that cannot fail to

al

I Horizontal stationary steam Knglne, 1.1 Horse
Bower, with Htmtoon governor and feed water
heater.
I I pright Portable Steam Kngine, .*{ 1-2 Horse
Power, with Feed Pump attaehed, and a copper
eoil heater.
These engines having been thoroughly repaired,
are as good as new, and ean he seen in motion if

\1> 7 KOL'C KT THK FLACK.

Ill)

and

-tvlc

a

intf

eases.

/v muck m n.nix<; ox plkasaxj
xrnrr. r. xi:ajt snot: fa cron r.

F

1IO W A 11 I

A

..

T-

Mansficld’e, Masonic

Temple.

Fringes, Gimps,
Every Style of Trimming Goods,
VS/'f/a./)'.S', Masonic Tiinjife

bi:i.i \>t focmuiy and m u him:
shop is now fairly running, and being equipped

rpin-:
A

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,
do work i romptiy and just
customers direct.

prepared

we are
our

—Webster.

to

Mining Machinery

&

Ship

as

Work

will bt* made a -peeialty.
Dupiiealc parts or full
.;eD of nearly all agricultural implement- in use in
thD vicinity* in stock or made to order,
l’riees will
be made low, and we hope and expect t" merit and

(astoria -35 closes

obtain

35 cents A pit
pleasant, cheap, and
remedy for fretful and puny children.

a

liberal patronage.
POWKK WITH ROOM TO HI NT.

C.
Helfast,

©taurIipent

Mas eli

ju'|

Has

J,

1, ISSI.~

HALL, Leasee
'.i

received

a

siirh

sei ih

ilii

s

on

Intntl /nr imnifiliiilc ile-

lire r//.
I

lion

imTSjnDiilenn: snlirileil
rliccrfnll// iiiren.

mnl infnrmil-

IN

BUYING

MADE

SPRING & SUMMER SACQUES.

THE1K

A

(imtl

SPRING STOCK !

.iiood opportunity for a lady t** ol tain an cie
pfant littina and perfectIv made garment. Al-o
a line line of elotlis for ulsters and
sacqucs.
A. P. Mansfield, Masonic ‘Temp le.

A. M. MASON.

Insect

Harmony

bert r.

IN-

have

;i

complete stock
pers, embracing

all fannies of paclass of

in

Hon. .1

< «>\

n;II\

plea-anth

a

--DECORATIONSN'«»t to

be found elsewhere.

MAlihEX
Sole

;5m 12

Lowest Prices and Best Quality of Paper,
M. V. WOODCOCK .1 SOX.

AfcDOXAI/n,

all at It P. ''TICK N KY’s shop and
Helfast, May I, Iss 1.

Sun Shades!

HOLLINGSWORTH

see a

-ample.

large variety of sun sluules in
lirocarirri Satins (nut rhtin Silk,
A

N<>

Self and Hand

A.

Dump.

with great pleasure that we present to the
public Tin; Hollingsworth imim{o\i;d
MONITOR SELF AM) HAM) DLMR RAKE, for
tlie season of issi. Notwithstanding the |>atentee
of this rake has heretofore furnished to the trade
and the farmer the best hand discharging Sulky
ltake ever invented, of which there are more than
fifty thousand in the hands of farmers in this country and in Europe, lie now offers to the public this
NEW MONITOR RAKE that beats them all.
lib Before you buy a rake examine HOLLINGSWORTH’S IMPROVED. FRED ATWOOD, Winter
port, Maine, General Agent.
Sw22
It is

iiitiir

*.

desirable lot

ever

olTereil in Belfast.

TKMPJLE.

Smlii

DONE

TO

ORDER

AT

to

i«*r. of >aiigerti'

the

burn,

IRON BITTERS—the only Iron
that will not blaclxn the teeth
or
give headache.
Sold hy all druggists.
Write for the A B C Book, 32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

Preparation

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore, Md.

M. W. RICH

whieh worked wonder' in

1S1 IKS TO INFORM Ills FRIENDS AND
tin1 public, that la*, has taken a room over
Frunel*' Store, Main Street, where lie will do

W

Custom

LOST !
CEDAR STREET, RECENTLY, A VALUABLE COLD CHAIN. The* tinder will l>c rewarded by leaving the same with
WILL II \ YFORD.
Belfast, June 2, IsHl.

ON

ftejxiirini/
as

('HEAR

as

the

Freedom Notice.
is to certify
rpHIS
mv minor

L

lyrO

Work anil

the BEST MANNER and
CHEAPEST.
Belfast, April 2, lJSSl.—2w“2*2*
In

time

that I have this «lay given to
son, JASON ALLKN T1LDKN, his
the remainder of his minority. I shall
of his wages nor pay any of his hills

during
claim none
after this <late.
SKTlf TILDKN.
I.incolnville, May 81, issl.—3\v22*

CHURNS!
8w-l

FOR

FRKI) ATWOOh*

SA I.F.

CHURNS!
1.0\\

Caution Notice.
my wife, M AliV ,IA\K TII.DKN,
\irilKlll-:AS
has l**11

VV
my home, taking with her niv daiiifhter, M AKV TilKODOTI A TILDKN. This is to forhi<l ;tll person.: from harboring or trusting them on
mV aeeount, as I shall pav no itill of their contraetSKTII TII.DKN.
in*KKineolnville, May :»1, 1881.—:5wi*2*
SUPERIOR HAND SCYTHES!
M \l»r. TO

in

Wintcrport, Mr.

FRED ATWOOD,

« >

KI>KI{.

Wlnterport, Me.

PHILO HERSEY.

Remedy"
daughter who

m\

general

I

vahiahle fouic-el ami
matters in said
curl.
Belfast, Jan. 17, l-tsl

BELFAST,

Olli<

2

c.

c#

m

<

W-*

"3

DR. «. M. RACXLIFFE,

3

Physician

£

J.

M.

i w iiiiuvr «*\i: imti'i.k \ run
I KK forall tlu* worst formsof KILLS twof..
in tlu- wor.-t cas1' of LFKKoM. M lJOH
I’SOKI \sl>.< AM KK. K< /KM \.s \ LT Kill

i:< r
b-ur
I. \ i
! M,
UHKIMATI^M. K1DNKYS. DY>KLKMA. < \
T A KKII, ami all I ism
-u t■ >K 1 \ and HI.on I >.
Kntirely Vegetable. Internal and external u.-e \~k
your druyifist or dealer to buy it bn-you, and I will
return the mornw iue\« ry ease of failure, a-above,
\«-l a failure lor-Jo \mrwith thank-.
SI a b n
tie. Sold everywliere.
Semi for M.w rvMiuii.i.i
free.
II l>. FOWLL, Chcmi-t, II Centra! Wharf,
Boston, sent by Fxpre-s.
Jhtcow-h

\o. Ill Main St.,

SIIKI.VKS,
of the best Italian and American marble
CtlVIK 'll STItEET% BEL / 'AST.
bm os 12

FERTILIZERS!
1IOUSKFOOT (il’ANO is unsurpassed
Its qualities are permanent
li as a fertilizer.
am! lasting, and it is twenty percent, cheaper than
horse manure, it n\ ill assure good crops, and as a
£>p dressing or for horticultural purposes it has no
2 pial.
Apply liberallv and use no other manure.
Send for circulars and see testimonials. Kuii.k’s
Piiospii atio Co., Providence, It. I. For sale by
JOHN ATWOOD A <0.,
•hull
110 South Market St., Knstuii, Mass.

mi

HOUSE,

Castine, Me., 1881.
(. rt

•

nhah/h. 1‘rojirirtar.

HiI..SI ,1.1.

/.
2111

JOHN ATWOOD & CO.,
I‘nxliici

( xnnxixsiox
vs n

in: vi.i its

Mrrrhnnts,
i\

lliij, 1’iiUlms, Onions. Vppli'v, ltiuns, Itmicr,
I lin-M', Fgg>. Liu- Kiml. I’miltl'), I.timr, suliiKin,

No.

Fresh Water Fish of all Finds, Ac.

110 Pouth

tion given

ns

to

Market St., Boston, Mass.
I'm-

suun

:ts

snhl.

markets, \e.

Be fast

\n\ ini' l-niiihmlh-

Savings Bank.

A \ 1- UKM< »\ Kl> L their new Banking Ib-'ii
in Custom House square,are prepared to re
eeive deposit.-, placing the same on interest on the
first days of.lune, duly, \ugust and September,
and December, danuary, February and March. In
ui same, the first
trre.-t being
M«uida> > « t
dune ami Dnviiiner.
e\
Deposits received
on
and
from
U to 1*2
Legal
eept
*>unda>
Holidays,''
v. M
and J t" t l*. M.
Saturdays Bank elo.se> at 12,
V> V
noon.
President,
d< min II. Qi Iml*\ Treasurer.

H

$30.
A. B. MATHEWS,
iliteov.e

Belfast, Me.

for

Headquarters

Carpet Sweepers.

Best in tin* world for $.‘1.00.
M on e
ivinnuMl if not satisfactory. Liberal tonus to

agents. 10 pretty cardsirivcn
with each s\veeper
w ill
-end ear*I* for lor,
Also,
Wl inger and Folding W ash
Bench combined—a superior
article. Sohl on installment-.
Favorable terms to Dealers
ami \gents. I I. It. 1*1 K K,
—

Imlia St., Boston.

IT

comjmted

<

daily,’

F’aVNCK,

1

Shop!

MAlilSLK

llelfitM. Me.

ACADIAN

shipments pai.i

Lanijirorthij liaililiny.

MUNIMENTS, TABLETS, GRAVESTONES,

HILLS,

SURGEON DENTIST,

( has.

GRAVES’ PATENT

and Summer.

HOWARD,
Manufacturer and dealer in

$U\, litiLFA $ '/'

1 tl

(’onstipatioii

bw is

W. T.

S^r-ny

ISAAC

j

WK will pay the above reward for any ease o
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Siek Headache. Indi
or ( ’■ sti\ me.-.- w e eanimt cure
Kcstion,
with Wi.-t’s Vegetable Liver Kill-, w hen the directions are ,-trietly complied w itii. They arc pureh ;
Vegetable, and never fail to -rive -ati-faet ion. sitrar
Coated.
Larye boxes, containing do Kills, •■».*>« *ent>.
K-»r -ale b\ |{. II M«>«>1>\, Belfast, Me. Beware of
counterfeit and imitations.
The genuine manufactured onh by .HdlN C. W'Ks'l’ \ <<»., ••The Kill
Makers," |si \ is:; w. Madison St., Chicago. Free
trial package sent by mail prepaid on receipt -*t ad
cent stamp.
lyreow 11

lits.

NDKKslHN Fl> would respect fully inform
old customers ami the public that he has
received all the !. VT'E STYLES of BLOCKS, and
is now ready to BLEACH, COLnlt and BBESrs
HATS and BONNET’S at short notice.

P. LOMBARD,

4

(

B
rpilE
1. bis

D.,

Sit rijmii.
MAINE,

Corner of Church «C

BLEACHERY

]7^AUliM

.(

I’hi/siciti n

-a T-

AND

COWLES,

P.

JDESJXTTIST

of Line.

Marble

Iic>hlcncc American IIiium1.
h»ur>—it la 12, 2 In I, 7 lo !l.

G.

Hamilton's, Srarsjiort, Mr,

In

Surgeon

CAMDEN,

FLOUR!

New

&

OFFICE IN UAYFOHD’S BLOCK.

>

:'mosl4

-1 N—-

('.

D.,

II. Johnson A Co.’s store,

II.

r over

«»tt

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.
Nitfli’ dills unstirred from the Ofllce. U

$500 REWARD !

swIii*

MAINE,

G. C. KILGORE, M.

r

Isle, April *.), lssi.—l.'»tf

Belfast, May I, lssi.

PlPLn

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

g

for Sale.

A</<

P.

0flice out A.I). ( hu.se’s More,Custom House ,Squur<

c

For sale by the undersigned, the MASONIC lit II.DIM,,of I leer Me, located ill
the Northwest Harbor.
It is a two story
building with a French roof, hixbo feel,
pleasantly located and can be converted
into a hotel, which is much needed in this
Will be sold at a bargain if called for soon.
II. T. l.CFKIV

( <>.,

n

W. C. FRYE,

\
jiiApf. JbsL

A. HOM ES <(

e

all |u I'-on-hu\in

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

lor Sale!

Super-Phosphats

ire

Counsellor

Ilflice

In Brooks of so acres, de.-irable,
^
A
well located, good soil, pasturing
A®
and water. Handy to mills, marmkket>. schools, village, stores and lb
j-.r lb Station. Will he sold at great
bargain, stock and tools willi it if dc-ired. Apple
.rnUN \\
to
LANH, .Brooks. Me.

r

sen

tllller willi hruiltm ,V I Ieltl, our Vallonal Bank.

4

i,

j>

Building

No. I. Huruden Bloch, Belfast, Me.
I lav ii‘K presided over tie- Prnhatr and li:>„lvt
"iiel l.'C the pa-t four icar-, I ! eel that I .an

~tfin."

Oi
P

The subscriber oiler- tor -ah* bis
resilience on Bay \ iew street. The
house is two stories, all linished,
large cistern in cellar, with a good
-garden spot. The view overlook
ing tin* harbor and ha\ is not surpassed in the city,
l’rice reasonable. <*ood reason- for sidling.
A
lb
HYElb
ply at this office to
Belfast, April 11. is*l -latf

& Counsellor at Law,

Ally.

BOHAN

€h

I). S. (RES8EY, 22 ('hurt'll st., Belfast, Me.
April l, 1881.—14tf
T II \\ I! MARK KXTKNSIVK UKPAIUS ON MV
L carding machines and have obtained tirst-class
workmen, and am better prepared to do Hrst-class
work than ever before.
Satinets, llannels and
yarns manufactured from easterner's wool. Yarns
w oven as usual.
My pri<a* for carding will be the
and 7 cents per pound.
same as last year,
(Vive
us a trial and we will do von good work.
Agent
for Belfast, A. I’KKItY.
B. F. HASKELL, Proprietor*
May 'i:5S JSSI.—3w*21

of lii^ littK-

FOR SALE.

Farm

V

of “Ka\«»rite

II.

■

etc.

ability

Rev. .1. <1. Smith, of Hartford. < t.. .-ays
“ITing
a great Millerer from ( lironio 1 ,i\ or 1 >i-oaan-1 la
digestion. I at la-t tried yonr ‘Favorite Remedy
and found immediate relief.
I u-ed t\\o i.,

_

MAN UFACTURING

'■•]•*•

CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE.

A one-dun house, Minuted on
Waldo avenue, three-quarters of a
mile from the l’o.-t < Mliee.
>ai«l
house has ell, shed and barn, \\ ith
one and one-half
acres of
land,
twenty grafted fruit trees, all in good hearing condition. Hood cistern in cellar; buildings in good
repair, and very pleasantly Mtuated. overlooking
the city and bay. For further particular- call at m>
Black-mith shop on Washington -tret i.
I lh >M \s ». WVIN.
Belfast. Ma\ Jn. I'-I. .'IwJl'

Spring
AN D-

-.n-j, arriving at Km iiliaiu at >.ila. in.
Leave Belfast a1 2.In j. m., ( u\ l'oint
Waldo
■hi-. iJrt ok"
Kn«*\ >..‘d. Th<-mdike l.no, 1'nit
Leonard’s ( rossinir
arrivimr at Huvnliaiii
at i. t.» )i. in.
K. tuiiiiiiLr- 1 eave Burnham at .-On
m
I.,
avd'- < n.-^inir
l'nit> : »._»•>, Thorndike, a
Kin \ O.4.J. lin ok-i lo.os, \\ ;iI lo 11 ..’ii, ( jr%
r
I",.;.'), arriving at Belfast at In.}.* a. m.
Leave Hurnliam at :>,n:. p. m 1....nard's < p.--ill
■'*.17.1 nit\
Thorndike, 5 1.1, Knox,
t. Hi
" ‘Id**
( it;. K -int ii.i;;. arri\ iiur at
P.11M).\ TH'RKIi, Nil peri n ten ii<- t.
I:•*!!.. t, M
:.!<-!
j .*r r
(

Northrop, of 1 ,an>ingl»urg. V 1., h r
several years< aptain of thi-Troy polio.
-ayha\e boon for a long time a great suth-rer from «it*rangement of the liver, an«l after using mans of tin
medieines reeonnnemh <1 for that eomplaint, l>r.
Kennedy V *l**:iv orite Reim-dy* i- tin* «ml\ .a e w hi«-h
I firmly believe that the Tu
gave me any relief.
vorite Remedy' is a goo>\. fumest preparai ion ; «»mthat may he depended upon."
1 r:*.*

obi,

M A NSFIELD,
JUMIX1C

TISV! E-TABLE,

LIVER DISEASE.
Mr. -I.

GREAT BARGAINS

Sun Shades!

Maine Central R. R.

wa- eovered with Sail
Rheum IT mi head i-» loot
“i'avorite Remedy says thi> thankful I:il 1m r. r
lievcd my girl altogether irom this fearfulalllietion,
>alt Rheum. this Mvurred two eai> ago. anil not
a sign of tin- disease has sim c appeared."
N\ hat U
did for thi' rhild it will do fur all who u-e it.

House and land al Sandy Point,
a> the d. K. Partridge (dace,
mile from steamboat wharf,
acre land, house nine years
.'MvJfi, \j :»s\is, >plit -tone cellar.
'■> feet in clear, II
apple tree-, grafted fruit, fo-t to
build rising :?|,iam.no; will sell for ctfOn.ou. Kmiimv
of
P. AIANsFIKI.D.
-Itf
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

S.

PRICE, $2.50

Is
<

A

|j. Mix

testifies

Destroyer.

Agents for Waldo County.

>N I Vl.s.

FDMl M> lil'ltKF,
Commissioner of Patent ."

exhibited in tin*

a-

known

McDonald,

The De-troyer i- designed for tin* use of liquid
Paris <. reeii for tin*destruction of lb >T \T< > HI l.s,
and i- the lie-1 tiling in the market.
Manufactured
at llelfa-t by

liLllp;

a<t\;ui[:i:v. l<< t-ilirists, .■Mill
tllomt.lvi.Al [II.
III IJ 111 'ii flit .I'l'Il.TI
.1 tin' I.UM IT M.
1 ,a\\ X'i'lic.
In ail.liti.in, tli.. iiutamv from
1/uetxH- o> t. m
l"".l i-i .".ihi milo- shorter, an.I of [lie reihi.v.l .IiIan.-.- i.ikki mill's
iiilmul navigation, ro.luiana tin
a.-tual ...van o'age t.. a minimum of A I;i. -.
I’Alra -lii|>- 11'"111
til. blimv,
li A I.Al \Y.
tjri:i-.N<'iiiu s \\ii i .i\inis|)|.;rk\ ihki
i
Ti I5( IST( >v
Tor pa--uy.' itii.l information apph to
K.
«'l{<WI.KY, agent al Belfast. Mo.. Or 1.1-7\ K A
\ 1.1 > 1:N. Wonts •>; I■.!••....I\\.[v. N v.. i»l W i~li
ilisrloa Street., |:..-|..n I. 7 Soittl .'.ill 'tr.vt, I'liiln
ilelphia.
r.ni'.’n

SALT RHEUM

Till* homestead of the I;111* (ieo.
is ••tVornl r. -r -ale
It is
ami
»n\enient !\ In.
rated "i! Miller street ill>t below
High. It lias a good warden, a
good cistern, nine rooms, all of
\\ liich are well and
thorough!} lini-lr i. The house
is one and one-hall Mories with 1. and lied, all new
and in good order.
It will make a very delightful
home lor any one, and is especially convenient for
business men. Applv for lenns and inspection to
1’iui.o hlusi-a.
Belfast. Mav -V>, I IJJ

te&fC

Destroyer.

P. S. Ryan’s Insect

We

.|..;tm«lii|i l*KIil'\ I \S -ail-.
irum I I\crpiKil I uno
.-.tiiinsr- tr >ui «,>» l.r.lA ,.Vor> -A 11 UI>A Y,min
immune May 7. Tho i'«mt*. pn'sotits unproci‘il.*iiU'.|

“FAVORITE REMEDY”

F. II. t. KKVNOLDS.

HOUSE FOR SALE.

llelfa-t, lias purchased a one-half inter.-I wilii
CLAKK M AllDKN, of Swanville, in

°f

TIi.- maaiiili
in
li'.’ii 1$.>st• >11 .lii.*<'t

Itmimmcmlril Ijj t'lorijjmcii. StuL'Miirn A OIIkt-.

FAIL) SFECIAIi ATTENTION TO

of Color!

sn: i »/> ////»>.

EDDY.

HONEST MEDICINE.

ti'iil?

4 MAIN ST.. MASON BLOCK.

line a-sortment of

LADIES’ READY
HAVE

IRON BITTERS enrich the blood,
strengthen the muscles, u.nd glee new life to
the nerves.
IRON BITTERS act l ike a charm
on the digestive orgai.
.loving all
dyspeptic symptoms', si.
tasting the
food, belchiwj, heat i the t much, heart-

in-

vestments fii■ Siirini/s l'nihis tut'l Tins'
Funds, mill hm i' a!must iilirm/s u line •><

A. P. MANSFIELD

For Sprains, Wounds, Scalds, Bheumatism, and
any pain upon Man or Beast,

recommended for all diseases
certain and efficient tonic.

s/ieeiulli/ nf Jirsl-rluss

1

ALLAN LINE ROYAL iYIAIL

B< »s n).n, <letoher IIs7n.
ii. II. FI >I>Y, r>«,» ---Dear Sir:
A'ou proeuivd for
me, in 1"h>, my lir.-t patent. Since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundreds of eases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extension:*. I
have ocea>ionally employed tin- nest agencies in
\cw York, Pliiladelphia and
Washington, hut I still
-ive you almost the whole of my business, in
»ur
arnl
advise
others t emplo\ v.ui.
line,
A ours truly,
CKORCK DBAFFB,
p. r!
Boston, dan. I. issi

FOR SALE OR TO LET.

with

^learner .lAs A <; A in will make
rip- t. u I ing at Belfast. For
particulars, for freight c»nI\. imjuire t .1
Co., IT Water >t New York, r 1
tei-son, Belfast.
Liberal advances on imv eon
'knm nts \‘ agents at \i U York.
< YKFS PATTKUsuN.
Ygent
Belfast, Mav LJ, !»• i.—1«»

tjrV>J,;,;.'J,nlrk;v

further
Fry,- A

Imvntor.' camiut employ a person more tru.-t
worthy or more capable of mm airing for them an
early and favorable consideration at tin- l atent Of

FOR SALE.

——A T-

Toxic.—“Increasing the rtrerujth, dbrlalinff Via
effect# of cte?iilUyM find restoring healthy function#."'

highly
requiring a

H.

TKSTI.W*

—

M I

NEW YORK X BELFAST DIRECT.

’■1 regard Mr. hddy as one of the most eugabbamt successful practitioners with whom I have had
ollicial intercourse.
( II As. M AmiN,
Coinmis.-ioner of Patents.”

TEMPLE.

please.

>

No. 70 Shite St., opposite Kilby, Itoston,
Patent.-' in the I'nitcd States : al
i.: aval
<
Britain, France ami <»tlier foreign conn trie
-j-a
of the* claims of an;. Fatent furnished hv
remitting
"lie dollar.
Assignments recorded at AV asiutmtoii.
■Vo Agency in the I'ni'ed Statespossesses supu-i<-r
ucilities f>r obtaining Patents or aseert
tining the
patentability of in rent ions.
It. II. Ki>DV, s.iliritur of Patents.

(l

TO \

>Ifi\(t,

PATENTS.

R.

IIV llldlr

to

l:m* ii nir- for Port Ian i.
1 hrou^li ti*• ki■ t-- ami 1 *aar~: io- cheeked' all
points.
la. C l
Cictmral Manager
i*l-.«». I.. 1 >A V. (.eneralTicket A iron t. Portlaml.
April 1. I--1.— 11

>orures

/•’«/* Sale at a Itari/ain.
i ili; following maehinery can he -ecu at F. A.
1
HOWAHIFS Machine shop, Pleasant street,
Belfast, Maine, where In* keep.-. on haml, or will
t'urni-h t" order, all kinds «.»f eastings at manutaeturer’s price-, and will do all kinds of machine

now

I

lyrl*i

quantity by

Farmers Attention! New i Second HaiMacliiGiy
in stork

in

ago,

CURED ANNUALLY.

Maine,

lice.

The great remedy for Dyspepsia, Eil'icmsDisand Functional Derangements attendant
n pen Debility. In 1*2 lb. bottles, 75 cents.' Sis
bottles, St Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
supplied with net exceeding six bottles at one ha' f
the rctailprice, money to aceom pany order. Sold
by Druggists and by'D. B. Dewet it Co...4d
Dey St„ >iew York.

are

Brokers,

I-

MASONIC

used

Fifty years

Elder Downs was given
up by las physicians to
die with Consumption.
Under these circumstances he compounded this
Elixir, was cured, and
lived to a good old age.
You can try it for the
priced’one doctor’ visit.
For tale everywhere.

AN D-

eases

BITTERS

•>;/

season.

Bangor,

1. E 1»

«

diseases when

buy

WEEK

PER

steamer
1 >1
s
i.

<.. Master, will lraw
harf. P< >rtIan«l, \er\ Tuesday and Friday rvrninifv, at 11.1,] o’clock, <t ii arri\ ;! r
ruliman express train from Moton, r«»r Pocklaml.
a.'tima i ><•«••• I-!♦*,
\\ -i ||;ir|..
-kw irk,
j*ar
Harh«»r, ^1 f I>r*-»rt. MllShri'lirr, I m
tml
M irhia-i '<rt.
Ketui
\,
Monday
and Thursday morning, at 1.30 o’clock,
u Mm;a" ab'.vc, arriving in Portiaml a bo ut
mhiniuht.
11».• iiikar with tin- Pullman
ni^ht train tor Boston ami
tin- West.
Pa "t'li^-r- will mu In* disturbe-t iinh~w i-11i11ir to tako tin* Pullman.
MeainerC it y-of Kiehmoml «'uimci'i^ at K>eklaw!
with Muiori s. s. Co., for Belfast,
Bangor am!
Bivi-r lam Http's. « wen >atiir-la\ inorniuu'.
< ominir West cimn'oct' for Boston rve’rv
Mmnlav.
ami receive.- passengers and freight from Kiv.-r

Is a sure remedy lor
Coughs, Colds, \Vhooping Cough, and all Lung

for

^|rriio
ii a>.

rr

EIT,

I.ate

I have

mr

AKHANGEMEJVT.

TRIPS

liaili'iaii \\

At A. P. Mansfield’s,

Wt’i-i!] Oliemii ;t] Paint !

1WO

ROCK I,.4 \ I). Tf 11 \ If.

Stock

F< >lt-

llufklaml. Ml. Pescrt, Millbriikf ami Machias.

Scr'y.

HALf A CEiiTiiRY OLD,

HOSIERY. LACES. JEWELRY,

THE

—

vice

SPKISG

Collais, Cuffs, handkerchiefs,

(lotlies Wringers, Doth Bench and Common. Hand
Saws, Key and Bracket Saws, Framed Wood sans,
from Mlc. to $1,10. Flat Irons, Ac.

P.asidenJ.

•Bummamaumma.

*

HARDWIRE l

1 SKI,I,

in any

o.

DeWllT,
Smosl I

FRANK R. CRAY.

CROCKERY & GLASS WARE
K

sale

■»

77

....

BOND

Top Dressing

OF

Ash-Tonic

IRON

JOHN E.

<

••

Belfast, April 21, issf.—li;

$

DANIEL SIlAltl*,
JAMES 1’. EARPENTKIi.

BUY AND SELL

—ARTISTIC—

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy,Loss ofStrength,
Want of Appetite, Intermittent Fevers, etc.

At*

ai l mh'<;<;ists si;ll it

ii,;.

>KLL

T<>

jr,f.47t< <C

Belfast, Me.

your Grass Lands.
the

Corn. Meal & Shorts.

<

Taluable

ItITTHIflH.F;,

$3.50

3.00
Boston,
i:\eurshni tickets, at following rates:
From Belfast and Searsport and return,
$5.00
*•
Fort Point
5.00
0. LANK. Agent
•IAMF.S IITILF.FIEIII, Siiperlntendenl.

$7 7,-'tin vl

••

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

W.

It. It.

••

/)e<-tmhcr :t 1, IS77
1S7.S'
*•
*•
1ST!*
*•
*•
IS SO

Eliiir of Life Root Company.
J

Monday, Wednesday,Thursday

every

Fare from Belfast to Lowell,

give

est and Best

landings,

A
SPUING TONIC AND APPE.
TI/EII IT HAM XO E<I CAL.

is

you the largest and best crop of Potatoes,
Com and Grain. The Cheap-

IS COM 1*1.1. I K.

have

ate

sylvania

WnSTKlELD, Mass, March JS, Issl.
•I. W. Kittukd*.!-;. Agent Elixir of Life Root
Dear sir:
Having sutlered intensely for four
years with disease of the Kidneys, after having
during that time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief, I was induce 1 to try a bottle of
your ELIXIR, OF LIFE ROOT, and it. atldrds me
pleasure to say that one bottle of it eompleC-Ix
cured me. I recommend it as tin- only valuable
and certain cure for kidney troubles i have over
seen.
1 would add that before taking \ our medicine I bad become so weak that 1 was about t<» give
up work. Hoping that others who have sutlered
like mvself may be so fortunate as to try your
valuable medicine. Trulv vours.
T. E. M< MAIN.

FERTILIZER?

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers & Overshoes
I

notice, will leave Belfast for Boston anil intermedi-

Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him.

Do you want the most reliable

CHMT LABS, I MBRELLAS, Ac.
M V

Slcutucr ( AMKItlDOK, i
Steamer, KATAillllV
Cupt. Otis I.MiR.uiAM, |
Capt. W. If. ltoix,
t omnienelng Monday, April 25th, until further

A Druggist lias Sold over 1,000 Bottles.
issl.
Rockland, Mi-:., April
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir
ot Lift- Root, and have never found a rase where
it failed to give satisfaction.
\VM. H. KITTRKlMiE.

FARMERS!

FINE WHITE SHIRTS ]

1881.

and Saturday, at i
o'clock t*. M.
Will leave Boston from Lincoln's wharf, every Mondjiv, Tuesday,
and
Thursday
Friday, at ."> 1'. .Vl.
lining K.ast, connections made itl Kochland with
Knox
Lincoln It. It. for Thmnaston, Wahlohoro,
I>amuriscoUa and other stations; with steamer
Lewiston for Deer Isle, L'astine,
Sedgwick, Mt.
Desert and Maehiasport; .at Belfast, with steamer
M ay t'oicen for La stine ami I has boro; at Buck
sport,
with stages for’Bluehill and Lllsworth; at Bangor,
with L ,V S. A. It. It. and Bangor & Piscataquis
It. It., .ami all stages for the surrounding
country.
< toing West, li, kefs
may la1 obtained on each steam
r for I.owell, New 5 n’rk,
Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington, and baggage checked
through,
also ticket- tor the West and Southwest via IVnn

From 30c. to $1.50.

GENTS’

ARRANGEMENT.

removes

DROPSY, GRAVEL, DIABETES, INFLAMMATION OF

PLACE.

THE

out TKLKOKAI’II BlIUtlMi,
flip.

rs

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases arisingtherefrom, such as

AM

Situation.
‘■Is there any truth in the story that Mr. Bar
held lots killed Senator Conkling 1" inquired .Mrs.
Spoodend) ke, titling the sleeve into the armhole
and running in the hustings.
"No !" ejaculated Mr Spoopendyke. "Where'd
you get that 1 Mr Conkling has resigned, hut he
ain't dead."
"I read that he had got into some difficult! with
Mr Bartield. and Mr. Barfield had dragged him all
around by the ear. and finally they had to take Mr
Conkling away to save liis’ life! though he died
afterwards
"Who said sol" demanded Mr
Spoopendyke,
"Where'd you read anything like that 1"
"1 read it on a pattern that Mrs Wiuterbolhum
loaned me for au overskirl
Pin sure it's so.” re
plied Mrs Spoopendyke.
"Bet the pattern,” said Mr
Spoopendyke
"Show it to me !"
Mrs. Spoopendyke unrolled the pattern and com
rnenced to read.
1 be complications at Washington have assumed the most exciting shape. Today the troubles
between Gartield and f’onkling culminated
by
Conkiing seizing him by the throat and holding
on while the crowd
yelled with delight. Twenty
to one was ottered, hut Gartield remains tirm and
declares that the Administration will not yield.
This position aroused the crowd to frenzy, iris
said that Conkling really desires to retire to
private
life, but Garfield at that moment planted his teeth
lu his game adversary's ear and
dragged him
around until the friends id (’oakling were compelled to interfere to save the poor thing's life,
lie was taken home, hut died in a few minutes.
There!
said Mrs. Spoopendyke triumphantly.
"1 told ) ou so.’
"Show me !" said .Mr. Spoopendyke. jumping up
and seizing the pattern
"Where d'ye tind such
dod pasted nonsense as that ? Where is it!"
"There, it begins under the rtillle. then it runs
over on the hand and down on the
gore and ends
here .on the plaiting. I knew I'd seen it," and
Mis Spoopendyke smiled pleasantly.
"What's the matter with you, you measly idiot P
howled Mr. Spoopendyke. This is where you get
your political information, is it f This is the source
ol your intelligence on national affairs /
All you
want is two more patterns and a bald head to be a
constitutional lawyer!
Three overskirts and a
pair of spectacles would make you a supreme
judge! What d'ye think this is P
"Isn’t it right P faltered Mrs. Spoopemh ke
"Did you read from t he rullle overtotbe baud’and
down to file gore—”
"Yes 1 did, didn't If" squeaked Mr Spoopendyke, “and so did you didn't you ! Do you kuow
what you’ve got here f”
Isn't a pat—"
"Dod gast tlie pattern—I mean the print! Dart
of it is about Gartield. part about Gonkling, aud the
rest a dog light out on Long Island
Know what
il is now t
Think you can understand it now I've
explained it to you? Oh. yon can! You’ve got
braius! Some day Tin going lo run a pipe in your
ear and
start a phosphorus factory!" and Mr.
Spoopendyke danced out of the room, leaving it
i-trewn with pattern dust.
“I don't care,” sobbed Mrs Spoopendyke. "it
read all right, and the skirt fitted so nicely that I
supposed the articles were put together straight.
Aud it was so perfectly natural anybody might
make the same mistake. It's so like most of the
news from Washington that I've been
expecting
it every day," and Mrs. Spoopendyke overcast the
sleeve with flic serene conviction that after all
you've got to patch a newspaper into a pattern to
get at the actual facts some limes. [Brooklyn

May llth & 12th,

after

and

We shall l»e

Mens’ Suits, $0.00, S.00, 10.00, 12.00. 15.00,
10.00, 22.00; Mens’ l isters and Overcoats.
$2.75, 0.00. 0.50, 7.50, s.00, 0.00, 15.00.

Death.

William J Coughlin, ot Somerville. Mass, says:
In the fall of 187C> 1 was taken with I'.i.kkdinh’ok
thk Li NNiS followed by a severe cough.
1 lost mv
appetite and llesh. ami was contiucd to my bed lii
1877 1 was admitted to the Hospital
The doctors
said 1 had a hole in my lung as big as a half dollar
At one time a report went around that I was dead,
j gave up hope, but a friend told me of DR. \\ li,
LIAM HALL'S BALSAM FOR TH K LI NCS
1
got a bottle, wlien to my surprise. 1 commenced
to feel better, and t<» day I feel better than for
three years past.
••1 write this hoping every one alllicted with dis
eased Lungs will take I)R WILLIAM HALL'S
BALSAM, and b convinced that CON SC M PTlON
CAN BL (’CRH!)
I can positively say
t has
done more good than all the medicines i have
taken .since my sickness."

On

READY MADE CLOTHING!

going

From

ol'

Plilt. LS.

IN ALL

is not a caustic.
Corns, Warts, llunions ami Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Hrush for applying in each bottle.
J&rA cure is guaranteed.^#
Price 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Try it ami you will be convince*! like thousands
who have used it ami now testify t<> its value.
Ask for Schlotterbeck’s t orn' and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
lyrs
It

—

diflerenl kinds of goods in these eriees.
I also have

Tlno.it atfeetions and bronchial diseases arc relieved immediately by the use of Downs’ Fi.lxik.

Rescued

Mathews,

Formerly
skowbegan, who has been attending
all the opening" in lio^ton and New V(»rk, we
feel confident tint we can give satisfaction.
of

SHIRTIN <3- S

IJknky and Johnson's Ai:nj< a and On, Lini
mi n
is an external remedy for Man or Beast.

Presentiment—a foreboding that something is
to happen when you come home at three a.
m. ami see a light in your wile's room.

A

Here Is n list of Prices : 12c., 15c., tic. 20c..25c..
2sc„ 30c., 32c., 35c., 10c., 50c., 55c., 115c.. 75c.,
MU'., S5c„ itOr., $1.00, SI. 10, ,SI.20, $1.30, SI.35,
1.75, 2.00, 2.50 Per Yard.

sickness

write to the Doctor at Kondout,
y'wJd

Mrs. E. M.

( LOTUS FOR MK\ A B01S’ WEAR.

I have

ing secured the servieesof the popular milliner,

I lax

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

im.Mly"standsliiyour door-

••Keep out!" It will
cost you only a Dollar to put the sentinel on duty,
and for his faithfulness thousands can vouch. Ask
»

bo found in this vicinity.

as can

groat variety

Kills the Pleasure.
Illness in the house affects the whole family in
some manner
When the sickness is serious the

way and says t

nice

As

Feathers, Flowers, &c.

SUMMER

BOSTON.

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.

THE BLADDER, BRICK DINT DEPOSIT, RHElMATINM. DYSPEPSIA. FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND ALL DISEASES OF
THE [BINARY ORGANS.

Prints from 5 to sc.; Sheetings front 5 to I Oe.;
rashes from lc. upwards; Dress Goods from
un sr. Knickerbocker to a tine All-Wool Cashmere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and Satins, Laces,Edgings, Rurhcs, KurilIngs,Shetland Shawls,Long and Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jackets, (both for ladies and gents)
Ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths, Kepellants,
Table Dll Damask, a dozen patterns. White
Linen and Turkey lied Damasks,

man

children’s laughter must be hushed, footsteps must
be softened, all goes sadly and wrong. Dr David

received, consisting of all the latest novelties
of the season, in

.lust

line of

nice

t

breath sometimes destroys a young man’s
chances, especially after he lias been eating garlic

who expressed an opinion had to pay
charges clear through before the company would
take it

a

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

A

The

have

&

Entirely harmless;

OUR

MILLINER?

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
1

EXAMINE

Large and Select Stock

Curtains & Curtain fixtures

mental difficulties.

Or it 01*1 x ox is, that if you are a sufferer by any
Disease < f tin Friuo Genital Organs. that you can
be quickly restored to health hv the use of |)r
BULLOCKS KIDNEY REMEDY. "NEPHUETI
CUM.” It is active and sure in its results, and has
perleetod numerous cures that other remedies have
It is purely vegetable ami sate for
failed to reach
all

ANU

prices.
Parties buying paper of me can have it trimmeil
free of charge.

Cheerfulness, courage, and great activity of intellect. are engendered by Fellows* S) rnpof 11 po
phosphites, and its capacity of imparting power of
endurance to the brain and nervous system, is
shown iu its property of sustaining persons thro*

Women that have been pronounci d incurable by
the best physicians in thoeonntry. have beiti.com
pletely cured of female weakness by the use of
Lydia F Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. Semi
to Mrs Lydia L Piukham,
Western Avenue.
Lynn, Mass for pamphlets.

the LATEST SPUING STYLES, which can
seen at my stores, ami at the lowest

now

1881.

Corn, Wart & Bnnion Solvent.

3000 Rolls of Room Pajer Urs. II. II. McDonald’s
Of

BANGOR

SCH L O TTE It It El K’S

BANNER

Steamship Company

-BETWEEN-

USING

BY

Boot!

teHE

he grow red in the face and went away mad.

room,

fj Life

HAVE JfST RECEIVED I ROM BOSTON

I

“Yes, sir." said Mr. Gallagher, “it was fuuuy
1 laughed till 1
enough to make a donkey laugh
cried.'
A ml then, as he saw a smile go round the

“Not iled; but gou ailed,” is the way they carve
Orthoupon the tombstones at Deadwood.
graphy always did hate a new settlement.

liove-a-starboard.

TIIK

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands who
were
suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility. Liver
Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets trco to any address. Seth W.
Fowle & Sous. Boston.

it

round and round.

Breaking his pear and apple

"1 will never marry a woman that can t carve,'’
said it.
"Why H "Because she would not be a
help meat for me.''

elixir

Tl Tic Flic:

The Sanford

Cure Your Corns !

SEAMEN WANTED.
OK \MKN WDOItOlN \ UY SK \MK\, foreonsl
.1. s. H.YNLKTT,
O its
Apply t"
:lltf
Intelligence Office, Koeklamt.

THOMBS & OSBORNE

BAIL

MAKERS,
AND

DEALERS

IN

JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON & METALS
all
subscriber herein ”ive< public notice t
concerned, that he has been duly appointed,
and has taken upon himself the trust of \dministrator of the estate of
JOHN STEVKNS, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by i>i\in.-' bo.. I
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
>

Belfast, Me.
Sibleys Bros.’ Wharf,
Highest cash price paid for old rags, junk

Swan &

1

make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
N. 11 Ml UBAltD.
3w*2!
to him.

metals, bones, &c.

:t7

MANHOOD RESTORED.
victim of early imprudence, causing nervous
debility, premature decay, etc., havingtried in vain
every know u reined \ .has diseox ered a simple means
oi sell-cure, which lie w ill semi free to his fellow
sufferers Address d. II. KKK\ Ks, id Chatham st.,
N- Y.
lv 1*4(5
A

FOR SALE.

rpwo
1

tiOOl) FISHIN(i

VKSSKLS, 1100 Mtls. ca
and anchors

parity. Well found in cables
good lime carriers.

Will make

Bucksport,

Feb.

s,

AMimoSK W11ITF.
issl.—t;

Babbitt Metal for

Machinery.

MKTA1., the best anti-frietion
lining maehinorv boxes, for sale at

fFAYl’K

-Oistf

metal for

THE JOURN AL OFFICE.

